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Abstract 

 

 The present study investigates questioning in Taiwan Sign Languages (TSL) in 

face-to-face dialogue settings. Questioning refers to the activities of asking questions. 

Asking questions can be performed either through interrogative forms or through 

other linguistic structures. Within a conversation analytic framework, the actual 

structures in TSL questions are presented and the communicative functions carried 

out through questions are discussed. 

 The analyzed data contain approximately 3 hours of spontaneous signing, taken 

from 4 dyads conversations. The data are annotated using ELAN annotation software. 

The facial expressions are annotated based on Facial Action Coding System (Ekman, 

Friesen, and Hager 2002). 

 Four major types of interrogative constructions are identified: polar questions, 

A-not-A questions, alternative questions and content questions. Four communicative 

functions performed by questions include obtaining information, initiating repair, 

requesting confirmation, and seeking agreement. There is a division of labor between 

the four question forms and the actions they perform. Seeking information is done 

with all the question types. Initiating repair and requesting confirmation is carried out 

through content questions and polar questions respectively. Seeking agreement is 

performed through polar questions. 

Three non-manual mechanisms are repeatedly observed accompanying a 

majority of questions: eye gaze at the end of the questions, eyebrow movements, and 

head movements. Gazing behavior functions as a conversation regulator. It is a 

turn-yielding cue. Eyebrow movements are associated with the functions. Questioners 

tend to do furrowed eyebrows (AU4) when they have doubt or do not understand 

what the previous utterances have been said whereas tend to raise their eyebrows 

(AU1+2) when they want to ask for information or confirmation. As for head 

movements, manual signs sometimes influence the position or movements of the head. 

Tilting is relatively common co-occurring with questions but it does not occur with 

most questions. 
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摘要	  

	  

本文旨在探討台灣手語自然對話中的提問方式。提問意指提出問題，提問方

式不受句型的限制，除了疑問句型可用來表達問題之外，任何句型皆可執行提問

的功能。本文採用言談分析方式，分析台灣手語各類疑問句之句型以及其執行的

言談功能。	  

本研究分析之語料為四對共八人之自發性的互動談話，語料長度近三個小時。

所有語料採用影像語料撰寫軟體 ELAN 撰記。臉部表情則利用 Facial Action 

Coding System (Ekman, Friesen, and Hager 2002) 裡的分類系統做標記。 

研究結果顯示，台灣手語自然對話裡具有提問功能之疑問句句型，共分四類，

分別為是非問句，A-not-A問句，選擇問句以及疑問詞問句。提問共有四種功用，

分別為獲取訊息，請求修捕，確認訊息，以及尋求同意。提問功用與疑問句型有

某種程度上的關聯性。獲取訊息之功能可由四類疑問句型執行，請求修捕以及確

認訊息僅分別由疑問詞問句和是非問句提出，尋求同意則僅由是非問句執行。 

對話中大多數的提問皆有非手部動作，最常見的非手部動作包含眼神注視，

眉毛以及頭部動作。眼神注視出現在每個提問的結尾，其具有提示對方回應的功

能。眉毛動作與提問功用相關，皺眉(AU4)出現在提問者具有疑問或是困惑時，

而揚眉(AU1+2)則出現在詢問訊息或是確認訊息時。頭部動作則較易受到手部動

作方向及位置的影響。和其它頭部動作相較之下，頭向前傾較常伴隨提問的手部

動作出現。 
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Notation Convention 

 

SIGN Word in capital letters shows an English gloss 

representation for lexical signs. 

SIGN-SIGN Multiword glosses connected by hyphens are used when 

one English word is required to translate a single lexical 

sign. 

SIGN [Modulation] A bracketed symbol following a sign indicates that the 

sign is produced with some change in form associated 

with a change in meaning. 

SIGN= The lexical sign is held. 

#CHARACTER A word beginning with the symbol # indicates a lexical 

sign is traceable to Chinese character. 

 non-manual 

SIGN 

A line over a gloss represents the spread of occurrence of 

a nonmanual feature. The words after the line represent 

the nonmanual signals.  

pol-q 

SIGN 

Nonmanual expressions for polar questions. 

cont-q 

SIGN 

Nonmanual expressions for content questions. 

non-manual= 

SIGN 

The symbol = indicates the non-manual is held after the 

last manual sign. 

pre 

SIGN 

The duration between the exact beginning time and the 

apex onset time of a brow movement  

 

  AU 

SIGN 

The duration between apex onset time and apex offset 

time of a brow movement. 

ret 

SIGN 

The beginning time of apex offset time of a brow 

movement. 
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Chapter 1 
 

Introduction 

 

 The present study attempts to examine questioning in Taiwan Sign Languages in 

face-to-face dialogue settings. This chapter begins with an introductory description of 

sign languages. Following that, different perspectives concerning questions are briefly 

explained. This chapter ends with the explanation of the research questions and scope 

of the present study. 

 

1.1  Sign languages 

 There are at least two major language modalities. Modality here refers to the 

transmission channels (Meier 2002). Signed languages 1 are transmitted via 

visual-gestural modality, in contrast with spoken languages transmitted via 

audio-vocal modality2.  

Sign languages are not manual representations of spoken languages co-existing 

in the same region; rather, they have linguistic structures of their own. During the last 

five decades, sign linguistic investigations have demonstrated that fundamental design 

features of language proposed by Hockett (1960) are not properties of a particular 

language modality. The grammatical structures of signed languages are parallel to 

those structures of spoken languages at every linguistic level (Klima and Bellugi 1979; 

Sutton-Spence and Woll 1999; Lillo-Martin and Sandler 2006; Johnston and 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1	   The term ‘signed languages’ is used to parallel to spoken languages (Wilcox and Morford 2006). 
2	   Deaf-blind signers use sign language in the tactile-gestural modality (Meier 2002). 	  
3	   The native sign language in Taiwan has been referred to as Taiwan Sign Language instead of 
2	   Deaf-blind signers use sign language in the tactile-gestural modality (Meier 2002). 	  
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Schembri 2007; Meir and Sandler 2008). Yet there are still some linguistic 

constructions found in signed languages but absent in spoken languages due to 

modality differences, such as iconic motivation at the lexical level, simultaneous 

representation of classifier predicates, and indexic nature of pronouns and verb 

agreement (Meier 2002; Liddell 2003; Aronoff, Meir, and Sandler 2005; Chang, Su, 

and Tai 2005; Tai 2005). Meir (2002) refers to the linguistic features shared between 

signed and spoken languages as non-effects of modality; whereas the linguistic 

structures differences result from the two languages as modality effects. 

Some general information about sign language characteristics is provided in this 

section in order to set the background for understanding the data to be presented in 

this study. 

 

1.1.1 Social conditions of sign languages 

There are two major types of circumstances that lead to the emergence of a sign 

language. The major difference between the two is the social homogeneity of their 

origins (Meir et al. 2010). The first type, deaf community sign languages, arises when 

unrelated deaf individuals are brought together for educational purposes. The history 

of many well-studied sign languages is directly related to the establishment of deaf 

schools, including American Sign Language, British Sign Language, Israeli Sign 

Language, and Nicaragua Sign Language etc. (Sutton-Spence and Woll 1999; Meir et 

al. 2010). Taiwan Sign Language (TSL)3 belongs to this type. The emergence of TSL 

is largely due to the establishment of deaf education in 1915. A brief history of TSL 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
3	   The native sign language in Taiwan has been referred to as Taiwan Sign Language instead of 
Taiwanese Sign Language. Myers and Tai (2005) indicate that Taiwan can replace Taiwanese as a 
modifier in English, such as Taiwan politics. 
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will be given in 1.1.3. 

The second type, village sign languages, arises in an existing, relatively insular 

community or village where genetic deafness is transmitted, resulting in a relatively 

high percentage of deaf individuals. A number of such sign languages have been 

reported to exist in various parts of the world: Martha’s Vineyard Island in 

Massachusetts, USA; the Yucatec Mayan village in Mexico; Adamorobe village, 

Ghnan; the Urubu tribe in Brazil; Providence Island in the Caribbean; the Ban Khor 

community in Tailand; the Al-Sayyid Bedouins in Israel; Desa Kolok village in Bali, 

Indonesia; Amami Island in Japan (Marsaja 2008; Meir et al. 2010). 

Since the origins differ, the development and transmissions of the languages 

differ as well. In community sign languages, the acquisition and development of sign 

languages occur in school settings because 90 percent of deaf children are born to 

hearing parents who have no knowledge of sign languages. For the 10 percent of deaf 

children who are born to deaf parents, they acquire sign language as their first 

language from their deaf parents in their families. As for village sign languages, due 

to the high incidence of deaf individuals, the transmission of the language is within 

and between families, and both deaf and hearing members play a role as linguistic 

models (Meir et al. 2010). 

 

1.1.2  The nature of sign languages 

Sign languages are produced in three-dimensional space and perceived by eyes. 

This visual-gestural languages are transmitted not only by hands but also by facial 

expressions, head, and body postures. Manual signs are conveyed in terms of various 
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handshapes, palm orientations, movements, and locations. Articulators other than the 

hands are referred to as non-manual expressions4. Non-manual expressions in sign 

languages consist of fourteen independent channels: the head, the shoulders, the torso, 

the eyebrows, the eyeballs (gaze), the eyelids, the nose, the mouth (upper lip, lower 

lip, mid-lip, and lip corners), the tongue, the cheeks, and the chin (Wilbur 2009). Each 

channel can articulate either individually or in complex combinations. Multi-channel 

system is possible because the eye is able to interpret information from various 

channels simultaneously (Zeshan 2000; Sandler 2010). Both manual and non-manual 

expressions constitute an important part at different levels of sign language grammar.  

The functions of nonmanual expressions have been investigated in numerous 

signed languages (e.g., Liddell 1980 for American Sign Language; Sutton-Spence and 

Woll 1999 for British Sign Language; Zeshan 2000 for Indo-Pakistani Sign Language; 

Boyes-Braem and Sutton-Spence 2001 for several European sign languages; Johnston 

and Schembri 2007 for Australian Sign Language; Meir and Sandler 2008 for Israeli 

Sign Language, and among others). In these studies, non-manual expressions carry 

various functions. Non-manual expressions can function as a phonological component 

of lexical signs (Sandler and Lillo-Martin 2006; Fontana 2008), as adverbial or 

adjectival markers (Liddell 1980; Anderson and Reilly 1998), as intonation in spoken 

languages (Reilly, McIntire, and Bellugi 1990a; Nespor and Sandler 1999; Wilbur 

2000), or as gestures, especially the lower part of the face (Emmorey 1999; 

Boyes-Braem and Sutton-Spence 2001; Sandler 2009; Chen 2011).  

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
4	   Sandler (2010) indicates that non-manual expressions are not a natural class, lumping together of 
non-manual markers into a single category would obscure the range of functions served by non-manual 
articulators.	  
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Facial expressions in sign languages are componential in nature. Independent 

facial expressions could be combined together. It is not uncommon to have more than 

one facial expression in a sentence. For example, the sentence in Israeli Sign 

Language ‘Have you seen that movie (that we were talking about)?’ is simultaneously 

accompanied both by raised eyebrows and squint eyes. Raised eyebrows signal yes-no 

questions and squint eyes signal information shared by interlocutors (Nespor and 

Sandler 1999). 

Because deaf people are in constant contact with hearing people, it is likely that 

co-speech gestures are adopted in sign language. Extensive studies have shown that 

some lexical signs and facial expressions in signed languages can be traced back to 

co-speech manual gestures and facial expressions in spoken languages respectively 

(Campbell et al. 1999; Janzen and Shaffer 2002; Zeshan 2003; Wilcox 2004; Pfau and 

Steinbach 2006). For example, the general interrogative sign in Indo-Pakistani Sign 

Language has the same form as a corresponding co-speech gesture used in the same 

region (Zeshan 2004); the obligatory polar question facial expression in ASL, raised 

eyebrows, evolved from a questioning facial expression (Janzen 1998). 

 

1.1.3 Taiwan Sign Language 

Taiwan Sign Language (hereafter TSL) is an example of deaf community sign 

language and is a member of the Japanese Sign Language. The history of TSL can be 

dated back to the Japanese occupation of Taiwan (1895-1945). Prior to the Japanese 

occupation, the documentation of the sign language used in Taiwan is scarce and 

sporadic. Schools for the deaf were established in Tainan and Taipei in 1915 and 1917 
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respectively. The instruction languages used in these two schools were two varieties 

of Japanese Sign Language. Osaka dialect was used in Tainan deaf school and Tokyo 

dialect was used in Taipei. Different sources result in two varieties of TSL. For an 

overview on the history of TSL, see Smith (2005) and Ann, Smith, and Yu (2007). 

TSL is a natural language and has a structure of its own, which is independent of 

those coexisting spoken languages, namely Mandarin Chinese, Southern Min, and 

Hakka. The population of hearing-impaired people is about 120,000 at the 2011 

census, carried out by Ministry of the Interior. However, there is no official census 

concerning the population of TSL signers. 

During the latter years of the 1970s, Signed Chinese was introduced into deaf 

educational settings. Signed Chinese is an artificial sign system created by educators 

in order to increase deaf children’s exposure to spoken and written Chinese by means 

of using manual signs and help them learn the grammatical structure of Chinese. In 

such system, the lexical signs are mainly from TSL signs supplemented by invented 

signs representing morphemes that do not have equivalent counterpart in the TSL 

vocabulary. Similar to other signed codes for spoken languages (Zeshan 2004), the 

sign order of Signed Chinese follows the word order of spoken Chinese and therefore 

TSL specific morphology is omitted and non-manual signals are left out. The manual 

representation of spoken language for educational purpose has a long history and has 

also been adopted in other countries. 

This artificially created system might have influenced the structure of TSL. For 

example, sign for question particle MA is used by younger signers who have been 

instructed in Signed Chinese.  
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1.1.4  Representing signed data  

Transcription in this research is in accord with the notational convention used by 

sign language research community. Glosses for manual signs are represented by 

English words in capital letters. When a single lexical sign requires more than one 

English word to translate it, the words of the gloss are connected by hyphens. 

Non-manual marking is indicated with a line on top of the English glosses for the 

manual signs. The line indicates the scope of a non-manual expression and the 

abbreviation after the line represents the non-manual expression. The scope of a facial 

expression is defined as all the lexical signs that the facial expression co-occurs with. 

The minimum scope is a single sign while the maximum scope is the whole clause 

(Zeshan 2004). The following is an example from Israeli Sign Language with raised 

eyebrows through the whole sentences (Meir and Sandler 2008:149). 

 
(1) _______________________________________br 
   BROTHER POSS2 COME-HERE TOMORROW 
  ‘Is your brother coming here tomorrow?’ 

 

Sometimes, it is possible for a sentence to have more than one non-manual 

expression. Each non-manual expression is indicated separately, as the example from 

Indo-Pakistani sign language (Zeshan 2004).  

 
(2)_____________________pol-q 
               _________neg 
  INDEX2 SIGN LIKE NOT 
  ‘Don’t you like sign language?’ 

 

This whole sentence is regarded as a polar question since it is accompanied by facial 

expression for the polar question. The last two lexical signs are produced with 
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negative facial expression. The negative facial expression co-occurs with the 

interrogative facial expressions during the last two lexical signs. 

 For other transcription conventions, please see Notation Convention. The 

annotation tool and coding method will be explained in chapter 3. 

 

1.2  Interrogatives, questions, and questioning 

 Questions constitute a central domain of the grammar of all languages, be they 

spoken languages or signed languages. Asking questions is regarded as a basic and 

universal illocutionary act (Lyons 1977). Questions can be defined either in terms of 

linguistic structures or of their functions. Therefore, it is necessary to clarify different 

terminologies, namely, questions, questioning and interrogatives in this research. 

 It is widely acknowledged that questions cannot be examined by means of 

linguistic form only. On the one hand, there are structurally questions but 

pragmatically not doing questioning. On the other hand, there are structurally 

non-interrogative but pragmatically questions. With respect to prosodic features, 

although the role of intonation in the interpretation of questions has been 

acknowledged, intonation cannot unambiguously identify linguistic forms as doing 

questions. Bolinger (1989) indicates that any intonational contour occur with a 

question can also occur with a statement, a command, or an exclamation. An analysis 

resting exclusively on syntax does not capture action other than information seeking 

(König and Siemund 2007). Schegloff (1984) suggests that the function of an 

utterance is crucially determined in terms of its sequential position in the conversation 

in which it is produced. In order to interpret an utterance as a question, sequential 
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structure of conversation is needed. 

The term interrogative constructions refer to particular grammatical structures, 

including lexicons, morpho-syntactic forms and intonation contour. Questioning is 

about the activity of asking questions whereas question is an utterance which is the 

first pair part of a question-answer adjacency pair (Lyons 1977; Raymond 2003; 

Steensig and Drew 2008). Such differentiation is not only a theoretical analysis but 

also a language users’ category (Egbert and Vöge 2008). 

Studies associated with questions and questioning in spoken languages show the 

complexities interplay between syntactic, phonological and pragmatic perspectives 

(Schegloff 1984; Steensig and Drew 2008; Enfield, Stivers, and Levinson 2010). This 

section gives an overview of studies concerning questions in different perspectives. 

 

1.2.1 Interrogative constructions 

Interrogative constructions differ from other types of sentences, such as 

declaratives or imperatives, in terms of structure rather than semantics (Lyons 1977). 

Structurally, interrogative constructions can be formulated by lexical, morphological, 

syntactic, and/or prosodic means. Lexical means for marking interrogative sentences 

include using question words or question particles while morphosyntactic devices rely 

on changing word order or the position of some grammatical item. Prosodic means 

include sentence and tag intonation as well as question word and particle accent 

(Ultan 1978; Saha 1984).  
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Different languages have different lexical, morphosyntactic, and intonational 

means to mark an interrogative sentence (Sadock and Zwicky 1985; König and 

Siemund 2007). Generally speaking, interrogative sentences are categorized into 

different subtypes with respect to syntactic mechanisms they use: yes-no questions, 

wh-questions, alternative questions, and tag questions. In most cases, different 

subtypes also differ in the type of expected responses (Ultan 1978; Sadock and 

Zwicky 1985). Yes-no questions, also known as polar questions, can be used formed 

in terms of intonation contour, inversion, or question particles. They are required 

either a positive or negative answer. Wh-questions, also known as content questions, 

have a question word and the expected answers belong to the same ontological 

category of the question word (Rossano 2010). Alternative questions are constructed 

by conjoining two or more alternative constituents. They provide the interlocutors two 

or more options to choose one.   

 

1.2.2 Questions and questioning in interaction 

Questions cannot be merely identified on the basis of linguistic devices. In 

addition to requesting information, an interrogative construction can be used to 

accomplish a variety of different speech acts. Some interrogatives are associated with 

complaining and challenging (Egbert and Vöge 2008; Heinemann 2008; Monzoni 

2008), some are related to invitation (Schegloff 1984), some indicate that the 

co-participant’s claim is problematic (Egbert and Vöge 2008) or exaggerated 

(Halonen and Sorjonen 2008), still others are used to request for repair in order to 

address hearing or understanding problems in the interaction (Weber 1993; Englert 
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2010). In contrast, non-interrogative utterances, such as declarative sentences, are 

frequently used by speakers to ask for confirmation or a repair when the prior 

utterance is not clear to the speaker (Steensig and Larsen 2008; Weber 1993). 

Consequently, interrogative construction may or may not serve as a question and 

questioning may be constructed without interrogative construction. In order to 

interpret the questions accomplished in conversation, the properties and organization 

of conversation should be taken into account (Schegloff 1984). 

Interaction is structurally organized. In everyday conversation, interlocutors are 

talking by taking turns and thus utterances occur sequentially. Turn-taking 

organization and sequentiality are fundamental mechanisms in interaction (Sacks, 

Schegloff and Jefferson 1974; Schegloff 1984). Every turn, except for the initial 

utterance, is uttered after some prior turns. In so doing, turns form sequences of 

actions. Adjacency pairs are manifestation of turn-taking and sequential organization. 

Adjacency pairs are sequences of two turns that are adjacent produced by 

different speakers. This kind of sequences consist first pair part and second pair part 

and the first pair part set constraints on second pair part. Different first pair parts 

require different second pair parts. Types of adjacency pairs include sequences of 

actions question-answer, invitation-acceptance/decline and greeting-greeting, and so 

on (Schegloff and Sacks 1973; Sacks, Schegloff and Jefferson 1974).  

Conversation organizations influence the utterance structures. For example, 

declarative question, which is a declarative sentence but functions as a question, often 

produced by the participant other than the speaker in order to ask for a repair. The 

function of a declarative question is to confirm information related to some prior 
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utterances (Schegloff, Jefferson, and Sacks 1977; Weber 1993). Furthermore, several 

studies have demonstrated that speakers employ certain question forms, sometimes 

exclusively, to perform certain types of functions (Englert 2010; Hayashi 2010; Yoon 

2010).  

Sometimes, an utterance in the conversation may be ambiguous or the hearers 

may have trouble in hearing or understanding the talk. The speaker is understood to 

have done an action he did not intend to do. In such cases, a repair in third turn, 

produced by the same speaker who produces the troublesome utterance, would appear. 

Then in the following turn, the initial speaker may repair the troublesome utterance 

(Schegloff 1987). For example, Schegloff (1988) demonstrates an example of an 

interrogative formatted utterance that has two possible interpretations, namely a 

request for information or a pre-announcement. The co-participant misunderstands the 

speaker’s original intention and the speaker repairs her utterance to clarify her 

original meaning.  

 Consequently, for the correct interpretation of questions and doing questions, an 

utterance must be considered in terms of adjacency pairs as well as its sequential 

position in the talk in which it is uttered.  

 Based on conversation analysis of questions in a corpus of naturally occurring 

interaction, Steensig and Drew (2008) edit a special issue in Discourse Studies. 

Enfield, Stivers, and Levinson (2010) edit another special issue in Journal of 

Pragmatics. The articles in these two special issues offer an overview of the ways 

interlocutors formulate utterances as questions as well as the pragmatic functions the 

questions fulfill. These observations provided a base from which to begin examining 
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discourse functions of TSL questions. 

  

1.2.3 Interrogatives in sign language 

So far, studies on questions have been heavily restricted to spoken languages. 

Interrogatives in sign languages have been investigated by Baker-Shenk and Cokely 

(1980), Liddell (1980), Baker-Shenk (1983), and Vogt-Svendsen (1990). It is not until 

quite recently that a cross-linguistic comparison on interrogatives in sign languages 

has been conducted. Zeshan (2004) investigates interrogative construction across 

thirty-five signed languages from theoretical and typological perspectives developed 

from the study of spoken languages. Later, she provides a detailed book-length 

treatment of interrogative constructions and negative constructions in a dozen of 

signed languages (Zeshan 2006). Unfortunately, TSL is not included. 

From the structural point of view, spoken languages feature a wide range of 

interrogative types and sign languages are no different. Among those types, polar 

questions and content questions are relatively received much attention by most sign 

researchers. In all sign languages for which interrogative analysis has been 

undertaken, striking similarities are apparent: the main mechanisms for marking these 

two kinds of interrogative constructions are manual question signs, question particles 

and non-manual expressions (Zeshan 2004). TSL employs similar mechanisms to 

encode interrogative constructions (Tai et al. in preparation). Although some 

pragmatic functions of questions are discussed, the studies concerning questions in 

sign languages are mainly focused on the grammatical structure of interrogative 

constructions.  
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It should be noted here, the data used for the crosslinguistic study and TSL 

investigation do not include spontaneously conversational data. As stated earlier in 

this chapter, questions are first pair part of adjacency pair and the illocutionary acts 

(e.g., making a statement or asking a question) can be recognized from the context in 

which the utterance is uttered (Sacks, Schegloff, and Jefferson 1974; Schegloff 1984). 

In order to investigate the questions in interaction, the analyses of this study are based 

on spontaneously conversational data. The following section describes the research 

questions and the scope of the present study. 

 

1.3  Research questions and the scope of the study 

Linguistic form, or to be more specifically, the grammatical structure of 

interrogative construction alone cannot account for the meaning of questions. There is 

not a one-to-one relationship between linguistic form and communicative function. 

This present study differs from previous TSL study (Tai at al. in preparation) and 

Zeshan’s typological study (2004) on questions. In these two previous studies, 

questions are limited to interrogative constructions. In this study, the data consist of 

spontaneous conversation. Since the conversation organization is important to the 

understand questions, this study attempts to explore questions in TSL from an 

interactional perspective. This approach makes it possible to investigate TSL 

questions that signers actually use in daily interaction.  

Additionally, based on the published material for TSL interpreters and the 

research by Tai and his colleagues, non-manual expressions are crucial to TSL 

questions, especially for polar questions, due to the reason that non-manual 
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expressions are used to distinguish polar questions from declarative statements. The 

non-manual expressions for polar questions are raised eyebrows, widened eyes, 

and/or head tilt. As for content questions, the non-manual expressions include 

furrowed eyebrows, narrowed eyes, and/or head tilt. However, it is not clear how 

obligatory the particular combinations of non-manual features are with TSL questions. 

Furthermore, as stated in the beginning of this chapter, the facial expressions for 

questions in sign languages are the same as that for questions in spoken languages. 

The interpretation is different when the interactional structure is taken into account. 

For example, eye gaze behavior co-occurs with questions because it is a signal of 

turn-yielding instead of a facial expression for questions. Speakers will relinquish 

their turns after posing a question because they are expecting a response from their 

recipients. As Vogt-Svendsen (1990) suggests, it is necessary to distinguish different 

functions of the non-manual behaviors. 

This study aims to investigate the linguistic mechanisms and the functions of 

TSL questions within the framework of conversational analysis. Beside, the function 

of non-manual expressions accompanied TSL questions are examined to see if they 

are different from expressions in spoken languages. 

Questions in this study are functional defined. Following Enfield, Stivers, and 

Levinson (2010), functional questions are defined as utterances that are used to seek 

information, confirmation, or ask for repair as a next action, regardless of how the 

question is formulated. The primary functions of question utterances can be 

distinguished in the following: 
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A. seeking new information 

B. seeking confirmation of propositions or claims that have been mentioned 

previously 

C. asking for repair of immediately prior utterance, because it is not heard, or is 

unclear, or is surprising or unbelievable 

 

Based on an analysis of questions and their responses in TSL interactional data, 

this study first gives a description of the ways TSL signers formulate their utterances 

as questions. More specifically, it presents lexical and/or grammatical resources for 

functional question formation. Besides, the functions that are performed through 

questions are examined. Additionally, the scope and the role of non-manual 

expressions accompanied by functional questions are discussed. This study of TSL 

questions will certainly add important observations to the growing body of literature 

in this regard. 

The organization of this dissertation is as follows: chapter 2 gives a brief overview 

of the organization of interaction in spoken and signed languages as well as presents 

the general findings with respect to questions in sign languages. Chapter 3 describes 

the methodology and the data of the study. Chapter 4 describes question types in TSL. 

Chapter 5 presents the communicative functions performed through questions. 

Chapter 6 discusses the non-manual behaviors observed in questions. Chapter 7 

concludes this dissertation. 
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Chapter 2 
 

Literature Review 

 

 Questioning refers to the activity of asking questions. It is regarded as a basic 

and universal illocutionary act (Lyons 1977). In order to interpret an utterance as a 

question, the sequential position of the utterance in the conversation should be taken 

into consideration (Schegloff 1984). Thus, the conversational organization is provided 

in this chapter in order to set the background for understanding questioning in TSL 

conversation. A general overview of conversational organization in spoken languages 

and signed languages is provided in section 2.1 and section 2.2 respectively. As stated 

in Chapter 1, the studies concerning questions in sign languages have so far focused 

mainly on the grammatical structures of interrogative constructions. Section 2.3 

reviews the manual mechanisms as well as non-manual expressions of interrogative 

constructions identified in other sign languages. Following that, a variety of important 

functions of non-manuals in sign languages are briefly sketched in section 2.4. Finally, 

section 2.5 presents interrogative construction described in TSL reference grammar. 

 

2.1  Conversational organization 

 In everyday conversation, interlocutors are interacting by taking turns and thus 

their utterances occur sequentially. Interaction is structurally organized. This section 

reviews some crucial and fundamental aspects of organization of conversation, 

including turn-taking, adjacency pair and repair. Finally, the interpretation of 

questioning based on the sequential position of the question utterance within 
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conversation is demonstrated. 

 

2.1.1  Turn-taking 

 It is widely held that speakers are taking turns to talk in ordinary conversation 

(Sacks, Schegloff and Jefferson 1974). Turns are composed of turn-constructional 

units (TCU). A turn may have one or more of TCUs. A TCU can be a sentential, 

clausal, phrasal, or lexical construction. Consider the following example (Sidnell 

2010:41). 

 

(1) 

Debbie:  whatever:an [.hhh 

Shelley:            [you were at the Halloween thing.     Sentential 

Debbie:  huh?                                       Lexical 

Shelly:   the Halloween p[arty                          Phrasal 

Debbie:                [right.                        Lexical 

 

Debbie’s turns ‘huh?’ and ‘right’ are composed of a single lexical item. Shelley uses a 

sentence and a single phrase to construct her different turns. A single turn is not 

necessary composed of a single TCU. Instead, it may have more than one TCU. The 

example is given below (Sidnell 2010:42). Virginia’s turn is composed of three TCUs: 

a single lexicon and two sentences.  
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(2) 

Prudence:  I[t’s s o frustrating havin’ a mothuh] 

Mom:      [Of you saved yer- if you saved yer al]lowan[ce, 

Prudence:                                       [hhh hhh 

Mom:     [(if you) save yer allowance, an:’ um: you could get= 

Prudence:  [w(h)ith a sho(p) (( =mid-word trailoff)) 

Mom:     =these little extr[a things. 

Virginia:                [A(h)llo::wan(h)ce? I o(h)nly g(h)et fi(h)ve 

          d(h)ollars a week. That’s rid(h)i(h)c(h)ul(h)ous. 

 

At the possible completion of each TCU, transition to next speaker would, but 

not necessary, occur. At the place where transition to a next speaker, it is termed as 

transition-relevant place (TRP). Transition to a next speaker at TRP is organized by a 

set of rules. The rules are summarized as follows (Sacks, Schegloff and Jefferson 

1974). 

 

A. For any turn, at the initial transition-relevance place of an initial 

turn-constructional unit: 

(a) If a current speaker selects a next speaker, then the selected participant has the 

right to take next turn to speak. 

(b) If a current speaker does not select a next speaker, other participants can 

self-select themselves as a next speaker. First speaker has the right to talk. 

(c) If a current speaker does not select a next speaker, then the current speaker 

may continue to talk unless another participant self-select. 

B. For the turns at all subsequent transition-relevance place: 

Rule A(a)—A(c) have been applied recursively at each transition-relevance place. 

 

    Turn-taking is regulated by signals. A current speaker will signal when s/he 

intends to relinquish the turn, and other participants might recognize the signals and 

start to speak. To select a next speaker, a variety of ways can be employed. For 
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instance, an address term, directed eye gaze, and touch (Lerner 2003). Lerner (2003) 

suggests that next-speaker selection is sensitive to context. Table 2.1 summarizes the 

turn-taking signals found in most everyday conversation (Remland 2004:270). 

 

Table 2.1: Possible turn-taking signals identified in conversations 

Intention Audible signals Visual signals 

Turn maintaining Increased volume 

Filled pauses 

Decreased unfilled pauses 

Audible inhalation 

Continued gesticulation 

Gazing away from listener 

Stop emblems 

Touching listener 

Turn yielding Decreased volume 

Slowed tempo 

Dropped pitch (declaratives) 

Raised pitch (interrogatives) 

Extended unfilled pause 

Cessation of illustrative gestures 

Gazing at listener 

Eyebrow raising 

Turn requesting Audible inhalation 

Simultaneous speech 

Raised index finger 

Forward lean 

Gazing at speaker 

Quickened head nods 

Turn denying Silence 

Vocal backchannels 

Gaze aversion 

Relaxed posture 

Head nods and shakes 

Smiles  

 

 Edelsky (1981) suggests that there are two modes of conversational organization. 

The first mode is termed as singly-developed floor. It is the system proposed by Sacks 

et al. (1974). In this mode, one speaker talks at a time and speakers take turns to hold 

the floor. The second mode termed as collaboratively-developed floor. In this mode, 

speakers share the floor. That is, speakers talk at the same time. The difference 
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between these two modes results in different interpretation of overlapping. In 

one-at-a-time mode, the current speaker’s turn is challenged if overlapping occurs. By 

contrast, in collaborative mode, overlapping is regarded as high involvement in the 

talk. 

Turn-taking is a fundamental feature of conversation. It is a speech-exchange 

system which is used to explain the sequencing patterns in conversations (Sacks, 

Schegloff and Jefferson 1974). Next section introduces another basic features of 

conversation, adjacency pair.  

 

2.1.2  Adjacency pair and sequence organization 

Adjacency pair sequences have the following characteristics: (a) two-utterance 

length; (b) adjacent positioning of component utterances; (c) different speakers 

producing each utterance; (d) relative ordering of parts (i.e., first pair parts precede 

second pair parts); and (f) discriminative relations (i.e., the pair type of which a first 

pair part is a member is relevant to the selection among second pair parts).  

The basic rule of adjacency pair is: the speaker should stop taking after s/he 

giving a recognizable first pair part and a next speaker should start and produce a 

second pair part. Typical examples of adjacency pairs are greeting-greeting, 

question-answer, and offer-accept/decline. Adjacency pairs are manifested in many 

types. Other examples listed in the following table (Clark 1996:197). 
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Table 2.2: Different types of adjacency pairs 

Adjacency pair Example  

1. Summons  

2. Response 

A: (rings) 

B: Miss Pink’s office 

1. Greetings 

2. Greetings 

A: hello 

B: hello 

1. Question 

2. Answer 

A: who is it? 

B: oh it’s Professor Worth’s secretary, 

from Pan-American College 

1. Assertion 

 

2. Assent 

A: oh it’s Professor Worth’s secretary, 

from Pan-American College 

B: m 

1. Request 

2. Promise 

A: could you give her a message for me? 

B: certainly 

1. Promise 

2. Acknowledgment 

A: I’ll tell her 

B: thank you 

1. Thanks 

2. Acknowledgment 

A: thank you very much indeed 

B: right 

1. Good-bye 

2. Good-bye 

A: bye bye 

B: bye 

  

Two parts of a pair are bound together by conditional relevance. Schegloff 

(1968:1083) introduces the notion of conditional relevance: 

 
 By the conditional relevance of one item on another we mean: given the first, the second is 

expectable; upon its occurrence it can be seen to be a second item to the first; upon its 

non-occurrence it can be seen to be officially absent – all this provided by the occurrence of the 

first item. 

  

 It is the conditional relevance that a participant will expect an answer following a 

question. Sidnell (2010) suggests that paired utterance such as question and answer is 
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a norm. Participants construct sequences of utterances orderly base on the norm. 

Adjacency pair can be separated by insertion sequences. The fragments of a 

conversation in (3) exemplify one question-answer pair is embedded within another 

(Levinson 1983:304). 

 

(3) 

A:  May I have a bottle of Mich?  ((Q1)) 

B:  Are you twenty one?         ((Q2)) 

A:  No                       ((A2)) 

B:  No                       ((A1)) 

 

The following example demonstrates a temporary interactional is embedded within a 

question-answer pair (Levinson 1983:304-305). 

 

(4) 

B:  U:hm (.) what’s the price now eh with V.A.T. 

    do you know eh                         ((Q1)) 

A:  Er I’ll just work that out for you = 

B:  = thanks 

    (1.0) 

A:  Three pounds nineteen a tube sir            ((A1)) 

 

 Schegloff (2007) suggests that two-turn sequence of an adjacency pair is a base 

pair. A variety of forms of expansions can occur around a single two-turn adjacency 

pair. The expansions occur in three possible places: before the first pair part, between 

the first pair part and the second pair part, as well as after the second pair part 

(Schegloff 2007:26). 
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 ç pre-expansion 

                 First pair part  

 çinsert expansion 

Second pair part  

 çpost-expansion 

 

The long stretch of talk is understood in terms of the elaborated structures build 

around the base pair. For the various types of each expansion, Schegloff (1968; 1980; 

1988; 2007), Schegloff and Sacks (1973), and Sidnell (2010) have described a variety 

of those expansions.   

 Everyday conversational interactions do not always go smoothly. Participants 

sometimes found themselves have troubles in speaking, hearing, or understanding the 

utterances. There are sequences addressed to difficulties in speaking, hearing or 

understanding the utterances. Those sequences are termed as repair (Schegloff, 

Jefferson, and Sacks 1977). 

 

2.1.3  Repair 

 The term repair was first used by Schegloff, Jefferson, and Sacks (1977).  

Repairs are not error correction. Rather, repairs are triggered by trouble-source 

utterances. Trouble-source utterances might result from trouble in speaking (e.g. word 

search), hearing or understanding. The one who performs a repair is not necessary the 

one who initiates the repair. Thus, four types are identified, depending on the one who 

initiates the repair and the one who performs the repair. 
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(A) Self-initiated and self-repair 

(B) Self-initiated and other-repair 

(C) Other-initiated and self-repair 

(D) Other-initiated and other-repair 

 

Self-initiation of repair is done by speaker of the trouble source while other-initiation 

of repair is done by any participant other than speaker of the trouble source. 

Self-repair refers to the speaker of the trouble source performs the repair whereas 

other-repair refers to any participant other than speaker of the trouble source performs 

the repair. 

Self-initiation and other initiation are done with different initiator techniques. 

Self-initiation occurs with the same turn that contains the trouble source. A variety of 

non-lexical speech perturbations, such as sound stretches or ‘uh’, are used to signal 

the repair-initiation. The following examples exhibit self-initiated repair. Example (5) 

demonstrates self-repair and example (6) demonstrates other-repair (Schegloff et al. 

1977:364). 

 

(5) 

N:  She was givin me a:ll the people that 

    were go:ne this yea:r I mean this 
    quarter y’// know 

J:  Yeah 
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(6) 

B:  He had dis uh Mistuh W- whatever k- I can’t 

    Think of his first name, Watts on, the one thet wrote // that piese 

A:  Dan Watts. 

 

When repair is initiated by a participant other than the speaker, the repair 

typically occur in next-turn position after the trouble-source turn. (7) to (11) 

exemplify different types of other-initiated repair. Initiators can be a question word to 

indicate the trouble involves the identification of a person, a location, a specific time, 

or an event (example 8), partial repeat of the trouble-source turn (example 9), partial 

repeat of the trouble-source turn with a question word (example 10), and you mean 

plus a possible understanding of prior turn (example 11).  

 

(7) 

D:  Wul did’e ever get married ‘r anything? 

C:  Hu:h? 

D:  Did jee ever get married? 

C:  I have // no idea. 

                                          (Schegloff et al. 1977) 

 

(8) 

A:  Were you uh you were in therapy with a private doctor? 

B:  yah 

A:  Have you ever tried a clinic? 

B:  What? 

A:  Have you ever tried a clinic? 

B:  ((sigh)) No, I don’t want to go to a clinic. 

                                               (Schegloff et al. 1977:367) 
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(9) 

A:  What’re you guys doin at the beach. 

B:  Nothin 

A:  Nothe::://n 

B:  No::, 

A:  Oh, good // heavens 

                                     (Schegloff et al. 1977:368) 

 

(10) 

Bea:    Was last night the first time you met Missiz Kelly? 

        (1.0) 

Marge:  Met whom? 

Bea:    Missiz Kelly, 

Marge:  Yes. 

                                             (Schegloff et al. 1977:368) 

 

(11) 

Lori:   But y’know single beds’r awfully thin tuh sleep on. 

Sam:   What? 

Lori:   Single beds. // They’re- 

Ellen:  Y’mean narrow? 

Lori:   They’re awfully narrow // yeah. 

                                              (Schegloff et al. 1977:378) 

 

The types of other-initiated of repair have a natural ordering base on their 

relative power to locate the trouble-source (Schegloff 1977). ‘What?’ or ‘huh?’ or 

‘pardon me?’ do not locate any particular trouble source. Repair of this sort only 

indicate that a participant have trouble in previous turn. Question words or a partial 

repeat of the trouble-source turn are more specific in identifying what need to be 

repaired. Therefore, they have more relative strength. 
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 Other-initiated repair are first pair parts and they select the speaker who utters 

the trouble-source as the next speaker. Other-initiated repair need a second pair part, 

which accomplish the repair for the trouble (Schegloff 2007).  

Other-initiated repair locates the trouble source. It has been described as one type 

of communicative functions of questioning in the literature (Weber 1993; Enfield, 

Stivers, and Levinson 2010). Other-initiated repair indicates ‘how much is 

comprehended and how much needs to be repeated’ (Weber 1993:31). 

 Previous sections briefly outline the basic features of everyday conversational 

interaction, including turn-taking, adjacency pair and repair. These interactional 

mechanisms are fundamentally interconnected (Sidnell 2010). Every turn, except for 

the initial utterance, is produced after some prior turn. The communicative function of 

a specific utterance could not be understood without considering the sequences in 

which it is occur. There is not a one-to-one mapping between form and function. 

Although questions are the first pair parts, they do not always occur in initial 

utterance of a conversation. For example, questions are uttered to confirm information 

related to some prior utterances, to request a repair of a trouble-utterance, or to ask for 

more information about something mentioned in previous turns (Enfield, Stivers, and 

Levinson 2010). On the other hand, there are interrogatively formatted structures but 

pragmatically not doing questioning, such as offers (Curl 2006). Consequently, 

utterances are understood as doing questioning in part due to their location in 

sequential environments, and in part due to the type of action they perform. Next 

section attempts to illustrate the interpretation of questioning is based on the 
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sequential position of the question utterance within conversation. 

 

2.1.4  Questioning in conversation 

Questioning are utterances that are used to seek information, confirmation, or ask 

for repair as next action, regardless of how the utterance is formulated. As 

differentiated in Chapter 1, interrogative constructions, questions, and questioning are 

three different notions. Interrogative constructions are particular grammatical 

structures that are distinguished from declarative sentences or imperative sentences. 

Questions are the first pair part of a question-answer adjacency pair. Questioning is 

about the activity of asking questions. This section illustrates the interpretation of 

questioning is based on the sequential position of a conversation. 

In talk-in-interaction, each utterance displays an analysis of the preceding 

utterance (Schegloff 1984). Take question-answer sequence for an example, the 

questioner expect an answer after a question is uttered, as the principle of conditional 

relevance implies. The answerer responses the question based on his or her 

interpretation of the question. The following fragment of a conversation from 

(Schegloff 1984:33) illustrates this: 

 

(12) 

W: Why is it that we have to go there? 

H: Because she (head-motioning to daughter) can go out more easily than their kids 

can. 

 

W and H are husband and wife. They are discussing arrangements for visiting another 

couple while their one-and-half-year-old daughter plays on the floor. There are two 
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possible readings of W’s question: one can be treated as a complaint and the other can 

be treated as a real question. H treats W’s utterance as a question and then answers it 

by giving a reason. 

 If an answerer responses to a question that is not expected by the questioner, then 

the questioner knows the utterance is not understood properly. In such situation, the 

questioner would initiate repair in next turn. This is what happens in the following 

example. 

 

(13) 

Mother:  ‘z everybody (0.2)  washed for dinner? 

Gary:                     Yah. 

Mother:  Daddy’n I have t-both go in different 

        directions, en I wanna talk ta you about where I’m 

        going (t’night). 

Russ:    mm hmm 

Gary:    Is it about us? 

Mother:  Uh huh 

Russ:    I know where you’re go’in, 

Mother:  Where. 

Russ:    To the uh (eighth grade      )= 

Mother:  =Yeah. Right. 

Mother:  Do you know who’s going to that meeting? 

Russ:    Who. 

Mother:   I don’t kno:w. 

Russ:    Oh::. Prob’ly Missiz McOwen (‘n detsa) en 

         prob’ly Missiz Cadry and some of the teachers. 

         (0.4) and the coun sellors. 

Mother:                  Missiz Cardy went to the- 

         I’ll tell you… 

(Schegloff 1988:59-60) 
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‘Do you know who’s going to that meeting’ is the trouble-source turn. It may have 

two possible interpretations. One interpretation is a pre-announcement which is an 

utterance to be produced preliminary to a announcement of a news (Schegloff 1980; 

Levinson 1983). The other interpretation is a request for information. At the first 

place, mother’s utterance is understood as a pre-announcement. Russ answers his 

mother an appropriate response to a pre-announcement. Later, he realizes that his 

mother is asking him a question because she does not know who is going to the 

meeting. Then, he tells his mother he does know who is going to the meeting.  

On some occasions, questioning is not accomplished in the form of interrogative 

form. Consider the following example taken from a telephone conversation between a 

brother and sister, B and V (Weber 1993:98). 

 

(14) 

B:  I was just getting ready to leave right now. 

V:  Where are you going, 

B:  I’m going down to Los Angeles. 

V:  You’re leaving “toni:g(h)t? 

B:  I’m leaving right now. Mmhmm? 

 

The sister, V, lives in Los Angeles and expects her brother, B, to visit her the next day. 

The sister does not anticipate her brother is ready to leave for Los Angeles 

immediately. The declarative sentence You’re leaving tonight expresses her 

unexpectedness. The utterance is used to request a confirmation. 

The declarative sentence in (14) is interpreted as requests for confirmation in 

terms of B-event (Labov and Fanshel 1977). B-events are events which the hearer has 
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privileged knowledge (e.g. hearer’s feelings or experiences). Labov and Fanshel 

suggest that if the speaker A makes a statement about a B-event, it is interpreted as a 

request for confirmation. There are other events proposed by Labov and Fanshel 

(1977:100). 

 

 A-events: Known to A, but not to B. 

 B-events: Known to B, but not to A. 

AB-events: Known to both A and B. 

 O-events: Known to everyone present. 

 D-events: Known to be disputable. 

 

While some B-event statements are produced with a rising intonation at the end 

of the statements, there are still B-event statements are formally indistinguishable 

from declarative sentences (Hayashi 2010). B-event statements are regarded as 

questions from the point of view of functional use. This kind of statements is attested 

in many languages, such as Dutch (Englert 2010), Japanese (Hayashi 2010), Italian 

(Rossano 2010) and Tzeltal (Brown 2010). 

The sequential position of an utterance in conversation, participants’ response to 

the prior utterance and B-event statements are criteria for determining an utterance 

function doing questioning. Those criteria are used to analyze questioning in this 

study.  

 Since the interpretation of questioning is related to conversational organization, 

it is thus necessary to understand the conversational structure of sign languages. Next 

section reports the findings of studies on signed conversational organization. 
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2.2  Conversational organization in signed languages 

 The research on conversational organization is mostly based on the spoken 

conversation. The features and conversational organization in signed conversational 

interaction have received less attention. In addition to daily conversation, some 

studies have focused on more formal setting, such as classroom interaction (Mather 

1996) and meetings (van Herreweghe 2002). 

 One of the studies of signed conversational organization focuses on the 

turn-taking system in American Sign Language, including turn initiation, maintenance, 

and shift (Baker 1977). She examines turn-taking system in terms of both speaker and 

addressee behaviors. Most turn regulators are manifested in non-manual expressions. 

The turn-taking system proposed by Baker (1977:218-219) is listed in the following. 

 

A. Initiation Regulators 

1. Speaker – initiates turn by 

a. Raising and extending hand(s) out of rest position 

b. Followed by an optional indexing, touching, or waving a hand in front of 

addressee to get his/her attention 

c. Optional head/postural lean forward, toward addressee 

d. Usually –GAZE1 when beginning a statement (after first making sure of 

addressee’s attention) 

e. Usually +GAZE when asking a question 

2. Addressee – signals that speaker may initiate a turn by 

a. +GAZE 

b. Maintaining own inactivity – i.e., not signing 

 

 

 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1	   Baker proposes the symbol ‘+GAZE’ to signify eye contact and ‘-GAZE’ to mean averted gaze.	  
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B. Continuation Regulators 

1. Speaker – signals that encoding will continue after a proposition/information 

package or after a short pause by 

a. –GAZE 

b. Optional increase in signing speed 

c. Not returning to a rest position 

(1) Optional filling of pause with movements that indicate thinking (e.g., 

looking up, furrowing brow, slight shaking of index finger or palm, 

postural shift) 

(2) Optional holding last sign made (during pause) 

2. Addressee – signals that decoding continues by 

a. Maintaining +GAZE 

b. Intermittent low-key changes in the physical state (e.g., head-nodding, 

smiling, postural shifts, facial activity expressing surprise, agreement, 

uncertainty, lack of understanding, etc.) 

c. Optional indexing the speaker after each proposition 

d. Optional short repetitions of some of speaker’s signs 

 

C.  Shift regulators 

1. Speaker – signals turn-yielding by 

a. Return to +GAZE (if not already +GAZE) 

b. Optional decrease in signing speed near termination of turn 

c. Optional call for addressee response by 

(1) Palma (palm up with heel raised higher than fingertips) and lowering 

hand(s) 

(2) Indexing addressee at end of speaker turn 

(3) Holding last sign (as for questions) 

(4) Raising last sign (as for questions) 

(5) Concomitant question intonation carried facially or bodily 

d. Return to rest position 

 

2. Addressee – signals turn-claiming during speaker turn by 

a. Optional increase in size and quantity of head-nodding, often accompanied by 

a concurrent increase in the size and quantity of indexing the speaker 
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b. Optional switch to palma 

c. Movement out of rest position to get speaker’s attention – may include 

indexing, touching, or waving hand in front of speaker 

d. Switching to –GAZE when speaker is +GAZE – may include postural shift, 

looking up (as if thinking while preparing to sign), facial signaling of 

forthcoming question, disagreement, etc. 

e. Initiating turn (interrupting) and repeating first few signs until speaker is 

+GAZE and has yielded the floor or until speaker suppresses addressee’s 

turn-claim 

 

As stated in section 2.1.1, there are two modes of conversational organization. 

One is speakers talk one at a time and the other is speakers talk simultaneously. 

Overlapping has different interpretation in these two modes. Overlapping signals 

conversational malfunction in the first mode but shows active involvement in the 

second mode (Edelsky 1981).  

Overlapping in signed conversation occurs frequently (Martinez 1995; Coates and 

Sutton-Spence 2001). Coates and Sutton-Spence (2001) indicate that signers 

sometimes talk simultaneously. Signers do not check if they have co-participants’ 

visual attention, they simply start to talk as they want to talk. Overlapping fulfill two 

functions. One is related to initiating a turn. Signers use overlap in order to interrupt 

other’s signing and then s/he can the floor. The other one is related to 

high-involvement style.  

 As for repair, Dively (1998) identifies self-initiated repair, self-completed repair, 

other-initiated repair, other-completed repair, and word-search repair in American 

Sign Language. The results of the study are self-initiated repairs occur more 

frequently than other-initiated repairs; repairs occur either with a trouble source or 
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without a trouble source.  

 Studies concerning questions in sign languages are mainly focus on the 

grammatical structures of interrogative constructions. Next section reviews the 

interrogative construction in sign languages. 

 

2.3 Interrogative construction in sign languages 

Spoken languages feature a wide range of question types and sign languages are 

no different. Interrogative types include polar questions, content questions, alternative 

questions and rhetorical questions (Ultan 1978; Sadock and Zwicky 1985). Among 

them, polar questions and content questions are relatively received much attention by 

most sign researchers. Zeshan (2004) investigated interrogative construction across 

thirty-five signed languages and similarities are identified: the main mechanisms for 

marking interrogative constructions are manual question signs, question particles and 

non-manual expressions. 

 

2.3.1  Polar questions 

 Polar questions are expected to obtain either an affirmative or a negative 

response. The strategies for forming polar questions in sign language involve the use 

of manual signs and non-manual expressions. The manual mechanisms include the 

use of question particles and changing constituent order (Zeshan 2006a). Between two 

manual mechanisms, the use of a question particle is more common than the other. As 

for non-manual expressions, based on the crosslinguistic data (Zeshan 2004), all sign 

languages in the data make use of similar non-manual expressions for polar questions, 
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involving a combination of eyebrow raise, eye wide open, eye contact with the 

addressee, head forward position, and forward body posture. 

 

2.3.1.1  Manual marking 

 Manual marking employs changing sign order and the use of question particles. 

Manual marking in sign languages are not obligatory. They always co-occur with 

non-manual expressions (Zeshan 2004). 

 

2.3.1.1.1  Sign order 

 In general, sign languages do not employ changing constituent order to 

distinguish polar questions from declarative statements. In a few cases, polar 

questions are marked with a change of pronominal subject if a subject pronoun is 

involved. For example, the basic order is SOV in Austrian Sign Language, as shown 

in (15). Pronominal subjects may be shifted to the end of questions (example 16) or 

be doubled in initial and final position (example 17). 

 

(15) Austrian Sign Language (Schalber 2006:137)   

INDEX2 UMBRELLA HAVE 

‘You have an umbrella,’ 

 

(16) Austrian Sign Language (Schalber 2006:138) 

_____________pol-q 

KNOW INDEX2 

‘Do you know her?’ 
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(17) Austrian Sign Language (Schalber 2006:138) 
____________________pol-q 
INDEX3 DEAF INDEX3 
‘Is she deaf?’ 

 

Similarly, in Flemish Sign Language, pronominal subject in polar questions prefer 

appearing in final position. Comparing the declarative sentence with polar question in 

the following examples (van Herreweghe and Vermeerbergen 2006:230). Pronominal 

subject appears in initial position in declarative sentence but appears in final position 

in polar question. 

 

(18) Declarative sentence 

INDEX3 LIVE ANTWERP 

‘He lives in Antwerp.’ 

 

(19) Polar question 
______________________pol-q 
LIVE ANTWERP INDEX3 
‘Does he live in Antwerp?’ 

 

Placing the pronominal subject in final position in polar question is also attested 

in several unrelated sign languages, including American Sign Language (Fischer 

2006), New Zealand Sign Language (McKee 2006), and Turkish Sign Language 

(Zeshan 2006). 

 

2.3.1.1.2 Question particles 

Zeshan (2004) defines question particles in sign languages in terms of the 

following characteristics: first, they are used to indicate an utterance as a question. 
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Second, question particles are not preceded by an intonation break and thus they are 

in the same prosodic unit with the preceding utterance. Third, the preferred syntactic 

position of question particles is clause-final. In a few cases, they occur either 

clause-initial or both initial and final position. Finally, if the question particles 

originate from other lexical signs, the original meanings might be bleached.  

A majority of sign languages in the crosslinguistic study make use of question 

particles to indicate polar questions. Comparing to western sign languages, Southeast 

and East Asian sign languages are relatively rich in question particles; for example, 

Chinese Sign Language, Japanese Sign Language, and Hong Kong Sign Language all 

have question particles (Zeshan 2004). Note that the spoken languages in the same 

area are rich in question particles. Zeshan suggests that the use of question particle in 

these sign languages may be influenced by co-existing spoken language because 

language contact. Examples (20) to (23) demonstrate cases of question particles in 

sign languages.  

 

(20) Spanish Sign Language (Zeshan 2004:33) 
______________________________pol-q 
                         _____nod 
INDEX-2 IN SCHOOL DEAF SI/NO2 
‘Do you go to a deaf school?’ 

 

(21) Finnish Sign Language (Savolainen 2006:288) 
_________raised brows    ____________________extra raising of brows+head tilt forward 
PIA SHOP             GO-TO question-particle 
‘Does/Did Pia go to the shop?’ 

 

 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
2	   The sign SI/NO is produced with an extended index finger pointing forward and drawing a vertical 
line and then a horizontal line, corresponding to ‘yes’ and ‘no’ respectively.	  
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(22) Austrian Sign Language (Schalber 2006:147) 
_______________________________________pol-q 
HAVE TIME COFFEE DRINK question particle 
‘Do you have time for coffee?’ 

 

(23) Turkish Sign Language (Zeshan 2006:136) 
________________________________pol-q 
MARRY/SPOUSE QUESTION-MARK 
‘Is s/he married?’ 

 

As stated above, question particles occur with the actual question in the same 

prosodic unit. If there is an intervening intonation break between the utterance and the 

last sign, the last sign is more likely to be treated as a tag question rather than a 

question particle. The sentence in the following example demonstrates that the sign 

RIGHT should be treated as a tag question since it is not in the same prosodic unit 

with the preceding utterance. There is an intonation break before the sign RIGHT. 

 

(24) Australian Sign Language (Zeshan 2004:32) 
                         ______pol-q 
  CLASS CANCEL TODAY RIGHT 
  ‘The class has been canceled today, right?’ 

 

 It is sometimes difficult to decide the linguistic status of a manual sign. In Hong 

Kong Sign Language, two bimorphemic monosyllabic signs are used to mark polar 

questions: GOOD+BAD and HAVE+NOT-HAVE. GOOD+BAD is questioning the 

truth or falsity of the entire proposition or poses a request for permission. It has three 

meanings: ‘right-not-right’, ‘good-not-good’, and ‘can-not-can’ and Cantonese 
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mouthing3 is used to disambiguate the meaning of the sign. HAVE+NOT-HAVE 

concerns the existence or non-existence of an entity, state or event (Tang 2006). Tang 

glosses these two signs as ‘Q-signs’. The following examples illustrate interrogative 

sentences containing Q-signs. 

 

                         ___________pol-q 
(25) INDEX2-1 FLY BEIJING GOOD+BAD 
   ‘Will you and I fly to Beijing?’ 

 
                       _________________pol-q 
(26) TIN INDEXi BISCUIT HAVE+NOT-HAVE 
   ‘Are there any biscuits inside the tin?’ 

 
     ____________________________________pol-q 
(27) *TIN INDEXi BISCUIT HAVE+NOT-HAVE 
    ‘Are there any biscuits inside the tin?’ 

 

These two Q-signs are consistently clause final. The non-manual expressions of these 

two Q-signs do not spread to the preceding part of the sentence, and there is no 

intonation break between the preceding part of the sentence and the Q-signs. 

 Q-signs are treated as question particles with respect to the definition of question 

particle proposed by Zeshan (2004). But Tang (2006) points out that Q-signs are 

different from typical question particles because they are morphologically complex. 

GOOD is formed with thumb extended and BAD is formed with pinky extended. 

GOOD+BAD is formed by a rapid alternation of extended thumb and extended pinky 

several times. Similarly, HAVE+NOT-HAVE is a compound of the positive 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
3	   Mouthings refer to the voiceless articulation of spoken words or part of a spoken word while signing.  
They are related to the surrounding spoken language (Boyes-Braem and Sutton-Spence 2001). 
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existential HAVE and the negative existential NOT-HAVE. HAVE is articulated with 

a curved index finger contacting with the chin and NOT-HAVE is articulated with 

one hand with thumb and index finger in contact and other fingers loosely curved 

moving side-to-side. Tang suggests that Q-signs originate from A-not-A constructions 

in Cantonese. The function of Q-signs is to form disjunctive questions. 

 A final note is here before concluding this subsection. Questions in (25) and (26) 

distinguish from tag questions in that there is no intonation break between the 

preceding part of the sentence and the Q-signs (Tang 2006). 

 

2.3.1.2  Non-manual marking 

Sign linguists are in agreement that non-manual expressions play an important 

role in polar questions. They are used to differentiate polar questions from statements. 

To illustrate, consider the following examples of Indo-Pakistani Sign Language 

(Zeshan 2006:40).  

 

(28) TEACHER DEAF 

    ‘The teacher is deaf.’ 

 
(29)______________pol-q 
   TEACHER DEAF 
   ‘Is the teacher deaf?’ 

 

The utterances in above two examples show the same sign order, distinguished only 

with non-manual expressions. The statement in example (28) is articulated with 

neutral facial expression. By contrast, polar question in example (29) is produced with 

non-manual marking. In Indo-Pakistani Sign Language, non-manual marking for 
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polar questions is a forward head position, sometimes with forward body movement, 

open eyes, and direct eye contact with the addressee. The table below summarizes the 

non-manual expressions in different sign languages. 

 

Table 2.3: Non-manual expressions for polar questions in different sign languages4 

sign language eyebrows eyes eye gaze chin head 

movement 

shoulders 

American SL 

(Baker-Shenk 

1983) 

raised widen 

eyes 

direct eyegaze at 

the addressee 

 head tilt 

forward 

 

Australian SL 

(Johnston and 

Schembri 2007) 

raised    head tilt 

forward 

 

Austrian SL 

(Schalber 2006) 

   chin 

down 

head 

forward 

 

Brazilian SL 

(Quadros 2006) 

raised    slight 

downward 

head tilt 

 

British SL 

(Sutton-Spence 

and Woll 1999) 

raised open 

eyes 

  a slight 

backward 

thrust of the 

head 

a slight 

backward 

of the 

shoulders 

Finnish SL 

(Savolainen 2006) 

raised    head tilt 

forward 

 

Flemish SL 

(van Herreweghe 

and 

Vermeerbergen 

2006) 

raised  continuous eye 

gaze at the 

addressee 

chin is 

push 

forward 

and 

upward 

  

Hong Kong SL raised      

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
4	   The	  descriptions	  of	  the	  non-‐manual	  expressions	  are	  based	  on	  the	  researchers.	  
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(Tang 2006) 

Indo-Pakistani SL 

(Zeshan 2000) 

raised wide 

open 

eye contact  tilted 

forward 

 

Israeli SL 

(Meir 2004) 

raised open 

eyes 

  tilted 

forward 

tilted 

forward 

Japanese SL 

(Morgan 2006) 

raised   chin 

tuck 

slight head 

nod 

 

Jordanian SL 

(Hendriks 2008) 

raised wide 

open 

eyes 

  head tilt 

forward 

 

New Zeland SL 

(McKee 2006) 

raised  direct eyegaze at 

the addressee 

 forward and 

slight 

downward 

movement 

slight 

sideways 

turn of the 

head 

 

SL of the 

Netherlands 

(Coerts 1990) 

eyebrows 

up 

   head 

forward 

 

Turkish SL 

(Zeshan 2006b) 

 widen 

eyes 

eye gaze on the 

addressee 

 head 

forward 

 

 

While non-manual expressions for polar questions are similar across sign 

languages, their scope and obligatoriness differ from language to language. As the 

table shows, sign languages differ in the actual form of non-manual marking. Raised 

eyebrows are common in polar questions; however, Austrian Sign Language does not 

employ the position of eyebrows to mark polar questions. Instead, polar questions in 

Austrian Sign Language are marked with chin down. 
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The scope of non-manual expressions for polar questions also varies from 

language to language. The scope can be the whole clause (Example 29 above and 

Example 30), or the whole clause minus any topicalized constituents, (Example 31 

and 32), or a questioned constituent (Example 33 and 34). 

 

(30) American Sign Language (Fischer 2006:168) 
_________________________pol-q 
(INDEX2) WANT GO MOVIE 
‘Do you want to go to a movie?’ 

 

(31) Flemish Sign Language (van Herreweghe and Vermeerbergen 2006:231) 
_________top  ____________pol-q 
MEETING    ALL WELL GO 
‘Did all go well at the meeting?’ 

 

(32) Japanese Sign Language (Morgan 2006:101) 
__________top  ______pol-q 
BOOK BUY   INDEX2 
‘Was it you who bought the book?’ 

 

(33) Finnish Sign Language (Savolainen 2006:287) 
               ______pol-q 
POSS2 BICYCLE STEAL 
‘Has your bicycle been stolen?’ 

 

(34) Hong Kong Sign Language (Tang 2006:205) 
                                ______pol-q 
INDEX2 NEXT WEEK VIDEO-TAPE BABY 
‘Is it the baby that you are going to video-tape next week?’ 

 

In some sign languages, such as Flemish Sign Language, the non-manual 

expressions are held longer than the manual part of the question. The non-manual 

markings are held until the interlocutor has started answering the question (van 
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Herreweghe and Vermeerbergen 2006). 

 

2.3.2  Content questions 

 Content questions make use of question signs to ask for information. The 

expected answers belong to the same ontological category of the question sign. 

Several issues are addressed when discussing content questions in sign languages: the 

size and structure of question-sign paradigms, non-interrogative uses of question signs, 

the syntactic position of question signs, and content questions without question signs 

(Zeshan 2004). 

 

2.3.2.1  Manual marking 

 This section introduces question-sign paradigm, the syntax position of question 

signs, and question particles in content questions. 

 

2.3.2.1.1  Question-sign paradigm 

 The size of question-sign paradigm is radically different among sign languages, 

ranging from single-sign systems to multilexemic ones. Zeshan (2004) proposes three 

different kinds of paradigms: (i) the general interrogative sign covers the whole 

question-sign paradigm, (ii) the general interrogative sign covers part of the 

question-sign paradigm, and (iii) the general interrogative sign exists alongside an 

extensive question-sign paradigm. 

General interrogative sign has a general question meaning and could be 

interpreted into any question meaning (Zeshan 2006a). It always includes ‘what’ as its 
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basic meaning and then covers other interrogative meanings more or less completely 

(Zeshan 2004). The exact meaning of the general interrogative sign is specified by 

context. The following examples are adopted from Indo-Pakistani Sign Language 

(Zeshan 2006c: 310), showing the meaning of the general interrogative sign is 

depending on the context. 

 

(35)  
________________cont-q 
SHOP INTERROG 
‘Where is the shop?’ 

 

(36) 
              __________cont-q 
INDEX3 COME INTERROG 
‘Who is coming?’ 

 

(37) 
            __________cont-q 
INDEX2 SAD INTERROG 
‘Why are sad?’ 

 

General interrogative sign exhibits in a number of sign languages and it is not 

uncommon to combine the general interrogative sign with a noun to form other 

interrogative meanings. Some languages have two general interrogative signs. Two 

general interrogative signs in Hong Kong Sign Language are WH1 (1-handshape) and 

WH5 (open 5-handshape). WH1 is used to ask persons, entities, manner, reason, and 

purpose while WH5 is used to question time, duration, and quantity. Examples are 

demonstrated below (Tang 2006:212-215). 
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(38) 
                      _____cont-q 
ELDER-BROTHER BUY WH1 
‘What did the elder brother buy?’ 

 

(39) 
                                ____cont-q 
HOUSE INDEXi INDEXj MALE LIKE WH1 
‘This house or that house, which house does the man like?’ 

 

(40) 
                  ____cont-q 
INDEX2 KILL DOG WH1 
‘Why did you kill the dog?’ 

 

(41)  

                            ________________________cont-q 

ELDER-SISTER GET-MARRIED WH5-MONTH-WH5-DATE 

‘What month and date will the elder sister get married?’ 

 

Based on the size and the distinctions that are lexicalized as question signs, 

Zeshan (2004) categorizes question-sign paradigm into three different types. The first 

type is a minimal paradigm in which only a general interrogative sign exists. The 

general interrogative sign covers all interrogative meanings and specific interrogative 

meanings can be expressed by combining the general interrogative sign with 

non-interrogative signs. Indo-Pakistani Sign Language is an example of minimal 

paradigm. The general interrogative sign can be combined with TIME, NUMBER, 

and FACE to form the meaning of ‘when’, ‘how many’, and ‘who’ respectively.  

 Some sign languages, such as Hong Kong Sign Language, Japanese Sign 

Language, and Israeli Sign Language, have a medium-size question-sign paradigm 
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with monomorphemic question signs as well as different morphological mechanisms 

to indicate interrogative meanings.  

It has been reported in some sign languages that question signs are distinguished 

between question signs that ask about entities and question signs that ask about 

quantities (Tang 2006; Nonaka 2011; Zeshan 2011). The former is associated with 

‘what’, ‘who’, and ‘where’ and the latter is associated with ‘how many’ and ‘how 

much’. Zeshan (2011) proposes that question signs that indicate quantification should 

form sub-paradigm since the formation of those signs are quite complex. The 

formation of quantification involves spatial modification, shifting places of 

articulation, and the addition of a second hand. Moreover, they frequently have 

non-interrogative meanings 

 

2.3.2.1.2  Syntactic position of question signs 

 According to Zeshan’s crossliguistic investigation (2004), the most common 

syntactic positions for interrogative signs are clause initial (example 42), clause final 

(example 43), or both sentence initial and clause final (example 44), that is, a 

construction with two interrogative signs.  

 

(42) Austrian Sign Language (Schalber 2006:142) 
_______chin up 
____________head forward 
WHERE BALL 
‘Where is the ball?’ 

 

(43) Flemish Sign Language (van Herreweghe and Vermeerbergen 2006:233) 
________________cont-q 
DOG BARK WHY 
‘Why is the dog barking?’ 
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(44) New Zealand Sign Language (McKee 2006:75) 
_____________________cont-q 
WHERE ROOM WHERE 
‘Where is the room?’ 

 

Zeshan suggests that there are systematic exceptions to the regularities presented 

above: topic constituents can precede initial question signs (example 45 and 46) and 

pronouns can follow final question signs (example 47).  

 

(45) Brazilian Sign Language (Quadros 2006:273) 
_____top ________________cont-q 
BALL   WHAT/WHO GET 
‘As for ball, who gets it?’ 

 

(46) Flemish Sign Language (van Herreweghe and Vermeerbergen 2006:233) 
____top ___________________cont-q 
CAR   WHERE BUY WHERE 
‘Where did you buy that car?’ 

 

(47) Japanese Sign Language (Morgan 2006:103) 
_____________________cont-q 
LECTURE WHO INDEX 
‘Who is that giving the lecture?’ 

  

Question signs can appear in different syntactic positions in a sign language. For 

example, in Brazilian Sign Language, question signs can be placed in three different 

positions; that is sentence initial, sentence final, or in both sentence initial and 

sentence final. 
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(48) Brazilian Sign Language (Quadros 2006:273-274) 
_________________cont-q 
WHAT/WHO J BUY 
‘What did John buy?’ 

 

________________________cont-q 
J INDEX BUY WHAT/WHO 
‘What did John buy?’ 

 
___________________________________________cont-q 
WHAT/WHO BOYFRIEND M-A-R-Y WHAT/WHO 
‘Who is Mary’s boyfriend?’ 

 

2.3.2.1.3  Question particles 

 Question particles not only occur in polar questions but also co-occur with 

question signs in content questions. This kind of manual marking is optional. If it 

occurs, it can only occur at the end of the clause.  

 

(49) Austrian Sign Language (Schalber 2006:147) 

                                    head forward 
_____chin up            _____________chin up 
HOW      LOOK-LIKE question particle 
‘How did it (a house) look?’ 

 

(50) Flemish Sign Language (van Herreweghe and Vermeerbergen 2006:237) 
_____________________________cont-q 
WHY UNCONSCIOUS PALM-UP 
‘Why did she faint?’ 

 
(51) Finnish Sign Language (Savolainen 2006:289) 
                    _________ head tilt 
_____________________________ furrowed brows 
PAPER WHAT/WHERE PALM-UP 

‘Where can I find some paper? / Where is the paper?’ 
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(52) Finnish Sign Language (Savolainen 2006:289) 
                   ______________head tilt forward 
_________________________________furrowed brows 
WHEN BE-ABLE-TO COME PALM-UP 
‘When could you come?’ 

 

2.3.2.2  Non-manual marking 

 As with polar questions, content questions are accompanied by non-manual 

expressions as well. Zeshan (2004) indicates that non-manual expressions for content 

questions vary among sign languages in terms of their appearance, spreading behavior, 

and obligatoriness. The relevant non-manual markings of content questions typically 

involve positions of eyebrows and head movements. The following table illustrates 

non-manual expressions accompanying content questions in different sign languages. 

 

Table 2.4: Non-manual expressions for content questions in different sign languages5 

sign language  eyebrows eye gaze mouth chin head 

movement 

shoulders 

Austrian SL 

(Schalber 2006) 

   chin up head forward  

Brazilian SL  

(Quadros 2006) 

raised 

eyebrows 

  raised 

chin 

head forward  

British SL 

(Sutton-Spence 

and Woll 1999) 

furrowed 

eyebrows 

 

slightly 

closed 

 

  thrust slightly 

forward or 

tilted to the 

side 

 

Croatian SL 

(Šarac Kuhn and 

raised 

eyebrows 

eyes closed  chin up head forward 

or head shake 

shoulders 

up 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
5	   The	  descriptions	  of	  the	  non-‐manual	  expressions	  are	  based	  on	  the	  researchers.	  
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Wilbur 2006) 

Finnish SL 

(Savolainen 2006) 

furrowed 

eyebrows 

   forward head 

tilt 

 

Flemish SL 

(van Herreweghe 

and 

Vermeerbergen 

2006) 

lowered 

and drawn 

together 

  lowered 

chin 

tilt to one 

side 

 

Hong Kong SL 

(Tang 2006) 

furrowed 

eyebrows 

eye gaze at 

the 

addressee 

round, 

open 

mouth 

   

Indo-Pakistani SL  

(Zeshan 2006c) 

raised 

eyebrows 

  chin 

raised 

backward 

head position 

 

Israeli SL  

(Meir 2004) 

frown 

eyebrows 

   tilt forward  tilt forward 

Japanese SL  

(Morgan 2006) 

raised or 

lowered 

eyebrows 

  chin thrust 

with a 

slight 

sideward 

tilt 

  

New Zealand SL  

(McKee 2006) 

furrowed 

(or 

lowered) 

eyebrows 

   forward or 

backward 

movement 

 

SL of the 

Netherlands 

(Coerts 1990) 

eyebrows 

down  

  chin up  hunched 

Turkish SL 

(Zeshan 2006b) 

 direct eye 

contact 

  side-to-side 

headshake 

combine with 

a forward 

head position 
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With respective to the spreading of non-manual expressions, the expressions can 

either be associated with manual question signs only (example 53 and 54) or spread 

over the entire question (example 55), or the whole clause minus any topicalized 

constituents (example 56). 

 

(53) Hong Kong Sign Language (Tang 2006:214) 

                                _____cont-q 

HOUSE INDEXi INDEXj MALE LIKE WH1 

‘This house or that house, which house does the man like?’ 

 

(54) New Zealand Sign Language (McKee 2006:75) 

               _____cont-q 

3SEND1 LETTER WHY 

‘Why did (they) send me the letter?’ 

 

(55) Flemish Sign Language (van Herrweghe and Vermeerbergen 2006:233) 

________________cont-q 

DOG BARK WHY 

‘Why is the dog barking?’ 

 

(56) Israeli Sign Language (Meir 2004:105) 

____________t   ______cont-q 

BOOK INDEXa  WHERE 

‘Where is the book?’ 

 

2.3.2.3  Non-interrogative uses of question signs 

 In addition to interrogative meaning, some interrogative signs have been attested 

to having non-interrogative meanings, especially indefinite meanings. Non-manual 

and context are used to disambiguate the two meanings. In Finnish Sign Language, 
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interrogative signs with furrowed brows and a forward head tilt result in a 

interrogative meaning, while the absent of non-manual expressions is interpreted as 

non-interrogative meanings. Similarly, in New Zealand Sign Language, the sign is 

interpreted as an interrogative meaning when it is articulated with furrowed eyebrows 

and changing head positions. Without non-manual expressions, the sign is interpreted 

as non-interrogative meanings. The following table lists interrogative and 

non-interrogative meanings of question signs identified in the literature. 

 

Table 2.5: Interrogative and non-interrogative meanings of question signs 

Finnish Sign 

Language 

(Savolainen 2006) 

question sign indefinite meaning other 

non-interrogative 

meaning 

WHAT/WHERE something  

WHO someone  

WHAT/WHERE  

WHERE 

somewhere  

WHICH-OF-TWO one or the other  

WHEN  every day, daily, 

on a daily basis 

WHY  because, reason 

Flemish Sign 

Language 

(van Herreweghe 

and 

Vermeerbergen 

2006) 

WHO someone  

WHY  because 

Japanese Sign 

Language (Morgan 

2006) 

WHO  don’t know 

(animate) 

WHICH  in any case 

HOW-MANY  many 
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count 

 

New Zealand Sign 

Language  

(Mckee 2006) 

general 

interrogative sign 

(traditional sign) 

something 

somewhere 

someone 

anything  

anywhere 

anyone  

because  

so 

or 

WHICH 

(traditional sign) 

two of them, you both, same,  

generic sign for 

family relative 

WHICH (new)  either, or 

HOW-MANY 

(traditional sign) 

 number, many, 

count, score 

HOW-MUCH 

(traditional sign) 

 enough 

WHO (new) someone  

WHY (new)  because, reason 

 

2.4  Non-manual expressions 

 All sign languages investigated so far have manual signs as well as a wide range 

of non-manual expressions at their disposal. All expressions that are not produced by 

the hands are referred to as ‘non-manual markers’ or just ‘non-manual’ (Pfau and 

Quer 2010). Typical non-manual expressions in sign languages consist of head and 

upper body movements as well as different appearances on the face. Wilbur (2009) 

identifies fourteen independent channels: the head, the shoulders, the torso, the 

eyebrows, the eyeballs (gaze), the eyelids, the nose, the mouth (upper lip, lower lip, 

mid-lip, and lip corners), the tongue, the cheeks, and the chin. However, Sandler 

(2010) indicates that non-manual expressions are not a natural class, lumping together 
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of non-manual markers into a single category would obscure the range of functions 

served by non-manual articulators.   

 A particular non-manual expression is usually used simultaneously with both 

manual signs and other non-manual expressions. Non-manual expressions in sign 

languages have various functions. Some are associated with grammatical structure; 

others correspond to intonation in spoken languages; still others are gestures, 

especially the lower part of the face (Liddell 1980; Dachkovsky and Sandler 2009; 

Sandler 2009; Herrmann and Steinbach 2011 and among others). 

 

2.4.1  Upper face and lower face 

 Face can be divided into upper face and lower face from the anatomical 

perspective on the one hand and from linguistic perspective on the other. From the 

anatomical point of view, upper face includes the movements of eyebrows, forehead, 

and eyelids while lower face includes movements of cheeks, mouth, and chin. All the 

muscles of the upper face are controlled bilaterally. The muscles of the lower face are 

contralateral (Ekman, Friesen, and Hager 2002). From linguistic perspective, it seems 

there is the same division of facial expressions between upper and lower face across 

sign languages. Upper face, consists of eyes and brows, denotes intonational 

information and signals may be held for the entire sentence. Lower face, consists of 

mouth, lips, cheeks, tongue, and jaw, denotes manner associated with verbs or quality 

attributed with nouns. Lower face expressions have a smaller domain and signals are 

held only for the duration of the nouns or verbs they associated with (Wilbur 1994, 

Meir and Sandler 2008). 
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2.4.2  Linguistic versus and affective non-manuals 

 Some researchers propose that non-manuals in sign languages are grammatical 

markers. That is, various types of structures such as conditional sentences, 

topicalization, relative clauses, interrogative, and negation are marked by 

conventionalized non-manual expressions (Baker and Padden 1978; Liddell 1980; 

Neidle et al. 2000). Non-manual expressions of this sort are linguistic non-manuals. 

Sandler and Lillo-Martin (2006) concur with Liddell and other researchers in treating 

facial expressions as linguistic. But they argue that the meanings of facial expressions 

are independent of syntactic structures. For example, typical Israeli Sign Language 

content questions are marked by lowered brow and forward head movement. This 

prototypical non-manual is not necessary to combine with syntactically content 

questions. Put differently, non-manuals for content questions may accompany with 

any linguistic structure with pragmatic intention of asking a content question. 

Therefore, supporting the position taken by Wilbur (2000) and other researchers 

(McIntire and Reilly 1988; Reilly, McIntire and Bellugi 1990b), Sandler and her 

colleagues claim that conventionalized non-manuals correspond to intonation in 

spoken language (Nespor and Sandler 1999; Sandler 1999). 

There is another kind of non-manuals used by signers to convey their emotions. 

Ekman (1979) suggests that there is a small set of basic emotions which include 

happiness, sadness, fear, anger, disgust, and surprise. He claims that these emotions 

are not only universal to all humans but also are linked to universal facial expressions. 

Linguistic and affective facial expressions involve the same system but differ in 

terms of facial muscle using. Affective facial expressions are global and use 
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integrated sets of facial muscles. On the contrary, linguistic facial expressions make 

use of individuated facial muscles (Corina, Bellugi, and Reilly 1999). 

 These two types of facial expressions also differ in their timing, contour, and 

scope (Baker-Shenk 1983). Linguistic facial expressions have a clear and specific 

onset and offset pattern; in contrast, paralinguistic facial expressions are inconsistent 

and inconstant in their onset and offset patterns. Moreover, Liddell (1980) suggests 

that affective facial expressions are more gradient. Baker-Shenk (1983) agrees with 

Liddell’s claim and points out that linguistic facial expressions are characterized by a 

sudden onset and a sudden offset without changing during its production; while 

affective facial expressions are characterized with relatively slow onset and offset. 

Linguistic facial expressions coordinate with manual signs and correspond to 

syntactic constituent boundaries while affective facial expressions do not necessarily 

occur with specific syntactic structures. 

 Acquisition studies substantiate the significant distinction between affective and 

linguistic facial expression. Affective and linguistic facial expressions are acquired 

differently by children. Deaf children acquire basic affective facial expression by the 

end of their first year. As for linguistic facial expressions, facial expressions for topics 

and content question appear at about age 3 (Reilly, McIntire, and Bellugi 1990b); 

facial expressions for conditional sentences appear at about age 5 and are fully 

acquired at about age 8. In addition, deaf children acquire the facial expressions of 

conditional sentences component by component rather than holistically (Reilly, 

McIntire and Bellgui 1990a). 
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 Finally, neurolinguistic studies also demonstrate the qualitative difference 

between two types of facial expressions. Affective facial expressions are processed in 

right brain whereas linguistic facial expressions are processed in left brain, concurring 

with other linguistic structures (Corina 1989). Besides, Corina, Bellugi, and Reilly 

(1999) examine the facial expression production of two native deaf signers who suffer 

from brain damage. Right brain lesioned signer significantly reduces affective facial 

expression, but produces correct linguistic facial expression as well as grammatical 

signing. In contrast, left brain lesioned signer expresses with abundant affective facial 

expression, but omits required linguistic facial expressions. 

 

2.4.3  The meaning of non-manuals 

 Specific non-manuals do not have universal meanings. Different sign languages 

employ different non-manual expressions to fulfill the same function (Šarac et al. 

2007). The meaning of each non-manual articulation deserves to be evaluated 

individually. For example, Wilbur (2000) proposes a layered combination in the upper 

face, where eyebrows represent syntax, and other upper face nonmanuals can 

simultaneously represent intonation and prosody. Dachkovsky and Sandler (2009) 

offer a semantic analysis of individual facial articulations, each component of upper 

face is associated with a general meaning and could be combined to derive complex 

meanings. In the same vein, de Vos, van der Kooij, and Crasborn (2009) suggest that, 

in sign language of Netherlands, a raised eyebrow in content questions seems to have 

a semantic function: narrowing down the range of possible answers. 
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2.4.4  Facial expressions in spoken languages 

 Facial expressions expressed by hearing non-signers have been explored within 

two major frameworks: one focuses on emotional states and the other is associated 

with communicative interactions (Ekman and Friesen 1969; Ekman 1979). Emotional 

facial expressions signify particular emotions. Universal emotional facial expressions 

include fear, surprise, anger, sadness, disgust, and happiness. The other facial 

expression type termed as conversational actions or conversation signals, which are 

observed when people engage in conversation. For example, posture changes signals a 

topic change; the mouth may form an oval shape when an individual wants to talk; 

raised eyebrows with head nods signal agreement responded by listeners. Both 

speakers and listeners have been described producing conversational actions.  

 Chovil (1991) suggests that conversation actions are affected by the interactive 

nature of the communicative situation. This kind of facial expressions occur more 

frequently in the interactive situations than in the non-interaction situations. Besides, 

the visual availability of a listener increases the likelihood of facial displays. 

 

2.5  Interrogative constructions in Taiwan Sign Language 

 Published materials about TSL are mainly dictionaries, such as Your hands can 

become a bridge (Smith and Ting 1979, 1984) and Taiwan Sign language Dictionary 

(Chao 2007). These paperback dictionaries are designed for TSL beginning learners. 

They not only demonstrate basic TSL vocabularies but also give descriptions of 

grammatical structures of some TSL sentence types, including interrogative 

constructions. In addition to those paperback dictionaries, there are three on-line 
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dictionaries: Taiwan Sign Language online dictionary (http://tsl.ccu.edu.tw), Taiwan 

Sign Language Database (http://signlanguage.ccu.edu.tw/), and Taiwan Sign 

Language Dictionary (http://isign.deaf.org.tw/). For advanced learners, Department of 

Labor published training material for sign interpreters (Department of Labor 2010 a, 

b). Similarly, a brief description of grammatical characteristics of some basic 

linguistic structures is also included in this material. As for linguistic analysis of TSL 

grammar, Chang (2011a, b) gives a detail analysis of lexical formation of place names 

and family names in TSL. Myers and Tai (2005) edit special issue of Language and 

Linguistics and Tai and Tsay (2009) edit a volume Taiwan Sign Language and 

Beyond. Tai, Chang, Tsay, and Su (in preparation) compile a reference grammar of 

TSL, including phonological, morphological, and syntactic analysis.  

 Interrogative structures have been reported in some publications listed above 

(Smith and Ting 1979; Department of Labor 2010; Tai et al. in preparation). Those 

publications report that two mechanisms are employed to indicate interrogative 

structures: manual signs and non-manual expressions. This section provides the 

description of interrogative constructions reported in those publications. 

 

2.5.1  Polar questions 

 Similar to other sign languages, TSL polar questions are not marked with a 

change of constituent order. A manual mechanism reported by Tai et al. (in 

preparation) is making use of a combination of positive and negative forms of certain 

predicates to form questions. Two examples of this kind of manual signs are 

HAVE-NOT-HAVE and HOW-ABOUT. HAVE is formed by pushing an open hand 
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forward with palm facing outward. NOT-HAVE is formed by opening and closing a 

hand repeatedly with fingers pointing upward. HAVE and NOT-HAVE are fused into 

one single lexical sign HAVE-NOT-HAVE, which is produced by repeating the 

movement of NOT-HAVE with the palm orientation of HAVE. HOW-ABOUT is 

formed by quickly alternating lexical signs of GOOD and BAD. GOOD is formed 

with the extended thumb of one hand moving forward. BAD is formed with the pinky 

finger extended as the closed hand swipes downward. 

GOOD and BAD are fused into one single lexical sign which is signed with a 

stationary with the palm pacing inward. The following figures illustrate 

HAVE-NOT-HAVE and HOW-ABOUT. 

 

	   	   	   	   	   	   	  

     HAVE            NOT-HAVE             HAVE-NOT-HAVE 

Figure 2.1. The combination of HAVE and NOT-HAVE to form HAVE-NOT-HAVE 

 

	   	   	   	   	   	  

     GOOD             BAD           HOW-ABOUT 

Figure 2.2. The combination of GOOD and BAD to form HOW-ABOUT 
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HAVE-NOT-HAVE concerns the existence or non-existence of a certain entity, state 

or event. HOW-ABOUT is used to ask for information about something. Examples 

are shown as follows. 

 

(57) INDEX2 CAR HAVE-NOT-HAVE 

 ‘Do you have a car?’ 

 

(58) DOG INDEX2 AFRAID HAVE-NOT-HAVE 

 ‘Do you afraid of a dog?’ 

 

(59) EAT FINISH HAVE-NOT-HAVE  

 ‘Have you eaten?’ 

 

(60) INDEX2 RECENTLY WORK HOW-ABOUT 

 ‘How is your work recently?’ 

 

Other positive-negative combinations include CAN+CAN-NOT, 

WANT+NOT-WANT, and KNOW+NOT-KNOW. These combinations are neither 

frequent nor tightly fused as HAVE-NOT-HAVE and HOW-ABOUT do. 

 TSL polar questions are mainly indicated by non-manual expressions. Similar to 

other sign languages, polar questions and declarative sentences in TSL show the same 

word order, distinguished by non-manual expressions only. Consider the following 

examples (Tai et al. in preparation). 
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(61)                                                    head nod 

                                                       eye opened 

                                                       eyebrows raise 

a.  FATHER WORK6                    b.  FATHER WORK 

‘Father is working now.’                  ‘Is father working now?’ 

	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  
FATHER         WORK            FATHER           WORK 

	  

The difference between (61a) and (61b) lies in the facial expressions accompany the 

sign WORK. In (61b), the sign WORK co-occur with facial expressions including 

head nod, eye opened, and eyebrow raised. By contrast, WORK is articulated with 

neutral facial expression in (61a). Facial expressions are important for distinguishing 

statements and polar questions. 

 The polar questions demonstrated in teaching material for sign interpreters show 

the similar pattern. That is, polar questions and declarative sentences are distinguished 

by non-manual expressions. But the non-manuals are required only at the last sign of 

the polar questions. The non-manuals for polar questions include forward head 

movement and raised eyebrows. 

But reference grammar reports that non-manual expressions for polar questions 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
6	   The head positions of these two signs are slightly different. But the head tilt is not employed to 
indicate question. Tai et al. do not mention whether these different head positions are relevant to 
phonological phrase or intonational phrase. Since the head positions are not related to the issue here. 
This issue is put aside for the future study. 
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show a variation in combination of the non-manuals and the scope of the non-manuals. 

Two more examples of polar questions are given below. Tai and his colleagues have 

shown that polar questions are mainly marked by eyebrow raise and widen eyes. It 

seems that facial expressions such as head movements or mouth movements are 

optional. As far as head movements are concerned, head movements are observed in 

(61), (62), and (63) but they do not occur in the same form. Specifically, head 

movement in (61b) and (63) is nod but in (62) is tilt. It might the case that both head 

nod as well as head tilt are used to indicate polar questions.  

	  
(62) 

                            head tilt 

                            eyebrow raise 

                            eye open 

THAT TEACHER YOU LIKE 

‘Do you like that teacher?’ 

    
      THAT          TEACHER          YOU          LIKE 

 

(63)  

                               head nod 

                               mouth pucker 

                               brow raise 

                               eye open 

YOU SISTER YOU-TWO SIMILAR 

‘You look similar to your older sister’ 
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	       YOU          SISTER        YOU-TWO     SIMILAR 

 

2.5.2  Content questions 

 Content questions make use of question words to ask for information. TSL has 

an extensive question-word paradigm, including WHAT as the general interrogative 

word and specific interrogative signs, such as WHERE, HOW-MANY, WHO, WHY, 

and HOW-COME. In addition, various time concepts are expressed in terms of 

specific formation mechanism. For example, HOW-MANY-MONTH is signed by 

placing HOW-MANY at the cheek. WHAT-TIME is produced by signing 

HOW-MANY on the wrist of the other hand. The concept of quantity is also 

articulated in the same way. Thus HOW-MANY-TIMES is formed by placing 

HOW-MANY on the palm of the other hand. The preference syntactic positions of 

question words are in sentence-final positions. The interrogative signs are listed in the 

table below (Smith and Ting 1979; Department of Labor 2010; Tai et al. in 

preparation). 
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Table 2.6: Interrogative signs in TSL 

interrogative signs incorporated with HOW-MANY 

WHAT (general interrogative sign) HOW-OLD 

WHERE HOW-MANY-MONTH 

WHO HOW-MANY-HOURS 

WHY HOW-MANY-TIMES 

HOW-MANY HOW-MANY-DAYS 

HOW-COME HOW-MANY-WEEKS 

 HOW-MANY-YEARS 

 WHICH-MONTH 

 WHICH-YEAR 

 WHAT-DAY 

 WHAT-TIME 

 WHAT-DATE 

 

	   Non-manual expressions for content questions are reported differently in 

different publications. In Smith and Ting (1979) and materials for sign interpreters 

(Department of Labor 2101), non-manual for content questions is raised eyebrows 

and consistently occurs at the end of the questions. However, non-manuals for content 

questions are more complex in reference grammar (Tai et al. in preparation). 

Non-manuals for content questions include furrowed eyebrows, head tilt, head nod, 

and eye narrowed. These non-manual expressions do not occur simultaneously. 

Example (64) to (66) illustrate the non-manual behaviors reported in reference 

grammar. 
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(64) 

            head tilt to the side 

            eye narrowed 

                  head tilt backward 

                  furrowed eyebrow 

YOU THINK WHAT 

‘What are you thinking about?’ 

	   	   	  
YOU               THINK           WHAT 

 

(65) 

                head forward 

                furrowed brow 

SNACK EAT WHO 

‘Who eat snacks?’ 

      

SNACK           EAT            WHO 

 

(66) 

                                  head tilt 

                                  furrowed eyebrow 

YOU MONEY SOURCE HOW-COME_A 

‘How come you have money?’ 
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YOU            MONEY         SOURCE       HOW-COME_A 

 

Among the facial expressions used to accompany content questions, it seems that 

furrowed eyebrows and head movements nearly accompany all the TSL content 

questions. Other non-manual expressions do not occur in every content question. But 

the obligatoriness of furrowed eyebrows and head movements awaits further study to 

evidence it. 

Questioning is about the activity of asking questions. Several communicative 

functions of questioning are identified in the literature, regardless of how the 

utterance is formulated. The functions of questioning include seeking information, 

seeking confirmation, and asking for repair. In order to interpret the functions of 

questioning, the conversational organization must be taken into consideration. This 

chapter gives a general review of conversational organization in spoken and signed 

languages as well as demonstrates examples of questioning in conversation. The 

studies reviewed in this chapter provide the background for analyzing TSL 

questioning.  
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Chapter 3 
 

Methodology 

 

 This methodological chapter describes the research methodology used in the 

present study, including data collection, data annotation, and the procedures of 

identification of questioning in the data. At the very beginning of this study, the data 

were collected by three elicitation tasks. But there are some problems with the elicited 

data. This chapter starts with explaining the procedures of elicitation tasks and 

discussing the limitations of elicited data and why the free conversation method is 

chosen for collecting the data. Section 3.2 introduces the annotation tools: annotation 

software (ELAN) and coding system for facial expressions (FACS). Section 3.3 

describes in detail how the data were annotated. Section 3.4 explains the criteria for 

selecting questioning utterances in this study. 

 

3.1  Data collection 

 This section first explains the procedures and problem with three elicitation tasks 

and then explains why the free conversation data is used. 

 

3.1.1  Elicited data 

All participants were paired up during the data collection procedures. 

Participants were asked to perform three tasks: playing a game traditionally called 

‘twenty questions’, ‘questions and answers’, and sentence making. ‘Twenty questions’ 

was designed to elicit polar questions. One participant was chosen to be the answerer 
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and the other is questioner. The answerer was given a target and the questioner tried 

to figure out the target by asking yes/no questions. The questions can only be 

answered with a simple ‘Yes’ or ‘No’. If twenty questions are asked without the 

correct answer guessed, the game is over and next round begins.  

The second task, questions and answers, was conducted by assigning one 

participant as questioner and the other as answerer. They were separately shown a 

picture and their pictures were similar but with minor differences. The questioner’s 

picture had some information missing and s/he had to complete the information by 

asking the partner questions. The answerer gave the information based on the shown 

picture. This task was intended to elicit various types of content questions. The 

following pictures are samples for this specific elicitation. 

  

Figure 3.1: Picture for questioner 

 

？!"#

？!"#

？$%# ？$%#
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Figure 3.2: Picture for answerer 

 

Some question signs, such as HOW-MANY-TIMES, were difficult to be 

manifested in picture to elicit questions. Therefore, sentence making was designed to 

make up for this deficiency. Participants were given various question particles and 

question signs, one sign at a time. They were instructed to create a short sentence by 

themselves and the given sign must be included in their sentence. 

Three elicitation tasks did not acquire optimal data. Possible reasons are given in 

the following. For the session of ‘twenty questions’, most participants had difficulties 

in understanding how to play the game. If they understood the rules of the game, they 

did not know how to ask their partners questions. As for the session of ‘questions and 

answers’, participants were aware that their partners had similar pictures, thus they 

tended to simplify their signing. In addition, participants sometimes looked at the 

stimulus pictures while they were signing. Non-manual expressions such as head 

movement or eye gaze were interfered. Moreover, the signing collected by elicitation 

tasks were different from what have been observed in daily conversation. Those 

!"#$%&$

!'#$%&$

(#$)*$ ++$)*$

,$歲 "+$歲
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problems also mentioned by Johnston, Vermeerbergen, Schembri, and Leeson (2007). 

 Wilcox and Morford (2006) suggest several empirical methods to conduct sign 

language research. Corpus study is one of them. Wilcox and Morford point out that 

just a few sign linguists make use of corpora to conduct research because of some 

limitations on data transcription. For example, transcribing signed data is 

time-consuming and lack of standardization of transcriptions. Although there are 

some limitations on corpus study, Wilcox and Morford still suggest sign linguists 

should consider small-scale corpus study.  

 As mentioned repeated in previous two chapters, in order to determine the 

utterance is doing questioning, the sequential position of the utterance is important. 

Moreover, conversation data are spontaneous data, which show the language in real 

use. Furthermore, collecting conversation data might be a starting point for 

establishing a corpus. Therefore, in order to avoid the problems caused by elicitation 

and understand TSL questioning in real use, this study thus collected free 

conversation data instead. 

 

3.1.2  Free conversation 

 The analyzed data used for the present study contain approximately 3 hours of 

spontaneous signing, taken from 4 dyads conversation: one female dyads, two male 

dyads, and one male/female dyads. Signers who use TSL as their primary language 

were recruited. Two of them were native signers of TSL and others acquired TSL at 

an early age in school1. Table 3.1 presents the background of signers. 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1	   The majority of deaf children are born to hearing parents who have no competence of sign language 
and thus most children do not acquire sign language from their hearing parents. Rather, they acquire 
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Table 3.1: Background of signers 

 signers gender  area Duration of 

signing 

Conversation 1 ys F native signer Tainan 35 min 02 sec 

sl F native signer Tainan 

Conversation 2 kp M near-native signer Taipei 39 min 44 sec 

xb F near-native signer Taipei 

Conversation 3 qj M near-native signer Chiayi 47 min 39 sec 

fr M near-native signer Taipei 

Conversation 4 js M near-native signer Taipei 46 min 40 sec 

wh M near-native signer Taipei 

 Total: 

2 hours 49 min  

3 sec 

 

During videotaping, participants were freely talking to each other for about 30 

minutes. The participants already knew each other, and it was not difficult to get a 

conversation started. It has been demonstrated that singers tend to adjust their signing 

in the presence of a hearing person (Lucas, Bayley, and Valli 2001), thus there were 

no hearing persons present during the videotaping. 

Three cameras were used during the whole data collection. In each videotaping, 

one signer was filmed with two cameras: one camera filmed the whole upper body 

and the other a close-up of the face only. The third camera filmed the other participant. 

The video clips were combined and synchronized by using ELAN annotation 

software. 

 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
sign language in deaf schools from their peers who are born to deaf parents. It is important to note here 
that the deaf children who are born to deaf parents and acquire sign language from their parents are 
native signers. By contrast, those deaf children who acquire sign language from their peers in deaf 
schools are near-native signers (Lucas, Bayley, and Valli 2001). 
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3.2  Tools 

 The data are annotated using ELAN annotation software. The appearance change 

for facial expressions are annotated based on Facial Action Coding System, which 

allows researchers annotate appearance changes in detail. This section states the 

reason why using these tools for data annotation. 

 

3.2.1  ELAN software 

ELAN is a free annotation tool developed at the Max Planck Institute for 

Psycholinguistics, Nijmegen, The Netherlands. ELAN allows coders to annotate 

videos in time. Up to four video files can be played simultaneously, linked to a 

timeline. Annotations can be made on different tiers. The data were annotated using 

the following tiers: ‘right hand’, ‘left hand’, ‘eyebrows’, ‘head’, ‘eye gaze’, ‘mouth’, 

‘question types’, ‘functions’, and ‘free translation’. The ‘right hand’ and ‘left hand’ 

tiers were used for annotating the signs made by right hand and left hand respectively. 

The ‘eyebrows’, ‘eye gaze’, ‘head’, and ‘mouth’ tiers were used for the movements of 

these non-manuals. In the ‘question types’ tier, the specific question type of each 

questioning utterance was annotated. In the ‘functions’ tier, the communicative 

function of each questioning utterance was noted. Finally, the ‘free translation’ tier 

was used for free translation of each questioning utterance. Each tier was annotated 

separately and then put them together.  

The video can be played at any speed, and frame by frame. The synchronized 

data are shown in figure 3.3. 
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Figure 3.3: Synchronized TSL data 

	  

3.2.2  Facial Action Coding System 

In order to discuss facial expressions, it is necessary to have an accurate way of 

characterizing subtle facial movements. Based on anatomical structures, Ekman, 

Friesen, and Hager (2002) develop the Facial Action Coding System (FACS) that 

allows researchers coding visually distinguishable facial expressions. Facial muscular 

movements are described in terms of Action Units (AUs). Each AU is identified by a 

number and a name (i.e. AU 1 – the Inner Brow Raiser, AU2 – the Outer Brow Raiser, 

AU4 – the Brow Lowerer). Each AU number is assigned in an arbitrary way. AUs 

may be used individually or simultaneously in various combinations (i.e. AU1, AU2, 

AU4, AU1+2, AU 1+2+4). In addition to AUs, some actions are designated as Action 

Descriptors (AD). ADs are labeled when the muscular basis for the actions have not 

been specified. The important appearance changes produced by the particular action 
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relating to questioning are listed in Appendix. 

Using FACS to annotate facial expressions is mainly for two reasons. First, 

different researchers use different terminologies to identify the same appearance of 

facial expressions, as the table 2.3 and 2.4 shown in Chapter 2. Using FACS avoids 

different terms used by different researchers and allows for cross-linguistic 

comparison in the future. Second, the convention of denoting non-manuals is drawing 

a line on top of the glosses for the manual signs with an abbreviation of their 

linguistic functions (e.g. ‘wh’, or ‘q’). The annotation is not made in terms of the form 

of non-manuals. de Vos (2006) indicates that raised eyebrows may involve AU 1+2 or 

AU 1+2+4. FACS allows more detailed annotation.  

	  

3.3  Data annotation 

 Data annotations are explained in terms of manuals sign and non-manual 

expressions separately.  

 Following Coerts (1990) and Sze (2008), the beginning of a manual sign was 

defined as the moment the handshape of that sign was fully formed2; while the end of 

a manual sign was the moment the handshape began to become the handshape of next 

manual sign. If the handshape of the sign was retained in space after the movement 

was finished, the end of movement was considered to be the end of the sign. 

 As for the boundaries of an utterance, noticeable pauses or a clear change of 

facial expressions or head positions were used to interpret as utterance boundaries. If 

there was no clear change of non-manual expressions within a long string of manual 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
2	   Baker-Shenk (1983) and Coerts (1990) have noticed that the full formation of the handshape usually 
occurs before arrival at the location where the sign is made and also before the movement of the sign.	  
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signs, utterances were delimited in terms of its own completed meaning. 

 Turning to non-manual behaviors, since the movements of eyebrows, the specific 

head positions, and eye gaze are frequently reported in interrogative sentences in sign 

languages, this study aims to focus on these types of non-manual features. 

 Following Baker-Shenk (1983), the eyebrow movements were identified in terms 

of four locations: the beginning of eyebrow movement, the beginning of the period of 

its greatest intensity, the end of the period of its greatest intensity, and the end of the 

eyebrow movement. The beginning of eyebrow movement was the moment the 

eyebrows begin to change while the end of eyebrow movement was the moment when 

the movement was no longer present. 

 The head movements are more complicate than eyebrow movements. The 

notations used for head movements are listed in table 3.2. 
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Table 3.2: Head movements  

head movements descriptions examples 

up the distance between the chin and 

the chest increases 

 
down the chin gets closer to the chest 

 
left turning to left horizontally 

 
right turning to right horizontally 

 
forward the chin is stuck out horizontally 

 
tilt the head move into a slopping 

position 

 
tilt right 
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tilt left 

hold the head remains still 

 

  

The annotation of a head movement is related to the previous head position. To 

illustrate, consider the following example. 

(1) 

                                                                  gaze= 

 down|       right|               hold|         down|    left|               up= 

  pre|               AU4|ret|              pre|                          AU2= 

  INDEX2 HAVE-NOT-HAVE TRANSLATE AMERICAN ENGLISH HAVE-NOT-HAVE 

‘Do you have English version?’ 

 
a. down     b.right        c. hold      d. down      e. left       g. up 

Figure 3.4 Head movements 

 

The head movements co-occur with the A-not-A question are illustrated in figure 3.4. 

3.4 a is annotated as ‘down’ because of the signer’s chin is close to his chest. Note, 
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figure 3.4 b is annotated as ‘right’ instead of ‘tilt right’ because the signer only moves 

to right in this frame. His head had already moved down in previous frame. The head 

position in figure 3.4 c is labeled as ‘hold’ instead of ‘tilt right’ because the signer 

does not move his head. The head positions in 3.4 b and 3.4 c are the same.  

As for eye gaze, only the eye gaze at the addressee was annotated. Following 

Baker (1977), ‘+GAZE’ indicates eye contact and ‘-GAZE’ indicates averted gaze. 

 

3.4  Identification of questioning 

 The criteria for selecting questioning utterances in this study are not based on the 

linguistic forms. Rather, utterances that can be interpreted as doing questioning are 

analyzed.  

A broad concept of questioning is helpful to identify the utterances doing 

questioning. On the basis of Enfield, Stivers, and Levinson (2010) suggests, the 

following criteria were taken to identify questions in this study: seeking new 

information, seeking confirmation of propositions or claims that have been mentioned 

previously, asking for repair of immediately prior utterance, because it is not heard, or 

is unclear, or is surprising or unbelievable.  

 The interpretation of questioning utterances was based on the sequential position 

of the utterance and the response to the utterance produced by the addressee. 
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Chapter 4 
 

Interrogative Constructions  

 

Questioning is the activity of asking questions. Questions are asked either 

through interrogative forms or through other linguistic structures. This chapter 

presents different types of interrogative constructions identified in conversation data. 

All these interrogative constructions fulfill the function of requesting new information 

that is considered as a prototypical communicative speech act performed through 

questions.  

The classification of interrogative types is based on the linguistic characteristics 

(i.e., the occurrence of a manual question sign or other mechanisms for marking a 

question) and the response types. As is the case with most spoken and signed 

languages, four major types of interrogative constructions are identified, namely, 

polar questions, A-not-A questions, alternative questions and content questions. 

Similar to other sign languages, each type employs both manual signs and 

non-manual expressions to indicate questions.  

Before presenting the data, a few notes are made here. First, following 

Baker-Shenk (1983), the reference point of non-manual expressions in the analysis of 

interrogative constructions is the manual signs. That is, non-manual behaviors 

accompanied with interrogatives are reported occurring before or after the manual 

signs. Second, the frequency of asking questions varies from one signer to another. 

Some ask more questions than others do. Consequently, the questions shown in this 

chapter are mainly from the signers who ask more questions. Third, signer’s head and 
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body do not stay still while they are signing. Signer’s face occasionally is out of the 

lens because of their body movements. Some face photographs illustrated here are 

thus not a full face. 

 This chapter is divided into seven sections. The first four sections present 

different types of questions: polar questions, A-not-A questions, alternative questions, 

and content questions. Section 4.5 and section 4.6 give descriptions of questions 

ending with PALM-UP and doubling constructions respectively. Each section shows 

the manual mechanisms and non-manual behaviors observed in the formation of 

questions. Section 4.7 summarizes the findings of the present study in comparison to 

the descriptions in reference grammar (Tai et al. in preparation). 

 

4.1  Polar questions 

 Polar questions are expected to obtain either an affirmative or a negative 

response. In the training materials for sign interpreters (Department of labor 2010) 

and elicited data in reference grammar (Tai et al. in preparation), most TSL polar 

questions lack any lexical, morphological or syntactic means of differentiating polar 

questions from declarative sentences. The main mechanism for marking TSL polar 

questions is non-manual expressions, including raised eyebrows and head movements. 

The spontaneous data collected through free conversations in this study show similar 

results. 
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4.1.1  Manual characteristics of polar questions 

 Although the main mechanism for marking polar questions is by way of 

non-manual expressions, there still some manual characteristics are found in polar 

questions: holding the last manual sign and doubling of subject pronouns. It should be 

noted here that neither of them is obligatory nor exclusively belong to polar questions. 

Doubling constructions are also observed in other question types. 

 Holding the last manual sign means the hands are held relatively longer than 

usual. That is, the hands remain in their position for a while. Sometimes, the sign is 

held until the interlocutor has started answering the question. The symbol ‘=’ 

indicates a manual sign is held in the position for a while. Holding the last sign is 

shown in examples (1), (2), and (4) below. 

As far as constituent order is concerned, no particular sign order is found in polar 

questions. Occasionally, a subject pronoun is repeated at the end of a polar question. 

There are few instances of questions with doubling of the pronominal subject in the 

data. In doubling constructions, the pronominal subjects appear in sentence initial and 

final position. Examples below illustrate doubling of subject pronouns in polar 

questions.  

 

(1) 

                gaze= 

        down up   hold 

 pre|      AU4 AU1+2 

INDEX3 ALIVE INDEX3= 

‘Is he alive?’ 
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(2) 

                                           gaze 

down|                                   hold 

     pre|                                 AU1+2 

     INDEX3 SIGN-LANGUAGE TEACH INDEX3= 

‘Does he teach sign language?’ 

 

(3) 

                                   gaze= 

                   down|            hold= 

                                    AU1= 

INDEX3 NOT WORK TELEVISON INDEX3 

‘Is he not working at PTS?’ 

 

(4) 

                                    gaze= 

                                  tilt right 

  pre|                             AU1+4= 

INDEX1 MALE HAVE-SEEN INDEX2 INDEX1= 

‘Have I seen your boyfriend?’ 

 

As mentioned previously, doubling of subject pronouns is not a syntactic device 

for marking polar questions. It occurs in other structures, such as alternative questions 

and declarative sentences. Doubling of subject pronouns in alternative question will 

be demonstrated in section 4.3 and other types of doubling constructions will be 

briefly discussed in section 4.6. Here gives two examples of doubling of subject 

pronouns in declarative sentences. These two sentences are also observed in 

conversation data of this study. 
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(5) BUT INDEX3 STRANGE INDEX3 

   ‘But it is strange.’ 

 

(6) INDEX3 BORN FRANCE PERSON INDEX3 

   ‘He was born in France.’ 

 

4.1.2  Non-manual expressions for polar questions 

As in other sign languages, TSL polar questions are accompanied by non-manual 

expressions. The non-manual expressions involve eyebrow movements, head 

movements, a continuous eye gaze at the addressee at the end of the question 

(+GAZE), and these non-manuals occur in various combinations.  

In the available data, there is a case in which the signer produced the question 

without any non-manual expression, as shown in example (7).  

 

(7)  

F: CAMERA MOVE CL:moving camera HAVE   
Q: NOT CAMERA DULL 

 

F: Is the drive recorder moveable? 

Q: No, it is fixed. 

 

Q and F are talking about the vehicle drive recorder. Q has a drive recorder and F 

asked Q whether the drive recorder is moveable or not. This question is treated as a 

polar question because it is expected an affirmative or a negative response and Q does 

answer the question. 
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Except for the example given above, most polar questions are accompanied by 

non-manual expressions. Example (8) to (10) show the cases in which raised 

eyebrows (AU1+2) and +GAZE co-occur with the manual signs. AU1+2 refers to the 

action that the entire eyebrows are raised. These two non-manuals spread over the 

whole question in the following three examples but the onset and offset time of the 

two non-manuals differ from question to question. 

 In example (8), X is going to France for studying French Sign Language. K asks 

X for buying a French Sign Language dictionary for him. X asks K whether English 

version of the dictionary is fine with him. The question is shown in the following. 

 

(8) 

                  gaze= 

      pre |      AU1+2= 

ENGLISH FINE ENGLISH 

‘Is English (version) fine (with you)?’ 

 
    ENGLISH         FINE           ENGLISH 

 

Eyebrow movements begin after the beginning of the question and reach the apex 

before the sign FINE. This action continues to the end of the question. As for +GAZE, 

the signer begins to look at the addressee after she raises her eyebrows. +GAZE 

continues to the end of the question. The following pictures show the neutral eyebrow 
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position of the signer and AU1+2 accompanying this question. 

 

 
   neutral face         AU1+2 

 

 In (9), F and Q are talking about Q’s drive recorder. F asks Q that does his drive 

recorder function for twenty-four hours.  

 

(9) 

     =                                                gaze 

pre|                                                AU1+2= 

   TWENTY-FOUR SMALL TIME1 TWENTY-FOUR SMALL TIME 

‘Twenty-four hours? Twenty-four hours?’ 

 
TWENTY-FOUR     SMALL       TIME 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1	   SMALL TIME is a signed Chinese expression. Shiao Shi means ‘hours’. The character shiao has the 
meaning ‘small’ and shi has the meaning ‘time’. 
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TWENTY-FOUR     SMALL       TIME 

 

The raised eyebrows precede the first sign onset and reach the apex at the onset of the 

sign TWENTY-FOUR. The eyebrow actions continue to the end of the question. 

+GAZE begins shortly after the onset time of the first sign and lasts for the whole 

question. It seems that the raised eyebrows of the signer is not easily perceived. The 

following pictures illustrate the neutral eyebrow position of the signer and AU1+2 

accompanying this question. There are horizontal wrinkles appear across the forehead 

while he raising his eyebrows. The horizontal wrinkles indicate that the signer’s 

eyebrows are raised. 

 

  
    neutral face        AU1+2 

 

In the following example, W is talking about a social welfare foundation. J is 

wondering is the foundation near a building which is under construction. 
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(10) 

                               gaze 

pre|                       AU1+2|offset 

       NOW BE INDEX3 CONSTRUCT 

‘Is that (building) under construction?’ 

 

     NOW              BE           INDEX3        CONSTRUCT 

The raised eyebrows (AU1+2) begin and reach the apex before the formation of the 

question. This eyebrow action returns to the neutral position during the production of 

the sign CONSTRUCT. The scope of eyebrow movements and +GAZE is over the 

whole question. Pictures below illustrate the neutral eyebrow position of the signer 

and AU1+2 accompanying this question. 

 

 
    neutral face         AU1+2 

 

It is also possible to sign a polar question in TSL with a combination of head 

movements and +GAZE. To illustrate, consider the example below. S is talking about 

her trip to Taichung. She and her friends got lost in the mountains. She downloaded a 
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map via her smart phone to locate where she was. Y is curious about the reception in 

the mountains and thus asks the question below. 

 

(11) 

                   gaze= 

   down|          hold|up= 

MOUNTAIN INSIDE CAN 

‘Did (the cell phone) have reception in the mountains?’ 

 
      MOUNTAIN            INSIDE              CAN 

 

The observed head movement is chin down which means the chin gets closer to the 

chest rather than moving forward horizontally. The head movement occurs during the 

first sign of the question and holds the downward position until the last sign is 

produced. The signer slightly raises her head at the end of the last sign CAN. She 

looks at her addressee near the end of the sign MOUNTAIN. 

In most cases, polar questions in the data co-occur with raised eyebrows (either 

AU1+2 or AU2), different kinds of head movements as well as +GAZE. Head 

movements include chin down, head forward, and head tilt. 

 In example (12), participants are talking about the services provided by a phone 

company. Y is wondering whether she will be charged extra money if she uses video 

display for communication via her videophone. 
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(12) 

                                                gaze= 

     down|                                  hold|   up 

pre|                                         AU1+2 

   INDEX1   RAISE-MONEY WILL RAISE-MONEY WILL 

‘Will (the company) raise the monthly payment for (the phone)?’ 

 
   INDEX1   RAISE-MONEY    WILL     RAISE-MONEY     WILL 

 

The signer raises her entire eyebrows (AU1+2) before the formation of the question. 

The apex of eyebrow movements starts at the first sign and returns to the neutral 

position before the end of the question. Comparing the following two pictures. The 

picture on the left is the neutral face and on the right is the non-manuals 

accompanying the sign WILL before the sign RAISED-MONEY. The positions of 

eyebrows are different and the signer does raised her eyebrows. 

 

 

     neutral face         AU1+2 
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As for the head movements, the signer lower her head at the first sign and hold this 

head position until the last sign and then raises her head. The scope of head 

movements and +GAZE is over the whole question. 

In (13), F is describing a car accident. Q wants to know is there any video 

camera has recorded the incident.  

 

(13) 

                                     gaze= 

  down|                              hold= 

pre|                                  AU2= 

 SEE  VIDEO-TAPE SEE PROVE VIDEO-TAPE= 

‘Is there (any) video evidence of (the accident)’? 

 
     SEE         VIDEO-TAPE        SEE           VIDEO-TAPE 

 

Three non-manuals almost accompany the whole questions but their scope is slightly 

different. Eyebrow movements start before the beginning of the first manual sign 

whereas the head movements and +GAZE start after the onset time of the first manual 

sign. The eyebrow movement reaches the apex during the production of the first 

manual sign and the downward movement of the head stops right before the onset 

time of the second sign. All these three non-manual behaviors do not come to an end 

at the end of the question. 
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 The eyebrow movement of this question is AU2 instead of AU1+2. AU2 refers 

to the lateral (outer) portion of the eyebrows are raised. In some people, short 

horizontal wrinkle would appear above the lateral portions of the eyebrows (Ekman, 

Friesen, and Hager 2002). The picture on the right below illustrates the signer does 

AU2. 

 

 
     neutral face           AU2 

 

In examples (12) and (13), the components of non-manual behaviors are the 

same. Both questions co-occur with raised eyebrows, chin down and +GAZE. 

Although the components are the same, the scope of non-manual behaviors is 

inconsistent. The eyebrow behavior in (12) comes to the end before the end of the 

question but still lasts after the question in (13). 

 Other than chin down, polar questions also involve head moving forward or 

tilting, as demonstrated in examples (14) and (15). In (14), S is talking about she 

might be off the work at the end of the year because her company has not much orders. 

Y is asking S is it an unpaid leave. 
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(14) 

                           gaze= 

                     forward|hold= 

     pre|                 AU1+2= 

NOT-HAVE  MONEY  R  E  S  T2 

‘Unpaid leave?’ 

 

 
   NOT-HAVE       MONEY       REST 

 

The eyebrow movement starts and reaches the apex during the first sign. The head 

movement starts at the last sign of the question. As for +GAZE, the signer gazes at 

the addressee while asking the question. All these three non-manuals do not end at the 

end of the question. The eyebrow movement can be seen clearly in the picture below.  

 

 

     neutral face          AU1+2 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
2	   The different font size in this example is used to show time alignment of the non-manual expressions 
with respect to the manual signs. 
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In addition to those three common non-manuals accompanied with polar 

questions, mouthings also co-occurs. Mouthings are defined as mouth movments that 

are related to the surrounding spoken language (Boyes-Braem and Sutton-Spence 

2001). Two major functions of mouthings are to disambiguate minimal pairs or to 

specify or complement the meaning of a sign (Schermer 2001). The mouthings in this 

example are wu xin jia ‘unpaid leave’. The mouthings here is used to specify the 

meaning of the signs.  

In (15), X is talking about she is going to learn French Sign Language in France. 

K asks X how often is her French Sign Language class. 

 

(15) 

                    gaze= 

    down|    tilt|    hold = 

               pre|AU1+2= 

 EVERY WEEK ONE-TIME= 

 ‘Once a week?’ 

 

 
     EVERY            WEEK                ONCE 
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The eyebrow movement starts during the second sign and reaches the apex during the 

last sign of the question. The head movements start slightly after the onset time of the 

first sign. The signer first moves his head downward and then tilts left at the second 

sign and remains the head positions to the end of the question. As far as +GAZE is 

concerned, the signer returns his gaze back at the addressee at the last sign of the 

question. The following pictures on the right illustrate the raised eyebrows (AU1+2). 

The horizontal wrinkles across the forehead indicate that the signer’s eyebrows are 

raised. 

 

 
     neutral face          AU1+2 

 

In addition to raised eyebrows (either AU1+2 or AU2), polar questions that 

function as requesting information sometimes accompanied by furrowed eyebrows 

(AU4). Example (16) demonstrates the furrowed eyebrows accompanying the polar 

question. X is talking about her boyfriend. K is wondering whether he has meet X’s 

boyfriend or not. 
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(16) 

                                         gaze= 

  pre|                                  AU1+4= 

   left|   hold|tilt|down|       right|            up= 

INDEX3 MALE       HAVE-SEEN INDEX3 INDEX1= 

‘Have I ever seen your boyfriend?’ 

 
  INDEX3       MALE      HAVE-SEEN      INDEX3      INDEX1 

 

The eyebrow movement accompanying this question is AU1+4. AU1+4 refers to the 

medial portion of the eyebrows raised and together (Ekman, Friesen, and Hager 2002). 

The onset time of the eyebrow movement is during the production of the first sign and 

the beginning of the apex of the eyebrow movement is near the end of the first sign. 

The following pictures demonstrate the neutral face, AU1+4 on the onset period, and 

AU1+4 on its apex accompanying this question. The scope of AU1+4 is nearly over 

the whole question. 

 

   
   neutral face          AU1+4 onset         AU1+4 apex 
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The scope of head movements is over the whole question and the main head 

movement is head tilting. The head does not return to the neutral position at the end of 

the question. Similar to other questions, the signer returns his gaze back at the 

addressee at the end of the question. 

 Examples (17) and (18) also involve AU4. In (17), W is talking about his 

co-worker who is mental-retarded. J asks W whether his mental retardation is serve or 

not. 

 

(17) 

                                                      gaze= 

 pre|                                     AU4|    pre| AU1+4= 

      INDEX3 MENTAL-RETARDATION DEGREE SEVERE VERY 

‘Is his mental-retardation very severe?’ 

 
    INDEX3       MENTAL      DEGREE      SEVERE     VERY 

               RETARDATION 

 

There two kinds of eyebrows movements are involved in this questions: AU4 and 

AU1+4. AU4 starts before the first sign of the question and continues to the end of 

the production of the sign DEGREE. Then, the inner eyebrows are raised and reach 

the apex before the last sign VERY. The following pictures demonstrate the different 
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eyebrow movements involved in this question. 

 

 
    neutral face            AU4              AU1+4 

 

In (18), F is talking about a car accident. He is describing a driver was bumped 

off a motorcycle. Q is asking whether the driver is alive or dead. 

 

(18) 

                           gaze= 

tilt right|    down|      up|   hold= 

           pre|   AU4|pre|AU1+2|ret 

       INDEX3 ALIVE    INDEX3= 

‘Is he alive?’ 

 
    INDEX3          ALIVE          INDEX3 

 

Two eyebrow movements involve in this question: AU4 and AU1+2. AU4 starts at 

the beginning of the question and reaches the apex at the second sign ALIVE. Then, 

the eyebrows change to AU1+2 and returns to the neutral position while the signer 
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holding his hands in the form of INDEX3. The following pictures demonstrate the 

different eyebrow movements involved in this question. 

 

   neutral face            AU4              AU1+2 

 

With respect to head movements, the movements start before the formation of the 

question. The main head position of this question is head tilting. The scope of head 

movements is over the whole question. As for +GAZE, again, the signer looks at the 

addressee at the end of the question. 

Eyebrow behaviors in example (16) differ from that in (17) and (18). In (16), the 

scope of furrowed eyebrows (AU4) is nearly over the whole question. But in (17) and 

(18), furrowed eyebrows do not spread over the whole questions. They only co-occur 

with some parts of the questions and change their eyebrows movement from AU4 to 

AU1+4 (example 17) or AU1+2 (example 18) at the end of the questions. The frown 

here might be interpreted as puzzlement, whereas the raised eyebrows indicate the 

utterance is a question, similar to other questions in the data. 

 

4.2  A-not-A questions 

 A-not-A questions are formed by juxtaposing positive and negative predicates. 

A-not-A forms in the data include HAVE-NOT-HAVE, GOOD-BAD and BE 
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NOT-BE. The first two forms are fused into one single sign but the third form is not 

phonological fused. They are two separate signs. HAVE-NOT-HAVE in example (19) 

to (21) is associated with the existence or non-existence of certain entities. 

GOOD-BAD in example (22) is used to asking for suggestions. BE and NOT-BE in 

example (23) concerns the existence or non-existence of a state. 

 The syntactic positions of HAVE-NOT-HAVE in the following examples are 

different. In (19), the question is repeated twice and HAVE-NOT-HAVE occurs only 

in sentence final position. But in (20) and (21), HAVE-NOT-HAVE occurs in the 

form of doubling construction. It occurs in both initial and final position in (20) and it 

occurs after subject pronoun and final position in (21). 

 With respect to the non-manual expressions, these three questions all involve 

head movements but the scope of the movements and the movement types vary. As 

for eyebrow movements, only question in (19) is formed in the absence of eyebrow 

movement. 

 In (19), W is complaining he will not have year-end bonus. J asks W that did he 

get year-end bonus last year. 

 

(19) 

                                                     gaze= 

   tilt right| up|                                        hold= 

 LAST-YEAR HAVE-NOT-HAVE LAST-YEAR HAVE-NOT-HAVE 

‘Did you have (a year-end bonus) last year?’ 
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  LAST-YEAR    HAVE-NOT-HAVE   LAST-YEAR   HAVE-NOT-HAVE 

 

The signer’s eyebrows remain in neutral position while he is asking this question. As 

for the head movements, he first tilts his head to right and then raises his head as he is 

producing the first sign of the question. Then he remains this head position to the end 

of the question. He returns his gaze at the addressee before the second the sign of the 

question. 

 In (20), X is going to France for studying French Sign Language. K asks X for 

buying a French Sign Language dictionary for him and thus asks the following 

question. 

 

(20) 

                                                              gaze= 

                                      down|   left|             hold= 

                                             pre|            AU1+2= 

HAVE-NOT-HAVE FRENCH SIGN-LANGUAGE BOOK HAVE-NOT-HAVE 

‘Is there any French sign language book?’ 

 
HAVE-NOT-HAVE     FRANCE   SIGN-LANGUAGE  BOOK  HAVE-NOT-HAVE 
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The eyebrow movement involved in this question is AU1+2. The eyebrows are raised 

during the production of the sign BOOK and reach the apex at the end of production 

of BOOK. This eyebrow position continues to the end of the question. The following 

pictures show the neutral eyebrow position of the signer and the eyebrow movement 

involve in this question. 

 

 
   neutral face           AU1+2 

 

Turning to head movements, there are no obvious head movements observed in the 

first two signs. The signer lowers his head at the sign SING-LANGUAGE and tilts 

slightly to left at the sign of BOOK and then holds this head position to the end of this 

question. He gazes at the addressee as he tilts his head. 

 In (21), X promises K that she will buy him a French Sign Language book. K 

asks X that is there any English version of French Sign Language book. 

 

(21) 
                                                                  gaze= 

 down|       right|               hold|         down|    left|               up= 

  pre|               AU4|ret|              pre|                          AU2= 

  INDEX3 HAVE-NOT-HAVE TRANSLATE AMERICAN ENGLISH HAVE-NOT-HAVE 

‘Is there any English version (of French Sign Language book)?’ 
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    INDEX3  HAVE-NOT-HAVE  TRANSLATE    AMERICAN      ENGLISH   HAVE-NOT-HAVE 

 

Two different eyebrow movements are involved in this question: AU4 and AU2. AU4 

refers to the inner portion of the eyebrows are lowered while AU2 refers to the outer 

portion of the eyebrows are raised (Ekman, Friesen, and Hager 2002). This question is 

first accompanied by AU4 and then by AU2. The following pictures illustrate the 

neutral eyebrow position of the signer, AU4 and AU2 of co-occurred with this 

question. 

 

 
   neutral face            AU4           AU2 

 

As for head movements, the head position accompanying the last sign 

HAVE-NOT-HAVE is obviously different from the head positions accompanying 

other signs of this question. Again, similar to other questions, the signer gazes at his 

addressee at the end of the question. 
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 Both (20) and (21) are accompanied by raised eyebrows but they differ in terms 

of the eyebrow positions and the scope of the movements. In (20), both inner and 

outer eyebrows are raised. The raised eyebrows reach apex at the A-not-A sign and 

end after the question. But in (21), the question is first accompanied by furrowed 

eyebrows and then by raised outer eyebrows. Raised eyebrows are held longer in (21) 

than that in (20). With respect to head movements, the head movements in (21) are 

more complicated than that in (20). 

 Example (22) involves the sign GOOD-BAD and it is used for asking 

suggestions. The signer asks her addressee’s opinion on sunscribing the phone 

service. 

 

(22)  

INDEX1 THINK ORIGINAL APPLY #CHUNG #HWA 

                                 gaze|blink| gaze= 

                                     forward|hold 

INDEX3 SUBSCRIBE PLUS EAT TO FULL GOOD-BAD 

‘Shall I subscribe for unlimited calls provided by Chunghwa Telecom or not?’ 

 
 INDEX1    THINK      ORIGINAL      APPLY    CHUNG    HWA 
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   INDEX3  SUBSCRIBE    PLUS      EAT        TO         FULL 

 
 GOOD-BAD 

 

In this example, only forward head movement and +GAZE co-occur with the question. 

The head movement is held with GOOD-BAD only. The following pictures 

demonstrate the difference in head position. Picture on the left shows the head 

position when signing FULL and picture on the right illustrates the head position 

co-occur with GOOD-BAD. 

 

           
head position with FULL     head position with GOOD-BAD 
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Other than two formationally fused A-not-A signs presented above, an 

equivalent construction based on positive and negative forms is also found in the data, 

as shown in (23). BE and NOT-BE are separate signs and are illustrated in the 

pictures below. 

 

 
        BE              NOT-BE 

 

W is talking about his co-worker. J knows some co-workers who work with W. He 

wants to confirm the person who W is talking about. He knows that one of W’s 

co-workers has a burn on the face. He asks the following question. 

 

(23) 

                       gaze|blink 

          pre|       AU1+2| ret 

 BURN-ON-FACE BE NOT-BE 

‘Does s/he have a burn on the face?’ 

 

The position of BE and NOT-BE is sentence final. This A-not-A question 

involves raised eyebrows and +GAZE. The eyebrow movement begins before the first 

manual sign and reaches the apex slightly before the offset time of the fist sign. It 

returns to the neutral position after the last sign of the question. +GAZE is nearly held 
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over the whole question. The pictures below present the neutral eyebrow position of 

the signer and the raised eyebrows involved in this question. 

 

 
    neutral face            AU1+2 

 

    Following Tang’ s (2006) analysis, these questions are regarded as A-not-A 

questions rather than tag questions due to the reason that there is no intonational break 

before the positive-negative form in each question. More specifically, non-manuals do 

not change dramatically before A-not-A forms (Nespor and Sandler 1999; Sandler 

2010). Additionally, they are not biased towards an affirmative or a negative response 

and thus they are neutral questions. 

    As stated in chapter 2, question particles also occur with the actual question in 

the same prosodic unit. Similar to Hong Kong Sign Language, HAVE-NOT-HAVE 

and GOOD-BAD is not treated as question particle because the positive-negative 

form is bimorphemic monosyllabic signs. Question particles are semantically 

bleached (Zeshan 2004). 
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4.3  Alternative questions 

 Alternative questions are questions that contain two or more options for the 

recipient to choose from for the answer. In the available data, alterative questions with 

two options are found. Two alternatives are signed in order and followed by repeating 

the first alternative. Two instances of alternative questions are demonstrated in (24) 

and (25). 

 In (24), S is talking about a restaurant in Taichung. Y is wondering whether the 

restaurant is expensive or cheap. 

 

(24) 

                 gaze|        blink|gaze= 

down|forward|  hold|         back= 

 EXPENSIVE CHEAP EXPENSIVE 

‘(Is that) expensive or cheap?’ 

 
 EXPENSIVE       CHEAP        EXPENSIVE 

 

This question is accompanied by head movements and +GAZE. These two 

non-manuals are held over the whole question.  

 In (25), F is talking about a car accident. Q is asking whether the driver is alive 

or dead. 
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(25) 

                             gaze|blink|gaze= 

tilt right|  hold|   up|               hold= 

       AU4      AU1+2|    hold|    ret 

    INDEX3 ALIVE DEAD ALIVE INDEX3 

‘Was he alive or dead? ’  

 
   INDEX3       ALIVE        DEAD       ALIVE        INDEX3 

 

In addition to the first alternative, the subject in this question is also repeated. The 

subject is repeated at the end of the question. Two eyebrow movements 

accompanying this question: AU4 and AU1+2. AU4 begins before the production of 

the question and it co-occurs with the first sign. The eyebrows then change to AU1+2 

at the sign DEAD and are held to the end of the question. The head movements are 

held over the whole question. As in other questions, the signer gazes at the addressee 

before the end of the question. The pictures below present the neutral eyebrow 

position of the signer, furrowed eyebrows (AU4) and the raised eyebrows (AU1+2) 

involved in this question. 
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   neutral face           AU4             AU1+2 

 

The scope of the head movements is over the whole question in these two 

questions, although the movements are different. With respect to eyebrow movements, 

only the question in (25) is formed with eyebrows movements. It is first accompanied 

by furrowed eyebrows and then by raised eyebrows. 

 Alternative questions in Mandarin Chinese are formed by connecting two 

alternatives in terms of the morpheme haishi ‘or’. In (26), two alternatives are 

connected by the sign OR. The structure of this question is similar to alternative 

questions in Mandarin Chinese. This question is asking about the teaching situation 

when X entered into deaf school. 

 

(26) 

                                     tilt 

INDEX2 ENTER TIME DEAF SCHOOL BEGIN  

 

                                        gaze= 

                                          tilt 

PHONETIC-NOTATION TEACH OR LIP-READING 

‘When you studied in deaf school, did (the teachers) teach you phonetic-notation or 

lip-reading at the beginning?’ 
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    INDEX2       ENTER    TIME      SCHOOL    BEGIN 

 
PHONETIC-   TEACH      OR    LIP-READING 

NOTATION  

 

No particular eyebrow position is observed in this question. The signer tilts his head 

and remains the position as he asking this question. He returns his gaze back at the 

addressee at the end of the question. 

 

4.4  Content questions 

 Content questions make use of question signs to ask for information. The 

expected answers belong to the same ontological category of the question sign. This 

section first presents the syntactic position of question signs and then demonstrates 

the non-manual expressions co-occurred with content questions. 
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4.4.1  The position of question signs 

 As mention in chapter 2, TSL has an extensive question-word paradigm. But just 

a few question signs are found in the available data. The most frequently used 

question sign is WHAT. The preference position of a question sign is sentence-final 

position, as in (27) to (31). 

 

(27) 

                                 gaze= 

    right|tilt|                     hold= 

 INDEX3 MALE AT NOW WORK WHAT 

‘What does your boyfriend do now?’ 

 

(28) RENT RENT HOW-MUCH-MONEY 

   ‘How much is the monthly payment?’ 

 

(29) 

                                       gaze= 

       down| hold| tilt right|               hold= 

                     pre|            AU1+2= 

INDEX2 CLASS   INSIDE PERSON HOW-MANY 

‘How many people were there in your class?’ 

 

(30) 

                              gaze|b|gaze= 

                   tilt right|hold|left|left 
                             AU1+2 

ORDER DECREASE NOT-HAVE WHAT 

‘Why are orders are falling off?’ 
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(31) 

                                           gaze= 

tilt right|hold|                               down|hold= 

                                             pre|AU1+2= 

  PARENTS FALL-IN-LOVE-AT-FIRST-SIGHT WHAT 

‘How did your parents fall in love at first sight?’ 

 

Similar to other sign languages, WHAT in TSL has a general question meaning 

and could be interpreted into any question meaning. The exact meaning of WHAT is 

specified by context. Example (30) and (31) demonstrate the meaning of WHAT is 

depending on the context. WHAT in (30) is used to ask about the reason with ‘why’ 

meaning and (31) ask about the situation of the event with ‘how’ meaning. 

As in a number of sign languages, doubling of the question sign in both sentence 

initial and sentence final position in TSL is allowed.  

 

(32) 

                                                      gaze|blink|gaze= 

    tilt left|                                                   hold= 

 HOW-MANY HOW-MANY-YEARS STUDY FINISH HOW-MANY-YEARS 

‘How many years (do you need) to finish the course?’ 

 

4.4.2  Non-manual expressions for content questions 

 As with questions introduced in previous sections, content questions are 

accompanied by non-manual expressions as well. The non-manual features typically 

include furrowed eyebrows, head movements, and a continuous eye gaze at the 

addressee. There is some variation in the combination of those expressions. 
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 Although non-manual expressions co-occur with most content questions, there is 

still a case in which the signer formulates the content question without any 

non-manual expression, as shown in (33). In this example, participants are talking 

about the service provided by a phone company. The signer is wondering how much 

does she have to pay for unlimited calls. 

 

(33) RENT RENT HOW-MUCH-MONEY 

   ‘How much is the monthly payment?’ 

 
   RENT        RENT    HOW-MUCH 

 

The following pictures show the neutral face of the signer and the non-manuals 

accompanying this question. There is no difference among these pictures with respect 

to eyebrows and head position. 

 

 
    neutral face           RENT            RENT         HOW-MUCH 
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 There is a case in which only head movements co-occur with the manual signs. 

In (34), two participants are talking about X’s boyfriend. K wants to know what kind 

of work does X’s boyfriend do. 

 

(34) 

                                 gaze= 

    right|tilt|                     hold= 

 INDEX3 MALE AT NOW WORK WHAT 

‘What does your boyfriend do now?’ 

 

 INDEX3     MALE        AT         NOW     WORK     WHAT 

 

The head movements begin before the formation of the question. The signer first turns 

to right and then tilts his head. He remains this head position to the end of the 

question. The scope of the head movements extends over the whole question. He 

gazes at the addressee at the end of the question. The following pictures show the 

neutral face of the signer and the eyebrow position accompanying the sign WHAT. 

There is no obvious difference between the two pictures in terms of the eyebrow 

position. 
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   neutral face     neutral eyebrow position 

 

 Most content questions in the data involve head movements, eyebrow 

movements and +GAZE. (35) to (38) demonstrate the questions with those 

non-manual behaviors. The scope of the non-manuals in each question varies. But all 

the non-manual expressions are held after the end of the question. 

 In (35), two participants are talking about a friend who is now in Korea. His 

part-time job in Korea is teaching. K wants to know what does their friend teach in 

Korea. 

 

(35) 

                                gaze= 

 left|forward|hold|up|          hold= 

pre|AU4|ret|     pre|         AU1= 

        KOREA GO TEACH WHAT 

‘What (does he) teach in Korea?’ 

 

      KOREA                GO             TEACH      WHAT 
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Two eyebrow movements are observed in this question: AU4 and AU1. AU4 refers to 

the inner portion of eyebrows that are lowered and close together. This eyebrow 

action begins and reaches the apex before the formation of the question. The 

eyebrows return to the neutral position at the production of the first sign of the 

question. Then, the signer raised his inner portion of the eyebrows (AU1) while 

signing the rest parts of the question. This eyebrow action does not come to the end at 

the end of the question. The following pictures demonstrate the neutral eyebrow 

position of the signer, AU4 and AU1 accompanying the question. 

 

 

    neutral face           AU4               AU1 

 

Turning to head movements, the signer turns his head to left and then moves forward 

before the formation of the question. He then raises his head and remains this position 

to the end of the question. He gazes his addressee after he asking the question. 

 In (36), two participants are talking about X’s parents. K asks X how did her 

parents meet each other and fell into love at the very beginning. 
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(36) 

                                              gaze= 

tilt right|hold|right|                          left|down|hold= 

                                                pre|AU1+2= 

  PARENTS    FALL-IN-LOVE-AT-FIRST-SIGHT WHAT 

‘How did your parents fall in love at first sight?’ 

                
    PARENTS    FALL-IN-LOVE-AT-FIRST-SIGNT         WHAT 

 

Raised eyebrows (AU1+2) are observed in this question. This action begins before the 

sign WHAT and reaches the apex at the end of the production of WHAT. The action 

continues after the question. The pictures below demonstrate the neutral eyebrow 

position and AU1+2 accompanying this question. 

 

 
   neutral face          AU1+2 

 

As for the head movements, the scope extends the whole question. The main head 

position is head tilting. The signer returns his gaze at the question sign WHAT. 
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 In (37), X is describing her class in deaf school when she was a child. K wants to 

know the amount of the students in her class. 

 

(37) 

                                       gaze= 

       down| hold| tilt right|               hold= 

                     pre|             AU1+2= 

INDEX2 CLASS   INSIDE PERSON HOW-MANY 

‘How many people were there in your class?’ 

 
    INDEX2     CLASS      INSIDE       PERSON   HOW-MANY 

 

Raised eyebrows (AU1+2) are observed in this question. The brow action begins after 

the sign CALSS and reaches the apex at the onset time of PERSON. The eyebrows 

remain the position to the end of the question. The pictures below demonstrate the 

neutral eyebrow position and AU1+2 accompanying this question. 

 

 
   neutral face          AU1+2 
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The scope of the head movements is over the whole question except for the first sign. 

The signer lowers his head and then tilts right and remains the position to the end of 

the question. He gazes at his addressee at the last sign HOW-MANY of the question. 

 In (38), S is talking about her company. Her company does not have orders 

recently. Y wants to know the reason. 

 

(38) 

                              gaze|b|gaze= 

                   tilt right|     hold 
                             AU1+2 

ORDER DECREASE NOT-HAVE WHAT 

‘Why orders are falling off?’ 

 
    ORDER      DECREASE    NOT-HAVE       WHAT 

 

Raised eyebrows (AU1+2) are observed in this question. This eyebrow movement 

reaches the apex and then returns to the neutral position immediately. The pictures 

below demonstrate the neutral eyebrow position and AU1+2 accompanying this 

question.  
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   neutral face           AU1+2 

 

With respect to head movements, the signer remains her tilted head position at the 

beginning of the question. She starts to tilt right at the sign NOT-HAVE and hold this 

head position to the end of the question. She looks at the addressee as she asking this 

question. 

 The cross-linguistic data show that relevant non-manual markings of content 

questions typically involve eyebrow movements and head movements (Zeshan 2004). 

The non-manual behaviors found in TSL are no exception to the cross-linguistic 

observations. If there is eyebrow movement co-occurring with TSL content questions, 

it is usually raised eyebrows, with raised inner and outer eyebrows (AU1+2) occur 

more frequently. As for head movements, head tilting is common in content questions, 

although other head movements are also involved. 

 In other sign languages, the spreading of non-manual expressions are either 

associated with manual question signs only or spread over the entire question. But the 

expressions of non-manuals in TSL do not show consistent behavior. In spite of the 

fact that the onset time of non-manuals is inconsistent, the offset time of all the 

non-manuals is after the end of the question. 
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4.4.3  Non-interrogative meaning of question signs 

 A question sign that has both interrogative and non-interrogative meaning has 

been cross-linguistically attested in sign languages. Consider the following question 

in TSL: 

 

(39) 

                                                gaze=  

     up|                                         hold=  

  SHARE HOW-MUCH SHARE HOW-MUCH WHAT COUNT 

‘How do you share the profit?’ 

 
    SHARE        HOW-MUCH        SHARE      HOW-MUCH 

 
     WHAT          COUNT 

 

This question is used to ask the addressee how does the addressee’s boss divide the 

profits. There are two potential analyses of the uses of HOW-MUCH in question (39). 

One possibility is that the use of the sign is an indefinite meaning and the other use is 

an interrogative meaning. In Finnish Sign Language (Savolainen 2006) and New 
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Zealand Sign Language (McKee 2006), disambiguating the two meanings is by means 

of non-manual expressions and context. The sign is interpreted as an interrogative 

meaning when it is articulated with non-manual expressions for content questions. 

Without those expressions, the sign is interpreted as indefinite meaning. The 

indefinite uses in TSL data are demonstrated in (40) to (43). 

 

(40)  

ARRIVE FINALLY_A INDEX3 FINALLY_B  

INDEX3 SELF JUDGE SELF SUIT WHAT LIKE WHAT 

‘In the end, one can choose the course which is suited to one’s needs.’ 

 

(41) 

                                           gaze 

LOOK CELL-PHONE GOOD-BAD ALL BE SAMSUNG 

‘(We went there and) took a look at the cell phones. They are all Samsung.’ 

 

(42) 

DO-NOT-KNOW WHERE 

‘(I) don’t know where it is.’ 

 

(43) 

ASSOCIATION WHERE INDEX1 DO-NOT-KNOW 

‘I don’t know where the association is.’ 

 

The non-manual expressions associated with content questions in TSL do not show 

consistent behavior. Hence, it is impossible to differentiate the interrogative meaning 

from indefinite meaning by the presence or absence of question non-manual 

expressions. The indefinite meaning of the question sign in (40) to (43) is based on 
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the context in which the sign occur. At the present stage, it is inclined to state that 

HOW-MUCH in (39) functions as a question sign and do not convey indefinite 

meaning. More research is needed on this issue. 

 

4.5  Questions with PALM-UP 

 The basic form of PALM-UP consists of one or two hands held with the rotation 

of upward palm orientation. Examples of PALM-UP in the data are shown in the 

following pictures. Whether PALM-UP should be treated as a sign or as a gesture still 

remains unsettled (Engberg-Pedersen 2002; Fischer 2006; McKee and Wallingford 

2011). McKee and Wallingford suggest PALM-UP is a neutral gloss to use. 

 

 

 

 

 Based on a preliminary observation, PALM-UP occurs frequently in TSL 

conversation and is used for several functions in addition to questioning. For instance, 

it has a prosodic role marking clause boundaries, as (44) shows.  
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(44) FUTURE PALM-UP DO-NOT-KNOW 

    ‘As for future, I don’t know.’ 

 

 It has been attested in other sign languages that some polar and content questions 

end with PALM-UP. It holds true for TSL. In addition to polar and content questions, 

PALM-UP also occurs in alternative questions in TSL. Note, it is not an obligatory 

strategy for forming a question in TSL. When PALM-UP occurs in utterance that 

functions questioning, it routinely occurs at the end of the question. No additional 

nuance of meaning is found in the questions with PALM-UP. 

 Below are a few examples of the occurrence of PALM-UP with polar questions. 

Still, the non-manual expressions and their scope for each question are different. In 

(45), X is describing her father’s birthplace. K wants to know where was X’s mother 

born. 

                      gaze 

(45) MOTHER PALM-UP  

   ‘And your mother?’ 

 
   MOTHER       PALM-UP 

 

There is no particular non-manual expression accompanying this question. But the 

signer returns his gaze back at the addressee after the question. 
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 In (46), W wants to change jobs. He wants to look for a job which pays forty 

thousands a month. J asks W will he take a job if it offers twenty-five thousands a 

mouth. 

 

(46) 

          tilt right|        hold|      right| 

IF NOW LOOK-FOR INTRODUCE PALM-UP  

                               gaze= 

                     hold|left forward= 

TWENTY-FIVE-THOUSAND PALM-UP  

‘If you are offered a position at twenty-five thousands a month, would you take it?’ 

 
       IF              NOW        LOOK-FOR    INTRODUCE 

 
    PALM-UP          TWENTY-THOUSANDS       FIVE-THOUSANDS 

 
  PALM-UP 
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There are two instances of PALM-UP in (46). The first PALM-UP marks the 

clause boundary and the second PALM-UP signals the end of the turn. As for the 

non-manuals accompanying this question, no particular eyebrow movement is 

observed. The head movements are nearly accompanying the whole question except 

for the first two signs. The signer looks at the addressee at the sign of 

TWENTY-FIVE-THOUSAND.  

 In (47), X is telling K that she is going to France for studying French Sign 

Language. K is wondering how does she pay for her expenses. 

 

(47) 

                       tongue out 

      left|right| hold|  left|      hold 

IF STUDY     LIVE USE PALM-UP 

‘If you (go abroad for) study, (how do you pay for) your living expenses?’ 

 
       IF          STUDY      LIVE        USE        PALM-UP 

 

 No particular eyebrow movement is observed in this question. The head 

movements spread over the whole question except for the first sign. Note, the 

protrusion of the tongue co-occurs with USE and PALM-UP is a non-manual 

adverbial that has negative connotation and is related to signer’s attitude (Chen 2011). 

This mouth action is irrelevant to the semantic interpretation of PALM-UP. In this 
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example, the signer supposes the living expenses of studying abroad are high. It is 

hard for the addressee to meet her expenses.  

 In addition to polar questions, one alternative question with PALM-UP at the end 

of the question is identified in the data, as shown in (48). 

 

(48) 

INDEX2 THINK TEACHER TEACH CHARACTER CHINESE CHARACTER OR  

                              gaze= 

NATURE SIGN-LANGUAGE PALM-UP 

‘Do you think teachers (in deaf school) use Signed Chinese as the instructional 

language or TSL as the instructional language?’ 

 
   INDEX2       THINK       TEACHER      TEACH    CHARACTER 

 
       CHINESE            CHARACTER    OR    NATURE  

       
SIGN-LANGUAGE   PALM-UP 
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This question is produced without particular eyebrow movements and head positions. 

The signer looks back at the addressee as he is signing SIGN-LANGUGAE and he 

continues looking at her to the end of the question. 

 PALM-UP is also found in content questions, as shown in (49). In (49), X is 

telling K that she does not learn sign language until she enters deaf school. K wants to 

know how X communicated with her parents when she was a child. 

 

(49) 

                                                      gaze= 

                tilt right|      hold|               tilt right|hold= 

                  pre|                              AU4= 

PARENTS    WANT COMMUNICATE TALK WHAT PALM-UP 

‘How did you communicate with your parents?’ 

 
 PARENTS  WANT  COMMUNICATE    TALK    WHAT   PALM-UP 

 

This question not only has the construction of doubling of question sign but also ends 

with PALM-UP. The eyebrow and head movements approximately start after the first 

sign and continue to the end of the question. The following pictures illustrate the 

neutral eyebrow position and AU4 accompanying this question. 
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    neutral face          AU4 

 

In (50), PALM-UP occurs in the absence of other manual signs. W is 

complaining about his job. He says that he will not get year-end bonus. J asks the 

reason why he will not get the bonus. 

 

(50) 

       gaze= 

 tilt right|hold= 

  pre|   AU4= 

    PAML-UP 

 ‘Why?’ 

 

  PAML-UP 

 

The PALM-UP co-occurs with furrowed eyebrows (AU4), tilted head position 

and +GAZE. All these non-manuals start before the production of PALM-UP. The 

pictures below show the neutral eyebrow position and AU4 accompanying 
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PALM-UP. 

 

 

    neutral face             AU4 

 

In addition to those non-manuals, PALM-UP co-occurs with mouthing of wei 

shen me ‘why’. Mouthings are defined as mouth movements that are related to the 

surrounding spoken language (Boyes-Braem and Sutton-Spence 2001). The mouthing 

here is used to specify the meaning of PALM-UP since it is a multifunctional manual 

movement.  

 It is worthy noting here that TSL has a lexical sign WHAT-TO-DO, which is 

similar to the formation of PALM-UP except for the movement. WHAT-TO-DO is 

formed in terms of moving both hands up and down while PALM-UP is not. It seems 

that the meaning of ‘what to do’ is applicable to some questions presented here, such 

as (44), (47) and (49). However, the meaning of ‘what to do’ cannot be applicable to 

questions in (45), (46), and (48). Therefore, the manual form still glossed as 

PALAM-UP in this study, rather than the lexical sign WHAT-TO-DO. 

 Apparently, PALM-UP does not exclusively occur at the end of a specific 

structure. Instead, it occurs in final position of polar, alternative, and content 

questions. TSL is not the only language that has this construction, that is, the presence 
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of PALM-UP after a question. This construction has been reported in Austrian Sign 

Language (Schalber 2006), Flemish Sign Language (van Herreweghe and 

Vermeerbergen 2006), New Zeland Sign Language (McKee and Wallingford 2011), 

and Turkish Sign Language (Zeshan 2006). 

Some sign linguists treat PALM-UP as question particle because it consistently 

occurs after the question on the one hand and it occurs in the same prosodic unit with 

the question on the other. On the other hand, Baker (1977) and van Herreweghe and 

Vermeerbergen (2006) suggest PALM-UP signal turn-yielding. The analysis is 

possible because signers always expect an answer when they asking a question. They 

normally relinquish their turns after posing a question. But, PALM-UP does not 

always occur at the end of the question or at the end of the turn, as the utterance in (44) 

shows. Therefore, neither of the analyses is applicable to the examples here.  

In Sign Language of the Netherlands, PALM-UP is semantically and 

pragmatically empty form. The specific meaning of this manual form comes from the 

accompanying non-manual expressions (Kooij, Crasborn, and Ros 2006). Based on 

the questions in this subsection, the non-manual expressions accompanying 

PALM-UP do not show a consistent pattern. The meaning of PALM-UP in TSL is not 

determined in terms of accompanying non-manual expressions. 

 PALM-UP in TSL also occurs in questions performing seeking agreement, 

which will be presented in next chapter. The specific meaning and the function of 

PALM-UP will be discussed in chapter 5. 
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4.6  Doubling construction 

Doubling construction is pervasive in the current data and all signers exhibit 

doubling construction. It seems a grammatical pattern in TSL. In doubling 

construction, a linguistic element appears in two positions in a sentence. The 

linguistic elements could be a subject pronoun, a verb, a A-not-A form, a question 

sign, or a negative sign. Doubling construction not only occurs in all types of 

questions, as shown in previous discussion, but also occurs in other sentence types in 

current TSL dataset, such as declarative sentences and negative sentences. Doubling 

of subject pronouns in declarative sentences are presented in (5) and (6) but repeated 

in (51) and (52) for convenience of discussing. Doubling of verbs in declaratives are 

given in (53) to (55).  

 

(51) BUT INDEX3 STRANGE INDEX3 

 ‘But it is strange.’ 

 

(52) INDEX3 BORN FRANCE PERSON INDEX3 

 ‘He was born in France.’ 

 

(53) SPEAK CANNOT-DO SPEAK 

    ‘(They) can’t speak.’ 

 

(54) INDEX3 SCHOOL HAVE SIGN-LANGUAGE INTERPRETER HAVE 

‘The school there has sign language interpreters.’ 

 

(55) BUT CHANGE ALL CHANGE NO-WAY 

‘But (you) can’t change all of them.’ 
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Examples (56) to (59) illustrate doubling of negative signs in negative sentences. 

The two negative signs in the utterance do not change the polarity of the negative 

sentence. Based on the same conversation data, Hung (2012) points out that doubling 

of NOT-HAVE in negative sentences occurs most frequently. She suggests that TSL 

signers double the negative sign when they want the addressees pay their attention to 

the negative meaning of the sentence. As a result, doubling of negative signs in 

negative sentences are considered as an emphatic structure in TSL. 

 

(56) CANNOT INDEPENDENT CANNOT 

  ‘(Taiwan) cannot be independent.’ 

 

(57) INDEX1 UNABLE ACCEPT UNABLE 

‘I won’t’ accept (it).’ 

 

(58) COMPANY SAY NOT-HAVE DECIDE NOT-HAVE 

‘The company says it hasn’t decided.’ 

 

(59) INDEX3 NOT-BE TAIWAN SIGN-LANGUAGE NOT-BE 

‘That is not Taiwan Sign Language.’ 

 

Hung’s analysis seems to be reasonable when considering negative sentences. 

But the analysis of emphatic structure is not applicable to other doubling 

constructions. Signers do not emphasize the subject pronouns or the verb when they 

use the doubling construction in declarative sentences in (51) to (55). Similarly, they 

do not emphasize the question meaning when they repeat the A-not-A form or the 

question sign in questions.  
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Doubling construction is not only identified in the current interactional 

conversation data, but also is found in elicited data. Two examples are reported in 

TSL reference grammar (Tai et al. in preparation), as shown in the follows. 

 

(60) INDEX3 EAT-FULL INDEX3 

‘He should be full.’ 

 

(61) DAWN ALMOST DAWN 

‘It’s almost dawn.’ 

 

TSL reference grammar is based on elicited data. The participated signer was 

given a sentence written in Chinese and was asked to translate the Chinese sentence 

into equivalent TSL sentence. The signer had sufficient time to translate the sentences 

and the recording started when he was ready. Besides, the signer can ask to record the 

target sentences again if he changed his mind and wanted to sign the sentence in 

another way. The signer can correct his sentences during recording; therefore, it is 

reasonable to state that doubling construction is a grammatical structure rather than a 

repair in interactional conversation. In addition, due to the reason that elicited data 

were collected out of context, it is very unlikely for the signer to emphasize on the 

constituents that were doubled when he used doubling construction.  

Doubling construction is also identified by other sign language researchers. 

Examples in other sign languages are listed in the following. The doubled constituents 

involve subject pronoun, question sign, and auxiliary. 
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(62) Austrian Sign Language (Schalber 2006:138) 

                     pol-q 

INDEX3 DEAF INDEX3 

‘Is she deaf?’ 

 

(63) New Zealand Sign Language (McKee 2006:88) 

                          nod 

 INDEX3 SHY HAVE INDEX3 

 ‘She is shy.’ 

 

(64) Israeli Sign Language (Meir 2004:110) 

INDEX1 EAT MEAT NEVER INDEX1 

 ‘I have never eaten meat.’ 

 

(65) New Zealand Sign Language (McKee 2006:75) 

                    cont-q 

 WHERE ROOM WHERE 

 ‘Where is the room?’ 

 

(66) Australian Sign Language (Johnston and Schembri 2007:207) 

ALL STUDENT CAN GO CAN 

‘All students can go, they can.’ 

 

It turns out that doubling construction seems to be a very common phenomenon 

in sign language in general, and TSL in particular. This particular construction is 

found in sign languages that are not genetically or geographically related. At the 

present stage, the distribution and function of doubling construction still call for 

further investigation in different sign languages. 
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4.7  Discussion and summary 

 This chapter has documented the ways in which TSL signers formulate questions 

in terms of interrogative constructions in dyadic conversation. It describes manual 

signs and non-manual expressions for question formulation. In line with TSL 

reference grammar (Tai et al. in preparation) has reported, four types of questions are 

identified in the data: polar questions, A-not-A questions, alternative questions, and 

content questions. But this chapter has provided a more detailed description of manual 

mechanisms and non-manuals of interrogative constructions in TSL than are reported 

in TSL reference grammar. Furthermore, some mechanisms that are not mentioned in 

reference grammar are identified in this study. The differences can be resulted from 

not only a more detailed transcription system but also conversation data were used in 

this study. The data in TSL reference grammar were elicited by translating Chinese 

sentences into TSL sentences. The sentences in reference grammar are collected from 

one signer and the sentences are out of contexts. As for transcription system, FACS is 

used to annotate the facial actions accompanying questions in this study. Due to 

different data collection and transcription system, some different results are found in 

this study. 

 First, the classification of question types is different. Tai et al. treat A-not-A 

questions as one kind of polar questions. But the reasons why A-not-A questions are 

one type of polar questions are not specified. Similarly, Tang (2006) treats A-not-A 

questions as one kind of polar questions in Hong Kong Sign Language. Tang explains 

that both polar questions and A-not-A questions in Hong Kong Sign Language are 

questioning the truth or falsity of a proposition on the one hand and they are not 
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biased toward an affirmative or a negative response on the other hand.  

 With reference to Mandarin Chinese, Li and Thompson (1982) suggest that 

A-not-A questions are a type of alternative questions since both A-not-A and 

alternative questions provide options for the addressee to choose from. A-not-A is not 

a type of polar questions in Chinese because they occur in different contexts. When 

both polar questions and A-not-A questions occur in neutral contexts, they are 

interchangeable. But while polar questions can also be used in non-neutral context, 

A-not-A questions cannot. Neutral contexts refer to the situation in which the speaker 

has no assumptions towards the proposition they ask about whereas non-neutral 

contexts refer to the situation in which speakers have assumptions towards the 

propositions they request. 

 Based on the studies mentioned above, polar questions in Hong Kong Sign 

Language only used in neutral contexts whereas polar questions in Chinese can be 

used in both neutral and non-neutral contexts. Thus, the real function of a specific 

question type varies from language to language. As will be discussed in next chapter, 

polar questions and A-not-A questions in TSL occur in different contexts. 

Consequently, this study does not treat A-not-A questions are one type of polar 

questions. 

 Second, the last sign of a polar question tends to be held longer than usual is not 

identified in reference grammar. Holding the last sign of a polar question might be 

considered as a turn-taking signal to indicate the questioner is asking a question and is 

expecting a response. This explanation would be possible because there is no 

particular manual sign in TSL to signal polar questions since the sign order of a polar 
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question is similar to the sign order in a declarative sentence. In order to avoiding 

communication break down, questioners should employ some strategies to signal the 

utterance is a question. Holding the last sign might be one of the cues. It means that 

the questioner stops the signing and it is the end of the speaker’s turn. It is naturally 

for questioners to yield their speaking turns at the completion of a question since 

questioners would expect a response. Therefore, this study suggests that holding last 

sign of a question is not a component of a polar question. Rather, it is a mechanism of 

turn-yielding signal. This turn-yielding strategy is also found in American Sign 

Language Baker (1977). She points out that holding last sign in questions is a call for 

addressee response. In reference grammar, questions are not collected via natural 

conversation. Thus, turn-taking cues would not be observed. 

 Third, this study has identified PALM-UP and doubling constructions in 

question formation, which are not reported in reference grammar. PALM-UP can 

occur in final position of polar questions, alternative questions, and content questions. 

As for doubling constructions, A-not-A form and question sign can occur both in 

initial and final position in an A-not-A question and content question respectively. 

These two structures not only observed in TSL but also in other sign languages. The 

theoretical and typological analysis of PALM-UP and doubling constructions awaits 

further studies. 

 Fourth, the non-manuals are reported differently in this study from descriptions 

in reference grammar. As far as eyebrow movements are concerned, raised eyebrows 

are reported to accompany polar questions, A-not-A questions, and alternative 

questions in reference grammar. But in this study, three variations of raised eyebrow 
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movements are observed in polar questions: AU1+2, AU2, and AU1+4. AU1+2 and 

AU2 are accompanied A-not-A questions and AU1+2 and AU4 co-occur with 

alternative questions. Furthermore, furrowed eyebrows as the marker of content 

questions in reference grammar but AU1+2 (raised inner and outer eyebrows) is 

found to be accompanied content questions in this study. As for +GAZE behavior, it 

is not specified in reference grammar but it is found in every question in this study. 

The occurrence of +GAZE means that there should be an addressee in the visual field 

of the questioner. TSL reference grammar collected the data by the means of 

translating Chinese into TSL. There was not an addressee in the visual field of the 

signer. +GAZE therefore is not observed in reference grammar. 

 Turning to head movement, they are more complicate in this study than in 

reference grammar. The possible explanation would be different ways of video 

shooting. In reference grammar, the signer stood in front of a video camera. But the 

participants in this study faced each other while they were talking. The singer in 

reference grammar might be aware of the existence of the video camera and did not 

sign the sentences in a natural way.  

 One final point is concerning the offset time of the non-manual behaviors. In this 

study, non-manuals come to the end after the last sign of a question in most questions. 

But this pattern is not mentioned in reference grammar. Table 4.1 below summarizes 

the findings of the present study in comparison to the descriptions in reference 

grammar. 
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Table 4.1: Findings concerning TSL question types 

interrogative types reference grammar this study 

polar 

questions 

manual 

markings 

Sign order is similar to 

declarative sentences. 

a. Sign order is similar 

to declarative 

sentences. 

b. The last sign tends to 

be held linger than 

usual 

c. Pronoun subject can 

be doubled in initial 

and final position 

d. PALM-UP is found 

in finial position 

non-manuals a. raised eyebrows 

b. head tilt or head nod 

a. AU1+2, AU2, 

AU1+4 

b. Head movement 

pattern is not found 

c. +GAZE 

A-not-A 

questions 

manual 

markings 

A-not-A form occurs in 

final position 

a. A-not-A form occurs 

in final position 

b. A-not-A form can be 

doubled in initial and 

final position 

non-manuals a. raised eyebrows 

 

a. AU1+2, AU2 

b. Head movement 

pattern is not found 

c. +GAZE 

alternative 

questions 

manual 

markings 

a. Two options are 

signed in order and 

repeated once. 

 

a. Two options are 

signed in order and 

the first option is 

repeated after the 

second option 

b. Two options are 

connected with OR 
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c. PALM-UP is found in 

finial position 

non-manuals a. raised eyebrows 

b. head tilt 

 

a. AU1+2, AU4 

b. Head movement 

pattern is not found 

c. +GAZE 

content 

questions 

manual 

markings 

question sign is in final 

position 

a. Question sign is in 

final position 

b. Question sign is in 

doubled in initial and 

final position 

c. PALM-UP is found in 

finial position 

non-manuals a. furrowed eyebrows 

b. head tilt 

c. AU1+2 

d. Head movement 

pattern is not found 

e. +GAZE 

 

 Non-manuals have been shown to be crucial in questions in many sign languages 

studied to date. They are considered as linguistic elements because they have a clear 

and specific onset and offset pattern (Baker-Shenk 1983; Coerts 1990). The 

non-manual behaviors for questions in this study differ from what is suggested in 

previous literature. That is, they do not have a clear and specific onset and offset 

pattern. The components and the scope of non-manual behaviors in TSL vary from 

one question to another.  

  The reoccurrences of non-manuals suggest that they are important and 

indispensible to question formation in TSL. If the criteria proposed by Baker-Shenk 

(1983) are taken into consideration, those non-manuals could not be treated as 

linguistic marker for questions. It should be noted here that the interrogative forms 
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presented in this chapter all fulfill the communicative function of asking information. 

Other communicative functions of questing, such as seeking confirmation or initiating 

repair, might be helpful to understand the functions of non-manual behaviors. Next 

chapter presents other communicative functions of questioning. 
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Chapter 5 

 

Communicative Functions 

 

 Questions are traditionally defined as sentences types that request new 

information (König and Siemund 2007). However, based on the analysis of naturally 

occurring data (Enfield, Stivers, and Levison 2010), questions perform a wide range 

of communicative functions. This chapter aims to present the functions carried out 

through TSL questions. The first four sections focus on communicative functions 

found in conversation data and followed by a discussion section which gives an 

overview of their distribution in the data. 

 

5.1  Requesting information 

 Requesting information is considered as a prototypical communicative speech 

act performed through questions (Enfield, Stivers, and Levison 2010). Requesting 

new information is performed with all types of interrogative constructions presented 

in chapter 4. That is, information seeking can be performed by means of polar 

questions, A-not-A questions, alternative questions, and content questions, as well as 

questions ending with PALM-UP. 

 In (1), X is talking about she wants to have laser eye surgery before the end of 

the year. If she does have an eye surgery, she may feel comfortable during the 

Chinese New Year. In line 3, she mentions Chinese New Year, K is curious about 

whether she will stay here in Taiwan or not. Because X’s boyfriend is now in France, 

K supposes X will go to France before Chinese New Year. Three utterances 
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functioning asking new information are observed in the following fragment of 

conversation. The utterances are in line 5,6, and 9. 

 

(1) 

1  X:  HOPE BE DECEMBER END BEFORE FINISH  

2      DECEMBER IF DECEMBER END BEFORE TOMORROW YEAR  

3      LUNAR-NEW-YEAR  

4      INDEX1 COMFORTABLE 

5  K:  STAY INDEX2 

6      LUNAR-NEW-YEAR GO NOT 
7  X:                                 STAY 

8  K:                                    STAY 

9      UNTIL TOMORROW YEAR JANUARY FEBRUARY GO INDEX2 

10 X:  (nodding) 

 

X:  I hope I can have a laser eye surgery before the end of December. If the surgery 

is done before the end of December, I could feel comfortable throughout the 

Lunar New Year.  

K:  Will you stay here? Won’t you go there during the Lunar New Year? 

X:  I will stay here. 

K:  You will stay here until next January or February and you will go to France? 

X:  (nodding) 

 

Three utterances here in line 5,6, and 9 are treated as doing questioning because 

they are used to ask something about the recipient. Utterances of this sort are called as 

B-event statements (Labov and Fanshel 1977). In line 5, K uses second-person subject 

in his utterance. This second-person subject of course refers to X. It is this subject 

pronoun that makes X know K is talking about something about her. Lin 5 and 6 is 
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asking about leaving for France during Chinese New Year. Thus, X treats the 

utterances in line 5 and 6 as questions because K does not know whether X will leave 

for France or not. Then, X makes relevant responses to K’s utterance, telling him that 

she will stay in Taiwan. Then, K guesses X will go to France after Chinese New Year 

and produces an utterance in line 9, also including a second-subject pronoun. X 

knows that K is asking the time she leaves for France and she nods her head as her 

response. 

 Example (2) is the utterance in line 5 with notation of non-manual expressions. 

All the non-manuals start before the production of this utterance. The eyebrow 

movement reaches the apex at the beginning of the utterance and it does not come to 

an end at the end of the utterance. As for head movements and +GAZE, they co-occur 

with the whole utterance. The offset time of the non-manuals is the same as the 

ending of the utterance. 
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(2) 

           gaze|blink| 

 tiltforward|     hold 

   pre|      AU1+2= 

      STAY INDEX2= 

‘Will you stay here?’ 

 
    STAY      INDEX2 

 

 Example (3) is utterance in line 6. Three non-manuals start before the utterance. 

Eyebrow movements and +gaze end after the utterance. Head movement co-occur 

with the utterance is side-to-side shaking. It is usually associated with negative 

meaning in TSL (Hung 2012). The head shaking in this example does not co-occur 

with the sign NOT. Instead, they occur before the sign and come to an end right 

before the production of NOT. 

 

(3) 

                 blink|     gaze= 

                     shake 

                      AU1+2= 

    LUNAR-NEW-YEAR GO NOT 

‘Won’t you go there during the Lunar New Year?’ 
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LUNAR-NEW-YEAR     GO             NOT 

 

 Sometimes it is hard to divide up the strings of signs into different constituents. 

Example (2) and (3) above in the data are transcribed as in example (4). Nsepor and 

Sandler (1999) suggest that non-manual behaviors are crucial prosodic characteristics 

of differentiating constituents. The boundary is characterized by a salient change in 

non-manual expressions. In addition, boundary can also be marked by a hold (holding 

the hands in place), a pause, or a reiteration of the last sign.  

 In (4), the second-person pronoun is held in neutral place and the head position 

and +GAZE are changing at the end of the production of second-person subject. Thus, 

there are two constituents here. The eyebrow movement extends two constituents. 

 

(4) 

              gaze|              blink|    gaze= 

 tiltforward|    hold|                 shake 

   pre|                                AU1+2= 

      STAY INDEX2 LUNAR-NEW-YEAR GO NOT 

‘Will you stay here? Won’t you go there during the Lunar New Year?’ 

 

 Example (5) is the utterance in line 9. The scope of three non-manuals is 

different. Only head movements accompany the whole utterance. The apex of 
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eyebrow movement and +GAZE co-occur with the last two signs.  

 

(5) 

                                                   gaze= 

  down|         tilt|  hold|tilt|              hold|  up|   hold 

                                         pre|     AU1+2= 

 UNTIL TOMORROW YEAR JANUARY FEBRUARY GO INDEX2 

‘You will stay here until next January or February and you will go to France.’ 

 
   UNTIL  TOMORROW    YEAR     JANUARY  FEBRUARY 

 
       GO         INDEX2 

 

In (6), participants are talking about the services provided by different phone 

companies and the rate charged by them. Two utterances are considered as questions 

in this fragment of conversation. They are content question (line 9 to 12) and A-not-A 

question (line 20 and 21). 
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(6) 

1 X: FAR SPREAD 

2    SEVEN HUNDRED FOURTY NINE 

3    INDEX3 TAIWAN BIG BROTHER  

4    SIX HUNDRED NINTY-NINE 

5 Y: SIX HUNDRED NINTY-NINE 

6 X: INDEX3 INDEX3 INDEX3 THREE   

7 Y: DIFFERENT 

8 X: DIFFERENT 

9 Y: BUT THINK THINK  
10    CELL-PHONE  

11    VERY GOOD USE WHAT EXCELLENT  
12    GOOD VERY GOOD USE EXCELLENT 
13 X: ELECTRICITY BELIEVE WHICH  

14    GOOD THE-SAME  

15    ONLY WHAT  

16    LOOK CELL-PHONE  

17    GOOD-BAD BE LOOK CELL-PHONE 

18 Y: CELL-PHONE 

19    IF INDEX1 IF INDEX1 INDEX1 APPLY EAT TO FULL NOT-HAVE 

20    INDEX1 THINK ORIGINAL APPLY #CHUNG #HWA 
21    INDEX3 SUBSCRIBE PLUS EAT TO FULL GOOD-BAD 

22    EAT TO FULL MAY 

23 X: MAY 

 

X:  Far Eastone phone company charge 749 per month and Taiwan Mobile company 

charge 699 per month. 

Y:  699. 

X:  These three phone companies 

Y:  charge differently 

X:  different 

Y:  But which service package provided by phone company you think is better 
to use? 

X:  The services provided by the phone company are all the same. A useful 
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cell-phone is more important. 

Y:  Cell-phone. If I do not subscribe for the package of unlimited calls, shall I 

sign up for the package provided by Chunghwa Telecom or not? Can I? 
X:  Certainly. 

 

 Example (7) is the utterances in line 9 to 12. A few notes are made regarding the 

interpretation of this question. First, there is no manual sign related to ‘company’ 

produced in this question. Based on the strings of the manual signs, the meaning of 

the example would be as ‘But which cell-phone you think is better to use?’ From the 

utterances in line 13 to 17, S does not says which cell-phone is better to use. She says 

that phone companies are all the same and having a good phone is more important. 

Apparently, S interprets the meaning of the example as ‘But which service package 

provided by phone company you think is better to use?’ one thing should be noted 

here is that Y does not repair her utterances. Instead, she asks another question which 

will be discussed in example (8). This suggests that S does not interpret the example 

wrong. But the reason why Y does not sign any manual sign regarding phone 

company remains unknown. 

 The interrogative sign WHAT here indicates that the example is doing 

questioning. Although WHAT in TSL also has indefinite meaning, the utterances do 

not have any sense if the indefinite meaning is used to interpret the example.  

 

(7) 

                                                             gaze 

down|    tilt|  hold|   tilt                right|down|   hold|       nod 

 pre|      AU4|ret 

BUT THINK THINK CELL-PHONE VERY GOOD USE WHAT EXCELLENT  
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                              gaze 

GOOD VERY GOOD USE EXCELLENT 

‘But which service package provided by phone company you think is better to use?’ 

 
     BUT        THINK       THINK  CELL-PHONE     VERY 

 
   GOOD        USE         WHAT     EXCELLENT 

 
    GOOD        VERY        GOOD         USE      EXCELLENT 

 

 Example (8) is the A-not-A question in line 19 to 21. The prior utterance to this 

question is talking about she does not subscribe to the package service of unlimited 

calls. She repeats IF INDEX1 twice. It seems that she has some trouble in signing 

what she wants to say and she tries to repair her utterances. But she gives up 

continuing IF clause. There is a pause between second INDEX1 and third INDEX1, 

which means she tries to restart her utterance. She tells S that she wants to subscribe 
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for the service and asks S’s opinion. She uses GOOD-BAD to denote question 

meaning. S gives a formative response. 

 

(8) 

IF INDEX1 IF INDEX1 INDEX1 APPLY EAT TO FULL NOT-HAVE 

INDEX1 THINK ORIGINAL APPLY #CHUNG #HWA 

                                 gaze|blink| gaze= 

                                     forward|hold 

INDEX3 SUBSCRIBE PLUS EAT TO FULL GOOD-BAD 

‘Shall I sign up for unlimited calls provided by Chunghwa Telecom or not?’ 

 
 INDEX1    THINK      ORIGINAL      APPLY    CHUNG    HWA 

 

 
   INDEX3  SUBSCRIBE  PLUS      EAT        TO         FULL 

 
 GOOD-BAD 
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 The utterance in line 5 exemplifies asking information performed through an 

alternative question. S is talking about a restaurant she had been to in Taichung. She 

tells Y the meal was great. Y wants to know the cost of a meal in that restaurant and 

thus asks the alternative question in line 5. 

 

(10) 

1  S:  MEAL ABUNDANT EXCELLENT  

2  Y:               MEAL EXCELLENT 

3     DELICIOUS EXCELLENT 

4     DELICIOUS EXCELLENT  

5     EXPENSIVE CHEAP EXPENSIVE  
6     NOT-BAD 

7  S:  EIGHT-HUNDRED SIX-HUNDRED FIVE-HUNDRED 

APPROXIMATELY 

 

S:  The meal was abundant and great. 

Y:  The meal was great. It was delicious and great. It was delicious and great. Was 

the meal expensive or cheap? 

S:  Eight hundreds to six hundred or five hundred or so. 

 

 After S’s utterance in line 1 which is related to the meal, Y’s utterance in line 5 

apparently is asking the cost of the meal because she did not go the restaurant. She 

would not know how much the meal costs. This question is regarded as an alternative 

question because the signer gives two options for the addressee to choose from. 

Although S’s response in line 7 is the cost of a meal in that restaurant, she does not 

choose an option from the question. The possible explanation is: expensive or cheap 
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is a subjective judgment. Giving the price of a meal can avoid different judgments. Y 

could decide the meal is expensive or cheap.  

 The non-manuals accompanying the alternative question are discussed in chapter 

4. Thus, they are not discussed here. 

 

(11) 

                 gaze|        blink|gaze= 

down|forward|  hold|         back= 

 EXPENSIVE CHEAP EXPENSIVE 

‘(Is that) expensive or cheap?’ 

 
 EXPENSIVE       CHEAP        EXPENSIVE 

 

5.2  Initiating repair 

 Signers ask for repair of immediately prior utterance when the utterance is 

unclear. Initiating repair is performed with content questions in the data. The manual 

mechanisms of repair initiation are repeating the prior utterance that needs to be 

clarified or provided with more detailed information. A question sign is used with 

partial repeat of the prior utterance that causes trouble to understand. 

 The following conversation relates to X’s classmates in high school. X is 

describing her life in senior high school. K knows that X graduated with a bachelor 

degree. He wants to know how many students in X’s class in high school had passed 
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the university entrance exam when they graduated. X tells K that there were three 

classmates who had passed the entrance exam. Then she tells K that the schools those 

students had entered and studied. In (12), she is talking about the second student who 

entered ToKo University. The pronunciation of ToKo University in Chinese is dao 

jiang (稻江). Dao (稻) in Chinese has the meaning ‘rice’ and jiang (江) has the 

meaning ‘river’. There is no lexical sign refer to the school name and thus X signs the 

school name by signing the Chinese meaning of the first character of the school name, 

dao ‘rice’. 

 

(12) 

1  X:  SECOND 

2      INDEX3 KNOW RICE RICE  

3      SOURTHERN PART INDEX3 RICE RICE 

4      CHIAYI CHIAYI CHIAYI INDEX3= 

5  K:  RICE WHAT NAME= 

6  X:                    RICE  

7  K:  (writing the character on the palm of the other hand) 

8  X:  YES YES 

9      RICE RICE 

10 K:       JIANG 

11 X: RIGHT RIGHT RIGHT 

12 K:              KNOW INDEX3 TAI BAO 

 

X: The second one I know was in ToKo University which located in southern area. It 

locate in Chiayi. 

K: Rice what? 
X: Rice. 

K: (writing the character on the palm of the other hand). 

X: Yes, yes. Rice 
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K: Jiang. 

X: right, right, right. 

K: I know that school. It locates in Taibao. 

 

 X’s utterances in line 2 and 3 are the trouble-source turn. She only signs RICE to 

refer to the school name. K does not know which school she is referring to and asks 

for a repair in line 5. He repeats the sign RICE and signs WHAT NAME right after 

RICE. This utterance is asking for the specific name of the school name. X repeats 

RICE once again in line 6 but now K realizes the school X is referring to. In next turn, 

K writes the Chinese character of Rice on his palm to show his understanding of the 

sign. Writing Chinese characters on the palm or in the air is a common 

communicative strategy employed by many TSL signers, especially when they want 

to convey a concept that no TSL lexical sign can refer to. K writes the correct 

character and X gives an affirmative response in line 8. Line 10 shows that K really 

knows the school name because he signs the second character of the school name and 

it is correct. 

 

(13) 

              gaze 

  tilt|  forward|  hold 

            AU4|ret 

RICE WHAT NAME= 

‘Rice what?’ 
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    RICE       WHAT     NAME 

 

 Example (13) presents the utterance in line 5 with notation of non-manual 

behaviors. Three non-manuals are observed accompanying the whole utterance. 

Eyebrow movement (AU4) in this example deserves further discussion here. 

AU4 refers to the action that the inner portion of the eyebrow is lowered. This 

action would result in vertical wrinkles between the eyebrows (Ekman, Friesen, and 

Hager 2002). Consider the pictures below. Picture on the left is neutral face of the 

signer and picture on the right is the facial expressions accompanying the sign 

NAME.  

 

 
   neutral face           AU4 

 

 As far as the onset time of AU4, this specific eyebrow position does not start at 

the beginning of the utterance. Instead, it starts when X is talking the school name in 

line 2 to 4. Comparing the eyebrow position in the following two pictures. Picture on 
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the left is the facial expression of K when X is signing RICE in line 3 whereas picture 

on the right is the facial expressions accompanying K’s signing the sign NAME in 

line 5. The difference regarding eyebrows lies in the intensity of the eyebrow 

movement. The vertical wrinkles between the eyebrows in picture on the right are 

deeper than that on the left. 

 

                   
facial expressions of K in line 3        facial expressions of K in line 5 

 

 As reviewed in chapter 2, facial expressions have been divided into to major 

types: one is related to emotional states and the other is related to conversation 

interaction (Ekman and Friesen 1969; Ekman 1979). Emotional facial expressions 

signify particular emotions whereas facial expressions associated with communication 

occur while speaking or listening. Speakers use conversational signals in a juncture 

pause at the end of a clause, searching words, emphasizing the words that have been 

said, or regulating the speaking turns etc. (Kendon 1969; Ekman 1979). Listener’s 

responses include showing their agreements or calls for information (Ekman 1979). 

 Ekman (1979) points out that listeners may show AU4 when they do not 

understand what the speaker has said. This kind of eyebrow position is related to 

interaction and functions as calls for information.  
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 Turning to the example (13), K shows AU 4 as X is signing. It indicates K does 

not understand what X is talking about. This explanation is proved by K’s utterance in 

line 5. This utterance is used to asks for repair because he does not know what the 

sign RICE is referring to. Following Ekman’s study, K’s eyebrow movement here is 

associated with communicative interaction. If this analysis is not wrong, eyebrow 

movement in this example could not be regarded as part of the structure of the 

question. Further discussion concerning the functions of non-manuals will be given in 

next chapter. 

 

5.3  Requesting confirmation 

 Requesting confirmation is used to confirm the propositions or claims that have 

been mentioned previously. There is a skewed distribution of question types used for 

requesting confirmation. All the questions used for this function are polar questions. 

Similar result is found in many spoken languages, such as Dutch, Japanese, and 

Korean (Englert 2010; Hayashi 2010; Yoon 2010). Hayashi explains that 

confirmation is requested by means of a complete proposition for the addressee to 

confirm or disconfirm. It is the polar question that has this kind of the structure for the 

addressee to confirm or disconfirm. The formulations for this function are mainly 

repeating the whole or part of the prior utterance. Examples (13) exemplify this 

communicative function. 

 In (13), S is talking about a department store in Taichung she had been to. The 

name of the department store is Tiger City that Y never heard of that. Her utterances 

in line 3, 5, and 9 are used for requesting confirmation for the name of the department 
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in Taichung. 

 

(13) 

1  S:  OUTSIDE THE-SAME NOT-YET WORK FINISH PALM-UP  

2      CHANGE GO TIGER  

3  Y:                     TIGER= 
4  S:                      TIGER CITY DEPARTMENT-STORE 

5  Y:                                              TIGER CITY 

6  S:  (nodding) 

7  Y:  NOT-HAVE HEAR  

8  S:  OLD TIGER CITY  

9  Y:       OLD TIGER CITY DEPARTMENT-STORE 
10  S:  DEPARTMENT-STORE YES 

11 Y:                   NOT-HAVE HEAR  

 

S:  The architectural appearance has not been done yet. So we go to tiger  

Y:                                                          tiger 

S:  tiger city department store instead 

Y:  tiger city 
S:  (nodding) 

Y:  I never heard of that.  

S:  Tiger tiger city. 

Y:  Tiger tiger city department store 

S:  department store yes. 

Y:  I never heard of that. 

 

The utterances in line 3, 5, and 9 are regarded as requesting confirmation based 

on Y’s utterance in line 7 and 11. She says that she never heard of the name of the 

department twice. Thus, it is the reason why the utterances in line 3, 5, 9 are treated as 

requesting confirmation. She wants to make sure that she does not hear the name of 
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the department store wrong.  

 Although the three utterances are repeating S’s utterances, Y repeats in different 

ways. In line 3, she just repeats the part of name that S just signs it. But, she repeats 

the name of the department store in line 5 and the full name ‘tiger city department 

store’ in line 9 respectively. Examples (14) to (16) are utterances in line 3, 5, and 9 

with detail transcription of non-manual behaviors. 

In line 3, Y repeats the sign TIGER right after S and holds the sign in neutral 

space. Head movements and +GAZE co-occur with the question. (14) illustrates the 

utterance in line 3. The utterance co-occurs with head movements and +GAZE. 

 

(14)  

             gaze= 

down|forward|up|hold 

T  I  G  E  R= 
‘tiger?’ 

 
    TIGER 

 

 The following two pictures are the neutral face and the facial expressions 

accompanying the utterance. The eyebrow position in these two pictures below shows 

no difference. 
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    neutral face      eyebrows co-occur with TIGER 

 

 The following example demonstrates the utterance in line 5. The eyebrow 

movement accompanying this utterance is AU1+2+4. AU1+2+4 refers to the 

movement that pulls the eyebrows upwards and together (Ekman, Friesen, and Hager 

2002). This eyebrow behavior starts before the production of TIGER and reaches the 

apex at the production of TIGER. It returns to neutral position at the sign CITY. Head 

movements and +GAZE co-occur with the question. 

 

(15) 

                       gaze= 
down|  hold| tilt|left|hold|forward |back 

  pre|          AU1+2+4|     ret| 

   TIGER    C  I  T  Y 
‘tiger city?’ 

 
    TIGER          CITY 
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The following two pictures illustrate the neutral eyebrow position of the signer 

and AU1+2+4 accompanying the utterance. The eyebrow movement in this example 

might have two functions. The raised eyebrows (AU1+2) might signal the signer has a 

question to ask, just similar to other TSL polar questions. The furrowed eyebrows 

(AU4) indicate the signer has doubt because the department store is unknown to her. 

 

 
     neutral face         AU1+2+4 

 

 (16) is the example in line 9. The signs OLD TIGER here and line 8 in S’s 

utterance need explanation here. Tiger in Chinese is called as lao hu (老虎). Literally, 

lao (老) has the meaning of ‘old’ and hu (虎) has the meaning of ‘tiger’. S’s utterance 

OLD TIGER in line 8 might have the intention to sign in Signed Chinese in order to 

explain the name of the department store. Y repeats OLD TIGER and signs 

DEPARTMENT-STORE after OLD TIGER in order to confirm the name once again.  

The eyebrow movement accompanying is AU1+2 and it begins after the sign 

CITY and reaches the apex at the onset time of DEPARTMENT-STORE. The scope 

of head movements and +GAZE extends the whole question. 
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(16) 

                                   gaze= 

 tilt|up| down|hold|for|         hold|forward|back 

                pre|           AU1+2|  ret 

OLD TIGER CITY   DEPARTMENT-STORE 

‘tiger city department store?’ 

 
     OLD        TIGER            CITY      DEPARTMENT-STORE 

 

 The following two pictures demonstrate the neutral eyebrow position of the 

signer and AU1+2 accompanying the sign DEPARTMENT-STORE. The raised 

eyebrows are shown by different eyebrow positions between the two pictures. First, 

the distance between inner portion of eyebrows and the bangs are different in the 

pictures. Second, the outer portion of eyebrows covered by the bangs in AU1+2 while 

they are not covered by the bangs in neutral position. 

 

 
     neutral face         AU1+2 
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 The example below demonstrates signer can ask a question without manual signs. 

W is complaining he will not get year-end bonus this year. J requests confirmation for 

his understanding about W does not have a year-end bonus. He only uses non-manual 

expressions to ask this question.  

 

(17) 

1 W:  THIS YEAR END GIVE NOT-HAVE  

2 J:  (NOT-HAVE) 

3 W:  NOT-HAVE 

 

W:  I will not receive year-end bonus this year. 

J:  (You don’t have a year-end bonus?) 

W:  I don’t have it. 

 

In this example, the singer protrudes and wiggles his tongue, and at the same 

time, he raises his eyebrows and shakes his head side-to-side. +GAZE co-occur with 

those non-manual behaviors. 

 Although this example lack for non-manual signs, it is considered as requesting 

confirmation because of the mouth action, tongue out. This specific mouth action can 

substitute the manual sign NOT-HAVE in TSL (Smith and Ting 1979). Thus, similar 

to other examples of requesting confirmation mentioned above, the signer repeats the 

prior utterance to request confirmation. He just asks the question in the other way. As 

for the head movements, the side-to-side head shaking in TSL often co-occur with 

negative sentences (Hung 2012).  
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(17) 

=      gaze= 

shake 

pre|AU1+2|ret 

  tongue out 

 ‘(You don’t have a year-end bonus?)’ 

 
    tongue out 

  

The following two pictures show the neutral eyebrow position of the signer and 

raised eyebrow (AU1+2) accompanying this question. This eyebrow movement 

co-occurs with the mouth action. That is, the onset time and offset time of these two 

non-manuals are the same. 

 

 
    neutral face          AU1+2 
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5.4  Seeking agreement 

 TSL questions are also used when the signers seek agreement from their 

addressees. They expect their addressees have received and understood the message 

they have just conveyed. In (18), the signer talks about hearing-impaired education in 

Taiwan. He mentions that hearing-impaired education in Taiwan have emphasized on 

oral approach in order to compensate defects of those children. Instead of enrolling in 

schools for the deaf, most deaf children study with hearing children in regular schools. 

The rate of children enrolled in deaf school is declining. Consequently, the deaf 

schools in Taiwan might be shut down because of low enrollment rate. But he thinks 

three deaf schools in Taiwan are important to deaf children. Most deaf children are 

from hearing parents who do not know TSL. Those children can learn TSL from peers 

if they study in deaf schools.  

 

(18) 

1  J:  INDEX3 TAINAN SCHOOL INDEX3  

2     CHANGE CANCEL NAME CHANGE  

3     TAINAN UNIVERSITY AFFILIATED  

4     KNOW  

5     THREE-BECOME-TWO  

6     INDEX3 TAINAN SCHOOL ALL DEAF NOW NOT-BE  

7     MIX SPECIAL HANDICAPPED TOGETHER  

8     BECOME TAIANA UNIVERSITY INDEX3 AFFILIATED  

9     KNOW KNOW 

10    THREE-BECOME-TWO PALM-UP 

11    FUTURE PALM-UP DO-NOT-KNOW DO-NOT-KNOW ROAD WHAT  

12    IF REAL TAIPEI TAICHUNG ALL CLOSE-DOWN  

13    FUTURE CAN PALM-UP 
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J:  Tainan school for the deaf had changed its name. It now is the affiliated senior 

high school of national university of Tainan. Do you know that? The deaf schools 

have decreased from three to two. The students enrolled in Tainan deaf school were 

all deaf children but now it is not the case. The school now includes different 

handicapped students. The school now is affiliated school of national university of 

Tainan. Do you know that? Do you know that? Deaf schools have decreased from 

three to two. As for future, I don’t know what will happen. If both Taipei and 

Taichung deaf schools have to be closed down, can Taipei and Taichung deaf school 

be shut down in the future? 

 

(19) 

                  gaze= 

FUTURE CAN PALM-UP 

‘Can (Taipei and Taichung deaf school be closed down) in the future?’ 

 

    FUTURE          CAN        PALM-UP 

 

 The signer expresses his own opinion on deaf education in Taiwan. Before the 

utterances in example (19), he said that sign language is important to deaf children. 

He worries about deaf schools being closed down some day. He addresses the issue of 

sign language and deaf education for about eight minutes. After his long statements, 

he asks the question in example (19). The question is not asking for his addressee’s 

opinion on this issue. The signer wishes his addressee agreeing with him. 
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 With reference to New Zealand Sign Language, Mckee and Wallingford (2011) 

suggest that PALM-UP used in this kind of utterance signals an opportunity for the 

addressee to express some kind of acknowledgement or responses. But, in TSL, it is 

the context rather than PALM-UP itself determines the function of the question here 

as well as the questions ending with PALM-UP presented in chapter 4.  

 As mentioned in chapter 4, PALM-UP in other sign languages is considered 

either as question particle or as turn-yielding signal. But the analysis cannot be 

applicable to TSL data.  

 As a matter of fact, the function of PALM-UP in TSL similar to that in Sign 

Language of Netherlands; that is, it is a semantically and pragmatically empty form 

(Kooij, Crasborn, and Ros 2006). The specific meaning is determined in terms of the 

accompanying non-manual expressions.  

 It seems that PALM-UP in TSL is a semantically and pragmatic empty form. 

There is no fixed semantic or pragmatic interpretation of PALM-UP. But the meaning 

of PALM-UP in TSL does not depend on the accompanying non-manual expressions, 

which differs from Sign Language of Netherlands. 

  PALM-UP in TSL consistently occurs in clause final position, as shown in the 

following examples. 

 

(20) WEAR-CONTACT-LENSES WEAR-CONTACT-LENSES NO-WAY TIGHT 

PALM-UP 

‘I can’t wear contact lenses.’ 

 

(21) INDEX1 EYES PALM-UP INFLAMMATION 

‘My eyes are inflamed.’ 
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(22) RAISED-MONEY NEVER PALM-UP 

‘I never got pay raises.’ 

 

The possible interpretation of PALM-UP in TSL can be considered a prosodic 

cue. It is a boundary marker. This analysis not only provides account for the examples 

presented here, but also for all the questions ending with PALM-UP.  

 

5.5  Discussion 

Based on an analysis of questions in naturally occurring TSL conversation data, 

this chapter gives a description of the ways TSL signers doing questioning. 

Interpretation of utterances as questioning is not made solely on the basis of linguistic 

form. Pragmatic inferences are used to identify TSL questions. 

The overall distribution of the types of functions performed through questions in 

the current data is shown in table 5.1. 
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Table 5.1: Distribution of functions by question types 

         functions 

question types 

requesting 

information 

initiating 

repair 

requesting 

confirmation 

seeking 

agreement 

total 

polar questions 124  80 2 206 

A-not-A questions 12    12 

alternative questions 4    4 

content questions 27 5   32 

polar question 

+PALM-UP 

6   3 9 

alternative 

questions+PALM-UP 

1    1 

content 

questions+PALM-UP 

4    4 

total 178 5 80 5 268 

 

 The typical function of questions, requesting information, is the most frequently 

occurring action in the data. Requesting information is performed with all types of 

questions identified in this study. It is mainly done with polar questions. Initiating 

repair is exclusively carried out through content question. Seeking agreement is 

performed through polar questions as well as polar questions ending with PALM-UP.  

 Requesting information can be performed through all the question types because 

different types of questions are designed for asking different kind of information. 

Polar questions and A-not-A questions are used to obtain either an affirmative or a 

negative response of a proposition. Content questions are employed to ask for 

information about person, place, or time etc. Alternative questions provide two 

options to choose from. Thus, it is not surprising to find requesting information is 

carried out through all kinds of question types. As for initiating repair, it occurs when 
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participants do not understand the utterances produced by the current speaker and 

need the current speaker to clarify or to provide more detailed information. Content 

questions are exclusively employed to perform this function because questions of this 

sort are designed to obtain the information concerning person, place, or time and so 

on. Thus, questioners use different question signs (e.g. WHO, WHERE, WHAT etc.) 

to get the information that they do not understand. As far as requesting confirmation 

is concerned, it is exclusively carried out through polar question. Requesting 

confirmation occurs when the participants need to confirm the prior utterances 

produce by the current speaker. As mentioned earlier, polar questions are designed to 

obtain an affirmative or a negative response. Thus, requesting confirmation is 

exclusively done with polar question that give a proposition to be confirmed or 

disconfirmed. Turning to seeking information, it is done with polar questions or polar 

questions ending with PALM-UP.   

 Polar questions are used to fulfill a wide range of functions in this study: 

requesting information, confirmation, and seeking agreement. It explains why polar 

questions are the most occurring question types. Both A-not-A and alternative 

questions are used only for requesting information. With respect to content questions, 

they are used for asking information and initiating repair. Questions ending with 

PALM-UP are also exclusively employed to asking information. 

Similar to the results indicated by other studies (Englert 2010; Stivers 2010), the 

results of this study show that there is a linguistic division of labor between 

interrogative forms and the communicative functions they perform. That is, signers 

use certain interrogative forms to fulfill certain function types. Sometimes the 
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communicative function is exclusively done with certain question types. 

 One final note regarding polar questions is made here before concluding this 

chapter. Similar to other sign languages that have been investigated, no manual 

mechanism is exclusively employed to mark TSL polar questions. Therefore, polar 

questions identified in this study are the utterances that are used to ask questions but 

do not contain A-not-A forms or question signs. These utterances do not provide two 

or more options for the addressees to choose from either. Polar questions are 

functional defined in this study since no manual mechanism is identified and 

non-manuals are optional. Although asking questions is regarded as a basic and 

universal illocutionary act, it is not a guarantee that every language grammaticalize 

their linguistic characteristic use for asking questions (Lyon 1995). Italian (Rossano 

2010) and Yélî Dnye, the Papuan language of Rossel Island (Levinson 2010), are two 

examples of this sort. Polar questions are identical to declarative sentences formation 

in these two spoken languages. Note, in Yélî Dnye, polar questions and declarative 

sentences do not differentiate in terms of prosodic features either. Rather, the concept 

of B-events (Labov and Fanshel 1977) is used to detect polar questions. 

Studies concerning questions in other sign languages have demonstrated that the 

sign order of polar questions is the same as declarative sentences. Non-manual 

expressions are used to differentiate these two structures. But in the available data of 

this study, a few polar questions are formed without non-manuals. Although 

non-manuals can be observed in most cases, the components or the scope varies. That 

is, eyebrow movements, head movements, or +GAZE do not consistently occur with 

all the questions. If those non-manuals occur, the onset time and offset time differ 
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across questions.  

 It has been shown in the literature of sign linguistics that non-manual 

expressions have a significant role in sign languages. As mentioned in chapter 2, 

non-manuals have been frequently observed in different question types across sign 

languages. Similarly, questions in TSL are usually accompanied by non-manual 

expressions. Next chapter discuss the role of non-manual behaviors observed in TSL 

questions. 
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Chapter 6 

 

Non-manual Expressions for Questioning 

 

Relevant research on interrogatives in other sign languages shows that 

non-manual expressions are important and indispensible, especially for the formation 

of polar questions. This holds true for TSL. Three non-manuals have been repeatedly 

reported co-occurring with TSL questions: eyebrow movements, head movements, 

and +GAZE. This chapter discusses non-manual behaviors observed in TSL questions 

with respect to their scope and their functions. 

 

6.1  The scope of non-manual expressions for questions 

In this study, the onset and offset of manual signs as well as the onset and offset 

of non-manual expressions were all annotated. By doing so, the specific scope of 

non-manual expressions could be defined.  

The scope of non-manuals is defined as all the lexical signs that the non-manuals 

co-occur with (Zeshan 2004). The minimum scope of non-manuals is a single sign 

while the maximum scope is the whole clause. Non-manual behaviors are considered 

as linguistic elements if they have a clear and specific onset and offset pattern on the 

one hand and they synchronize with manual signs and correspond to constituent 

boundaries on the other hand (Liddell 1980; Baker-Shenk 1983; Coerts 1990).  

The non-manuals for questions have shown in chapter 4 and chapter 5. In most 

cases, questions are accompanied by non-manuals. Just only a few questions are 
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formed without non-manual behaviors. For those non-manual behaviors occurring 

with questions, the components and appearances differ from one question to another, 

regardless of question types. Components here refer to the various combinations of 

each non-manual behavior whereas appearances refer to the intensity of eyebrow 

movements and different head positions. 

In the available data of this study, the non-manual behaviors for questions differ 

from what is suggested in previous literature. Non-manuals in TSL do not have a clear 

and specific onset and offset pattern, regardless of question types or the 

communicative functions a question perform. For onset time of non-manuals, each 

non-manual might have different onset time. They do not start with particular 

constituent boundaries. Some non-manual expressions even start before the formation 

of the questions. As far as offset time is concerned, each non-manual may have 

different offset time. Usually, they do not come to an end at the end of questions in 

most cases. Three non-manuals occur in various combinations. If all of them co-occur 

in a question, they may show different scopes.  

The scope and components of non-manuals accompanying questions might be 

associated with pragmatics. With reference to Hong Kong Sign Language, Tang 

(2006) suggests that the scope of non-manual marking for polar questions is 

associated with the constituent being questioned. In some sign languages, typical 

non-manuals for polar questions will change if questioners have additional intentions 

when asking questions (Baker-Shenk 1983; Sutton-Spence and Woll 1999; Meir 2004; 

van Herreweghe and Vermeerbergen 2006; McKee 2006). For instance, the 

accompanying non-manual expressions are furrowed eyebrows if the questioners want 
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to convey doubt, disbelief, or surprise. If the role of non-manual expressions is 

considered in terms of pragmatic functions, it explains the reason why content 

questions performing asking information co-occur with raised eyebrows while content 

questions performing initiating repair co-occur with furrowed eyebrows.  

The data of this study are collected from spontaneous conversations. The goal of 

this study is not to identify the grammatical regularities of non-manual expressions 

accompanying interrogative constructions. Instead, the goal is to investigate how TSL 

signers doing questioning in daily interaction. As the results shown by other research 

suggested, the analysis of non-manual expressions should take pragmatic factors into 

consideration. The following table presents the non-manual behaviors with respect to 

pragmatic functions. 

 

Table 6.1: Non-manual expressions observed in TSL data 

communicative 

functions 

question types eye 

gaze 

eyebrow 

movements 

head 

movements 

requesting 

information 

polar questions ✔ raised ? 

A-not-A questions ✔ raised ? 

alternative questions ✔ raised ? 

content questions ✔ raised ? 

polar+PALM-UP ✔  ? 

alternative+ PALM-UP ✔  ? 

content+ PALM-UP ✔ furrowed ? 

initiating 

repair 

content questions ✔ furrowed ? 

requesting 

confirmation 

polar questions ✔ raised ? 

seeking 

agreement 

polar questions ✔  ? 

polar+PALM-UP ✔  ? 
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Next section discusses the functions of each non-manual behavior with respect to 

pragmatic functions. 

 

6.2 The functions of non-manuals for questioning 

 Non-manual expressions in sign languages serve a wide range of functions. 

Some are associated with morphological or grammatical structure (Liddell 1980; Pfau 

and Quer 2010); others correspond to intonation in spoken languages (Nespor and 

Sandler 1999; Sandler and Lillo-Martin 2006); still others are gestures, especially the 

lower part of the face (Boyes-Braem and Sutton-Spence 2001; Fontata 2008; Sandler 

2009). One specific non-manual behavior can serve various functions and vice versa. 

This section divides three sections. Each of which discusses a particular non-manual 

expression identified in this study. +GAZE is consistently observed in every question 

in the data, the discussion starts with +GAZE. 

 

6.2.1  +GAZE 

 Gaze is an individual’s looking behavior. When it occurs, it is not necessary at 

the other person (Knapp and Hall 1997). Eye gaze behaviors are observed in both 

spoken and signed language interaction. Four functions of gazing in spoken language 

interaction are identified: regulating the flow of communication, monitoring feedback, 

reflecting cognitive activity, and expressing emotions (Kendon 1967). Regulating the 

flow of communication is relevant to the discussion here.  
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Regulators are used to ‘maintain and regulate the back-and-forth nature of 

speaking and listening between two or more interactants’ (Ekman and Friesen 

1969:82). Eye gaze regarding conversation regulators involves looking at the 

interlocutor when one finishes an utterance. This eye gaze behavior not only signals 

the interlocutor it is his or her turn to speak but also monitor feedback. Eye gaze is 

often accompanied by the vocal cues associated with the ending of declarative or 

interrogative sentences (Knapp and Hall 1997). 

Eye gaze behaviors convey information necessary to the pacing of the 

conversation and they do not have message content. Both speakers and listeners show 

conversational regulators (Ekman 1979). The following table lists eye gaze behaviors 

relevant to turn-taking mechanism (Remland 2004:270).  

 

Table 6.2: Eye gaze behaviors relevant to turn-taking mechanism in spoken languages 

intention visual signals 

turn maintaining gazing away from listener 

turn yielding gazing at listener 

turn requesting gazing at speaker 

turn denying gaze aversion 

 

 It should be noted here that eye gaze is not the only way to regulate the 

conversation. Interlocutors regulate the conversation in several ways. For instance, 

posture changes signal a topic change; the mouth may form an oval shape when an 

individual wants to talk; and rapid nodding indicates the interlocutor to hurry and 

finish (Ekman 1979). 
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 Turning to signed language interaction, gazing behavior is a common signal for 

regulating conversation. It has been attested in several sign languages, including 

American Sign Language (Baker 1977; Baker and Padden 1978), Flemish Sign 

Language (van Herreweghe 2002), Norwegian Sign Language (Vogt-Svendsen 1990) 

and Filipino Sign Language (Martinez 1995). Those studies have shown that eye gaze 

is related to turn-taking mechanism.  

 Eye gaze has more than one function in sign language conversation, just like in 

spoken languages. It is necessary to distinguish different functions of eye gaze 

behaviors. With reference to American Sign Language, Baker and Padden 

(1978:48-49) differentiate different functions of eye gaze behaviors, as shown in 

Table 6.3. Similar differentiation is also identified in Norwegian Sign Language 

(Vogt-Svendsen 1990). 

 

Table 6.3: Some functions of eye movements in American Sign Language 

regulatory speaker -GAZE controls interruptions, maintains own 

turn 

+GAZE signals turn-yielding at grammatical 

juncture 

addressee +GAZE signals speaker may initiate/continue a 

turn 

-GAZE signals impending interruption 

linguistic GAZE-direction lexically 

determined 

SEARCH requires ‘searching’ 

movements of eye. Speakers 

can’t look directly at 

addressee 

part of modifier look up to show something is 

big 
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pronominal 

reference 

A gaze in the direction of a 

spatial referent can function 

similarly to manual indexing 

(pointing with the index 

finger) 

direction 

quotation 

look up to show that the child 

is the speaker and that what 

follows is in quotes 

evidence of 

constituent 

boundary 

speakers tend to check on 

addressees’ decoding by 

looking back at them at 

grammatical junctures (and 

looking away again as a new 

constituent is initiated) 

 

Turning to TSL, all the questions taken from the data are accompanied by a 

direct eye gaze at the addressee at or near the end of question, although the onset time 

of eye gaze in each question differ.  

 Gazing behavior functions as a conversation regulator is not only attested across 

languages but also across language modalities. It is naturally for questioners to yield 

their speaking turns at the completion of a question since questioners would expect a 

response. Eye gaze at the end of a question cannot be considered as a grammatical 

component of the non-manual question marker. Instead, eye gaze at the end of the 

question signals relinquishing the turn and expect a response from the addressee. It is 

a conversation regulator. 
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6.2.2  Eyebrow movements 

 Eyebrow movements are probably the most common non-manual expression for 

questions in sign languages. They are considered as corresponding to intonation in 

spoken language (Nespor and Sandler 1999; Sandler 1999; McKee 2006). The 

differences in eyebrow positions found in different question types are pragmatic 

rather than grammatical. Such differences change the ‘tone of voice’ of the sentence 

(Savolainen 2006).   

 The results of this study have shown that raised eyebrows are held with the 

majority of questions, except for the questions performing initiating repair. But the 

appearances of raised eyebrows held with TSL questions are not the same. Most 

questions are accompanied by both inner and outer eyebrow raised (AU1+2), and a 

few questions are held with only inner eyebrow raised (AU1) or only outer eyebrow 

raised (AU2). As for questions used for initiating repair, they are held with furrowed 

eyebrows (AU4) if eyebrow behaviors occur. 

 In spoken language interaction, Ekman (1979) points out that both speakers and 

listeners show eyebrow movements while they are communicating. Both AU1+2 and 

AU4 are used when speakers ask questions, with AU1+2 more frequently. Ekman 

indicates that there is a difference in the context in which AU1+2 or AU4 occur. 

When speakers have more doubt or perplexed, AU4 is more likely to occur than 

AU1+2. Similarly, listeners may do AU1+2 and AU4 when they have questions. They 

tend to do AU4 when they do not understand what the speakers have said whereas do 

AU1+2 when they have incredulity.  
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 Eyebrow behaviors in TSL questions are similar to what Ekman has been 

reported. Both AU1+2 and AU4 occur with questions. But only AU4 co-occurs with 

question asking for requesting repair because they do not understand prior utterances. 

Several sign linguists also indicate that facial expressions accompanying questions in 

signed languages are similar to co-speech facial expressions in spoken languages 

(Campbell et al. 1999; Janzen and Shaffer 2002; Pfau and Quer 2006). If so, it is 

naturally to ask the question: why the facial expressions co-occurred with questions in 

signed languages are paralleled to question intonation in spoken languages, instead of 

using the same as facial expressions in questions in spoken languages? 

 Based on the acquisition evidence, Reilly, McIntire and Bellugi (1900b) point 

out that intonation in spoken languages and facial expressions in signed languages are 

not identical, although there are some overlapping functions. Hearing children acquire 

sentence intonation contours before one-word stage while deaf children acquire facial 

expressions for content questions after three years old. 

 This study tends to suggest that non-manual expressions accompanying TSL 

questions correspond to facial expressions accompanying questions in spoken 

languages. 

 A final note is made here. Sometimes the eyebrow movements start before the 

formation of questions. Coerts (1990) suggests that the early onset of the non-manual 

behaviors is an indication for direct speech and role-taking. Similarly, Baker-Shenk 

(1983) indicates the early onset of non-manual expressions is to signal to the 

addressee that a particular sentence type will occur in discourse situations. When 

signers want to ask questions, their early onset is a cue. 
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6.2.3  Head movements 

The head is not stationary while a signer is signing. Identifying and labeling a 

head movement is not an easy work. Head tilting is relatively common co-occurring 

with questions but it does not occur with most questions. What’s more, manual signs 

are usually influence the head movements. For example, TSL sign WHO is formed by 

placing the back of one hand against the side of the cheek. Sometimes singers would 

tilt or move their head forward as their hands moving toward the cheek. Questions are 

formed in terms of a string of signs. Head movements sometimes move along the 

hands. So far, no general pattern is found. 
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Chapter 7 
 

Conclusions 
 

 Until recently, research on sign language is largely limited to American Sign 

Language and a number of European Sign Languages. It is necessary to investigate 

non-Western sign languages in order to understand the nature of visual-gestural 

language. The present study adds important observations to the growing body of data 

in this regard. 

This study presents question types and communicative functions of TSL from 

interactional perspectives. The marking devices found in TSL in general accord to 

general observations reported in other sign languages. TSL employs both manual 

signs and non-manual expressions to signal questions. This chapter summarizes the 

findings of this present study and makes suggestions for future studies.  

 

7.1  The findings 

7.1.1  Question types in TSL 

 Four question types are identified in the current data set: polar questions, 

A-not-A questions, alternative questions, and content questions. As far as manual 

mechanisms are concerned, no particular sign order is identified in polar questions; 

A-not-A questions make using of juxtaposing positive and negative predicates to form 

questions; Alternative questions are formed either by signing two options in order 

followed by repeating the first option or by connecting two options with the sign OR; 

content questions are formulated with a question sign. Furthermore, two other manual 
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mechanisms are identified: doubling construction as well as PALM-UP in final 

position. Subject pronoun, A-not-A form, and question sign occasionally are doubled 

in the questions. PALM-UP is found in final position in polar questions, alternative 

questions, and content questions without additional nuance of meaning. 

 A majority of questions are accompanied by non-manual expressions. But the 

components and the scope of non-manual behaviors show a great extent of variation. 

Three non-manuals are observed: eye gaze at the end of the question, eyebrow 

movements, and head movements. Although the onset time of non-manuals varies, the 

offset time consistently ends with or after the last manual sign of the questions.  

 

7.1.2  Communicative functions of TSL questions 

 Four communicative functions performed by questions are obtaining information, 

initiating repair, requesting confirmation, and seeking agreement. Seeking 

information is done with all the question types. Initiating repair is performed with 

content questions. Requesting confirmation is exclusively done with polar questions. 

Finally, seeking agreement is performed with polar questions ending with PALM-UP. 

 

7.1.3  The functions of non-manuals for questions 

 Non-manuals in TSL do not have consistent patterns and a few questions are 

found without non-manual expressions. While the meaning of a question is 

determined in terms of the sequential organization of interaction; non-manuals serve 

other interactional functions. Different non-manuals fulfill different international 

functions. Eye gaze at the addressees at the end of the questions signal turn-yielding. 
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Eyebrow movements are associated with the functions. Questioners tend to use 

furrowed eyebrows (AU4) when they have doubt or do not understand what the 

previous utterances have been said whereas tend to raise their eyebrows (AU1+2) 

when they want to ask for information or confirmation.  

 

7.2  Suggestions for collection and analyses of TSL 

There are two related methodological issues that are raised by the findings of this 

study. First, in this study, more variation is reported on non-manuals than is described 

in TSL reference grammar (Tai et al. in preparation). Different findings are not 

surprising due to different data sources. TSL reference grammar is based on elicited 

data while this study is based on conversation data. In order to understand the real use 

of the language, it is better to investigate the language in terms of interactional 

conversation. 

Second, in the present study various eyebrow behaviors occur in questions, such 

as AU1, AU2, AU4, AU1+2, and AU1+2+4. AU1+2 and AU1+2+4 might be 

described as raised eyebrows. But these two appearances signal different 

communicative functions in this study. Because non-manuals are important on all 

structural levels of sign languages, they should be reported in detail. FACS (2002) 

provides a system for describing the nuance appearances of facial expressions. 

 

7.3  Future research 

 There are a number of issues unsolved in this study. First, the use of PALM-UP 

and doubling construction not only are pervasive in the current data but also are 
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repeated reported by other sign researchers. The investigation on these two 

constructions is useful to understand whether there is a modality effect on these two 

constructions. Second, the employment of facial expressions as well as body 

movements while communicating with others is not a unique property of sign 

languages. Thus, it is important to compare the interaction between speakers to the 

interaction between signers to identify modality non-effects and effects in human 

conversation. 
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Appendix: Action Units 

 

 Below lists the most important appearance changes produced by the muscle that 

allow the particular action to be distinguished from other AUs. The descriptions are 

based on Ekman, Friesen, and Hager (2002). 

 

1.  AU1 – Inner Brower Raiser 
a.  Pulls the inner portion of the eyebrows upwards. 

b.  For many people, produces an oblique shape to the eyebrows. 

c.  Changes the skin in the center of the forehead to wrinkle horizontally. These 

wrinkles usually do not run across the entire forehead, but are limited to the 

center. The wrinkles may be curved, raised more in the center than at the ends, 

rather than horizontal. Those wrinkles may not appear in infants or children. If 

there are permanently etched lines or wrinkles in the center area of the forehead, 

they deepen. 

d.  Don’t be confused because the outer corner of the brows may move medially a 

little bit. This movement is from the pulling on the inner part of the brow. If the 

outer corner moves with AU1, it moves towards the center line rather than with 

the upward movement due to AU2. 

 

2.  AU 2 – Outer Brow Raiser 
a.  Pulls the lateral (outer) portion of the eyebrows upwards. 

b.  Produces an arched shape to the eyebrows. 

c.  Causes the lateral portion of the eye cover fold to be stretched upwards. 

d.  In some people, causes short horizontal wrinkles to appear above the lateral 

portions of the eyebrows. There may also be wrinkles produced in the medial 

portion of the forehead, but they are not as deep as the lateral ones. 

e.  Don’t be confused if the inner corners of the brows move a little bit. This is from 

the pulling of the lateral part of the brow by 2 and not due to the inner corner 

being pulled upwards by AU1. 

 

3.  AU 4 – Brow Lowerer 

a.  Lowers the eyebrows. In different instances it may be only the inner portion of 

the eyebrow that is lowered or it may be both inner and central portions that are 

lowered, or it may appear that the entire eyebrow is lowered. 
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b.  Pushes the eye cover fold downwards and may narrow the eye aperture. 

c.  Pulls the eyebrows closer together. 

d.  Produces vertical wrinkles between the eyebrows, which may be deep. In some 

people the wrinkles between the eyebrows may not be vertical but at a 45 degree 

angle, or both angled and vertical. May also produce one or more horizontal 

wrinkles at the root of the nose. If the vertical, angled, or horizontal wrinkles are 

permanently etched, they deepen. 

e.  Many produce an oblique wrinkle or muscle bulge running from the middle of the 

forehead above the middle of the eyebrow down to the inner corner of the brow, 

or a series of rippling bulges above and medial to the eyebrow center. 

 

4.  AU combination 1+2 
The combination of these two Action Units raises the inner (AU1) and the outer (AU2) 

corners of the eyebrows, producing changes in appearance which are the product of 

their joint action. 

a.  Pulls the entire eyebrow (medial to lateral parts) upwards. 

b.  Produces an arched, curved appearance to the shape of the eyebrow. 

c.  Bunches the skin in the forehead so that horizontal wrinkles appear across the 

entire forehead. The wrinkles may not appear in infants, children, and a few 

adults. 

d.  Stretches the eye cover fold so that it is more apparent. 

e.  In some people (those with deeply set eyes) the stretching of the eye cover fold 

reveals their upper eyelid, which usually is concealed by the eye cover fold. 

 

5.  AU combination 1+2+4 
This combination of AUs pulls the brows upwards and together, but neither of these 

changes is as large as is found separately with AU4 alone or with the AU1+2 

combination. The changes in appearance in 1+2+4 are not simply the addition of 

those for the separate AUs, but are a new, somewhat different product of their joint 

action. 

a.  Pulls the entire brow (medial to lateral) upwards, but not as much as due to 1+2 

alone because AU4 pulls down on the brow. 

b.  Pulls the eyebrows together, but not as close together as in AU 4 alone.  

c.  Flattens the shape of the eyebrow between the inner corner and the middle 

portion of the eyebrow. In some people there may be a small downward curve in 
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between these two points. Usually the outer corners of the brows are level with 

the inner corners, or if lower than the inner corner, the outer corners are up 

sufficiently to expose the lateral portion of the upper eyelid. 

d.  Bunches the skin in the central portion of the forehead so that horizontal wrinkles 

or wrinkles that show a little upward curve appear in the center of the forehead. 

These wrinkles may not appear in infants, children and some adults. 

e.  May cause an oblique wrinkle line or muscle bunching to appear following the 

pathway of one of the strands of AU4. This wrinkle runs from the inner corner of 

the eyebrows, up and outwards to a point in the forehead above the middle of the 

eyebrows. 
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